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ABSTRACT

The measurement of internal magnetic field profiles may be a very important

step in the understanding of magnetic confinement physics issues. The measure-

ment of plasma-induced Faraday rotation is one of the more promising internal

magnetic field diagnostics, This thesis describes the development of a heterodyne

polarimeter/interferometer for internal poloidal magnetic field measurement on ZT-

40M. Heterodyne techniques were employed because of the insensitivity to spurious

signal amplitude changes that cause errors in other methods.

Initial problems in polarimetric sensitivity were observed that were ultimately

found to be related to discharge-induced motions of the constrained diagnostic

access on ZT-40M. Grazing incidence reflections on metallic surfaces of the di-

agnostic ports caus* -1 polarization changes that affected the measurement accu-

racy. Installation of internally threaded sleeves to baffle the reflections eliminated

the sensitivity problem, and allowed useful Faraday rotation measurements to be

made. Simultaneotis polarimetric and interferometric measurements have also been

demonstrated.

The ability to assemble a working heterodyne polarimeter/interferometer is no

longer in question. The extension of the present system to multichord operation

requires increased laser power and efficiency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Allowing that magnetic confinement of plasmas has been the leading ap-

proach to controlled fusion over the past twenty-five years, it is some-

what surprising that measurement techniques for local magnetic fields

are not by now, well established and routine. Several methods, involv-

ing very different physical principles, have been attempted, with some

measure of success in recent years; but it would seem that the quest

for a simple, reliable and accurate technique is still very actively being

pursued.\l]

This thesis research has been devoted to the pursuit of one such internal mag-

netic field measurement technique. The particular objective of this effort was to

develop a capability for measuring the poloidal magnetic field (Be (r)) in ZT-40M

— a Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) plasma — by Faraday rotation (see Appendix A.I

for a definition of toroidal coordinates). Similar measurements have been devel-

oped for measurements on Tokamak plasmai?, where a related quantity, the toroidal

current distribution, is sought. The real interest in RFP physics is a knowledge

of both magnetic field components — Be{r) is unly part of the problem. (The

methods adapted for measurements on ZT-40M could be used for toroidal field

measurements if the appropriate diagnostic access were available [2].)

There are many diagnostic techniques that have been considered and developed

to various stages. None of the techniques have proven to be ideal in all respects.

What is sought is a measurement system that is simple and reliable, accurate and

unambiguously interpreted, and able to provide single-shot profile information —
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not only for the present laboratory plasmas, but for reactor-grade plasmas of the

future.

For the purposes at hand, it is important to recognize that many of the Bs(r)

measurement techniques (that have been developed to the point that measure-

ments on relevant plasmas are possible) are only applicable to tokamak plasmas.

They require a priori knowledge of the B$(r) profile, making them unsuitable for

measurements on other plasmas (such as an RFP plasma). Some techniques have

limitations in the ability to make measurements in a reactor-grade plasma, although

measurements of present laboratory plasmas are possible. Others are difficult to

implement on the present plasmas, but become much easier as reactor conditions

are approached.

The various magnetic field measurement techniques are surveyed in the follow-

ing sections. Faraday rotation is clearly one of the leading candidates for making

magnetic field measurements on RFP plasmas. Briefly, the important features of

Faraday rotation measurements are:

• the ability to make single-shot determinations of the magnetic field profile,

• the ability to make such measurements on a wide variety of plasmas,

• the requirement of diagnostic access that is standard on most machines, and

• its close relationship in design and operation to interferometry — a well

developed and widely used diagnostic technique.

Faraday rotation measurements are rather difficult on most machines today, be-

cause of the small rotations induced by present laboratory plasmas. However, the

measurements will become much easier as reactor conditions are approached.

Because Faraday rotation results from the interaction between and electromag-

netic (EM) probe uea,m and the plasmas, the theory of EM wave propagation is

developed in Chapter 2, with the help of appendices. Density effects ou EM wave

propagaao are also considered because density measurements need to be made

in conjunction with Faraday rotation measurements in order to extract the mag-

netic field information. Although the measurements can be made independently,

there are schemes that allow both density and Faraday rotation measurements to

be .nade simultaneously.
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Various EM wave probing techniques will be discussed in Chapter S. There

are a nuniHer of techniques that can be used for making Faraday rotation measure-

ments. Most techniques sense a change in signal amplitude generated by Faraday

rotation. The "implest example of such a technique is monitoring the changes in

transmission through a linear polarizer that result from the Faraday rotation in-

duced by the plasma. This class of measurement technique (from this point on

to be referred to as amplitude polarimetric technique) suffers from uncertainties

caused by other physical effects that can alter the amplitude of the signal. The

method for measuring Faraday rotation on ZT-40M is an alternative approach,

one that is relatively insensitive to spurious amplitude changes. The concept is

closely related to heterodyne interferometry, where the density alters the phase of

a carrier signal, and the density information can be recovered even if large signal

amplitude changes may occur. In heterodyne phase-shift polarimetry, the Faraday

rotation alters the phase of a carrier signal, and by analyzing the time signature

of the carrier signal, the magnetic field determination is independent of spurious

amplitude changes.

The equipment that was used for measurements on ZT-40M is described in

Chapter 4. The system development described in Chapter 4 pertains to the impli-

mentation of Faraday rotation measurements on any device. There was additional

development required to obtain sufficient polarimetric sensitivity that was specific

to the application to ZT-40M. An account of this work is relegated to Chapter 5.

The problems were caused by the constrained access on ZT-40M, and may have

relevance to applications of Faraday rotation where similar access characteristics

are present.

One of the primary results of the thesis research is the demonstration that

Faraday rotation measurements are indeed possible on RFP plasmas, although the

problems encountered were found to be much more severe than similar experience

in tokamak applications. Very interesting observations result just from the inspec-

tion of a polarimetric carrier signal, where spurious amplitude changes preclude

the use of amplitude techniques for Faraday rotation measurements on ZT- 40M.

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the single-chord measurements on

ZT-40M; how-ver, a common theme of Chapter 6 is the need of multichord mea-

surements to accurately understand many of the effects. As a result of this thesis

research, there is very little doubt that a multi-chord system could be assembled
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and successfully operated. The extension of the techniques used for single-chord

measurements to multi-chord operation is discussed in Chapter 7.

1.1 Motivation for Internal Magnetic Field Mea-
surements

Although simple and reliable techniques for making routine internal magnetic field

measurements are not yet available, it is commonly believed that such measure-

ments would be extremely useful in the enhancement of understanding of many

important processes in plasma confinement. The lack of detailed measurements

has prompted various studies on how to make inferences about internal fields

from external magnetic measurements (e.g.,[3]), or from very minimal internal

measurements (4].

There are a number of important issues that could be studied if internal mag-

netic field measurements were available. Some of the issues that are common to

all confinement schemes are the magnetic field profile formation and sustainment,

and the equilibrium, stability, and termination of the plasma. There are other

measurements that may address these issues to some degree, and detailed theories

have been formulated to explain observations. Magnetic field measurements could

serve to augment or refute the present understanding of these and other issues.

1.1.1 Interest in Magnetic Field Determination in Toka-
mak Plasmas

For a tokamak plasma, some of the information that could be obtained from an

internal magnetic field measurements was listed by Equipe TFR in an excellent

review of tokamak plasma diagnostics[5]. Information about the internal magnetic

field in a tokamak would lead to a better understanding of skin effects, plasma

stability, power balance, and runaway electrons. Skin effects are an important

issue in a tokamak because classical magnetic field diffusion theory predicts that

skin currents induced in the plasma formation phase do not have time to diffuse

to the center[6]. Thomson scattering temperature measurements contradict this

theory, indicating that the conductivity is peaked at the center on a relatively

short time scale. Internal magnetic measurements could help in the understanding

of this anomalous radial current transport observed in experiments.
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Basic MHD stability depends on the magnetic field profile in the plasma. Al-

though tokamak stability is relatively well understood, internal magnetic measure-

ments could help test the theory. With the aid of magnetic measurements, effects

important in determining the stability could be more clearly established, possibly

resulting in our extension of the present .stability regime.

Although the global power balance can be determined by measuring the total

toroidal current, knowledge of the current density profile is necessary to calculate

the local power balance. It is required to determine the local ohmic input power.

Information about runaway electrons can be obtained from internal magnetic

field measurements as long as there is independent information about the current

generated by the bulk electrons alone. This independent measurement could be

made by measuring the shift in the electron velocity distribution via Thomson

scattering, which will be discussed in Section 1.2. Measurements would need to be

extremely accurate because a very small percentage of the current is generated by

runaway electrons [7]. Runaway electrons were of interest in the early development

of tokamaks because of severe wall damage that was caused by these electrons

[7]. In recent years, a lower energy class of electrons, "slideaway" electrons, are

the result of current drive schemes in tokamaks, where the tail of the electron

velocity distribution is enhanced, and the stabilizing plasma current is generated

by a minority of the electrons, rather than the bulk electrons.

In a tokamak plasma, the characteristically low /31 is an advantage for internal

magnetic field determination. This is because the internal magnetic field does

not deviate significantly from the vacuum magnetic field. T*s.s toroidal field is

determined with adequate precision by the vacuum relation B$(R) oc 1, /i!, where

R is the major radial coordinate (see Appendix A. for a description of toroidal

coordinates). Internal magnetic field measurements on a tokamak are, therefore,

directed toward determining the poloidal magnetic field profile, or equivalently, the

toroidal current density distribixtion. Since the tokamak toroidal field is known,

measurement techniques that indicate the magnetic field direction with adequate

precision can directly lead to a determination of the poloidal field strength.

Although the low /? of the tokamak plasms, facilitates internal magnetic field

measurements, it makes the tokamak less attractive as a fusion reactor. There are

minimum requirements of plasma density and temperature for reactor operation,

1 ft = (nkT)/(B2/2fio) is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure.
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Figure 1.1: Field Profiles for a Tokamak and an RFP

and the parameter /? indicates the magnetic field strength necessary to support the

plasma. Generating magnetic fields is a significant, cost in a fusion reactor, both in

magnet coil power consumption and in mechanical structure to support the forces

on the coils. Therefore, low /? results in higher costs — an important concern for

an economically marginal energy technology.

1.1.2 Interest in Magnetic Field Determination in a Re-
versed Field Pinch

Many of the issues important to tokamak confinement are also important in a

reversed-field pinch (RFP) [8]. However, in an RFP, there is a greater need for in-

ternal magnetic field measurement. Unlike a tokamak, there is as much uncertainty

in the toroidal magnetic field as there is in the poloidal field. The RFP is a high /?

device, which causes the internal fields to deviate extensively from vacuum fields.

Theoretical magnetic field profiles for the RFP are compared to those of a tokamak

in Figure 1.1. Note that the vertical scales are quite different (the Be values are

comparable if the plasmas have the same toroidal current). The primary differences

between the fields of the two confinement schemes are the much higher toroidal field

in the tokamak, and the distinctive toroidal field profile of the RFP. The vacuum
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toroidal field on an RFP must also follow the relation B,j,(R) oc 1/iJ, but the field in

the presence of the plasma is grossly different. The actual mechanism for generat-

ing and sustaining such a reversed field configuration is not completely understood.

Theoretical models of possible mechanisms have been proposed, (e.ff.,[9][lO]), how-

ever, detailed internal field measurements are required to substantiate the theory,

and verify that the actual profiles do not deviate from these theoretical profiles. In

addition to the lack of understanding of the magnetic field profile generation and

sustainment, Gerwin [4] has outlined other important issues in RFP confinement

physics that would benefit from a knowledge of the magnetic field profiles. These

issues are reviewed in the following sections.

Stability of RFP Plasmas

Magnetic field profiles enter into the MHD stability of the RFP, where stability

is achieved, in part, by the strong shear of the magnetic field. Measurement of

the field profiles could be checked against ideal and resistive MHD stability crite-

ria, although a measurement of the plasma pressure profile is required to complete

the stability analysis. The magnetic field profiles could also be analyzed for sus-

ceptibility to micro-instabilities, and magnetic fluctuations could be correlated to

fluctuations measured in other plasma parameters to give information on modes 1

that might only be marginally stable.

Transport Code Physics

Transport codes are used extensively to explore transport phenomena in RFP

plasmas [Il][l2][l3j. Measured magnetic field profiles, along with an independent

knowledge of the pressure profile, could be used for initial conditions for the code."?,-

or used as running comparisons with the code results. Gerwin[4] considers that

this sort of tandem investigation could be very valuable in providing information

about the nature of effective transport coefficients.

Measurement of other Plasma Parameters

Knowledge of the magnetic field profiles, and therefore the current density pro-

files, can provide a measurement of the plasma resistivity on axis. Values of the

resistivity on axis inferred from magnetic field measurements could be compared
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to the Spitzer resistivity on axis inferred from Thomson scattering measurements,

perhaps providing more information about the anomalous resistivity observed in

experiments (this assumes the plasma is in steady state). Measurement of the

internal magnetic field profiles could also provide indirect indications of other pa-

rameters. For example, the measured current profile could be used to derive a

"conductivity temperature" profile that could be compared to other measurements

that provide some information about the plasma temperature profile.

The power local power balance in an RFP plasma requires more information

than a tokamak plasma. Both poloidal and toroidal currents contribute to the

ohmic input power. Therefore measurements of both internal field profiles are

necessary to completely determine the local power balance.

Despite the lack of information about the internal magnetic field, the per-

formance of magnetic confinement devices has advanced significantly in the past

twenty years. Some of the improvements have resulted from improving the mag-

netic topology, in the form of alteration of the magnetic flux surfaces and reduction

of magnetic field errors. The advent of internal magnetic field diagnostics will un-

doubtedly contribute to future improvements in magnetically confined plasmas.

The following section is devoted to a review of the various internal magnetic field

measurement techniques that have been proposed.

1.2 Possible Techniques for Measuring Internal
Magnetic Fields

Much of the work in diagnostic development has been performed on tokamak plas-

mas, so it should not come as a big surprise when it is found that some techniques

are specific to tokamak applications. This is especially true for magnetic field

measurement techniques, where unique characteristics of the tokamak field profiles

allow the use of some techniques that would not be applicable to other plasmas.

The toroidal field is monotonically decreasing with major radius, and is known with

adequate precision due to its similarity to the vacuum toroidal field. Therefore,

for example, techniques that measure the field-line direction provide the final piece

of information about tokamak magnetic fields. The characteristics of the tokamak

toroidal field profile also facilitate certain techniques, as will be discussed below.
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The standard method for making magnetic field measurements is to use some

sort of probe[l4]. An example of a magnetic field probe is a simple pick-up loop,

where currents are generated by changing magnetic fields. Such probes are useful

for pulsed magnetic fields. For the measurement of DC magnetic fields, Hall effect

probes are extensively used. These probes sense the magnetic field directly rather

than measuring the rate of change of the field.

Although probes can provide extensive information about plasma magnetic

fields [15], they cannot be used in plasmas of thermonuclear interest. Severe prob-

lems are found in probe durability in the harsh environment of the plasma, where

common materials cannot withstand the heat loads. Even if this were not a prob-

lem., a probe is a perturbing element in the plasma, and alters the characteristics

of the plasma that is being probed. In addition to the introduction of impurities

in the plasma due to probe erosion, the probe can actually introduce distortions to

the magnetic field[l4]. Thus for the measurement of the magnetic field internal to

the plasma, the common measurement techniquds cannot be applied. Indirect and

complicated techniques are required. #
«

There are many indirect measurement techniques that have been proposed,

based on plasma phenomena that depend in some way on the magnetic field. In

most cases, the measurement of the external magnetic field will be ignored; however,

such measuremerts can add to the other information obtained and contribute to the

overall understanding of the plasma magnetics. The indirect methods for measuring

the internal magnetic field fall into two categories: passive measurements and active

measurements. The passive methods involve the measurement of characteristics of

the various types of plasma emissions, which exist whether or not any measurements

are being made. Active methods involve the injection of non-perturbing "probe"

(some form of wave or particle beam), and measuring the characteristics of the

probe that are altered by the plasma. The active techniques are more complicated

than the passive techniques, because the waves or particles need to be generated

as well as detected. However, passive techniques often suffer from weak plasma

emissions and sometimes produce ambiguous or underdetermined information, and

in these cases, active measurements are required.

The choices between the many options for measuring the magnetic field are

highly machine-dependent. Some methods require detailed independent knowledge

of one of the magnetic field components, and therefore may only be useful on a low
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,8 tokamak where the toroidal magnetic field is known. Other methods, which may

be applicable to any plasma, require diagnostic access that may be impossible to

obtain for certain confinement schemes. Some methods also may not be able to be

expanded to allow measurement of magnetic profiles in a single plasma discharge.

In spite of the many options available for making measurements of the inter-

nal magnetic field, none of the options clearly stand out as having an advantage

in simplicity, sensitivity, and ease of interpretation. Most options are difficult to

implement and/or difficult to unambiguously interpret, and the internal magnetic

field is probably the most poorly diagnosed plasma characteristic at this point in

time. The following sections outline the passive and active measurement techniques

that have been proposed, the status of the development of the measurements, and

the difficulties encountered or foreseen in the diagnostic development and imple-

mentation. It is not intended to be a complete treatment of these measurement

techniques. The basic concepts and prospects of the various ideas will be reviewed;

and the interested reader will be referred to the work of others for more details.

(An excellent review of magnetic field diagnostics is presented by Peacock [l].)

1.2.1 Passive Techniques for Magnetic Field Measurement

External Magnetics, MHD Activity

The most common passive internal magnetic field estimate combines information

obtained from the external magnetic field with measurements of internal plasma

parameters other than the magnetic field. References describing the measurement

technique in more detail are [16] and [17]. The information required for determin-

ing the current density distribution includes the pressure profile (from Thomson

scattering), the q — 1 surface (from soft x-ray sawteeth), the total current (from a

Rogowski coil), the edge poloidal field (from a loop probe array), and the ZtSj pro-

file (by measurement of bremsstrahlung continuum, which is oc [Z2n2/\/T)e~h'//T).

This information is used to give a self-consistent solution to the Grad-Shafranov

equation for the current density:

where R is the major radial coordinate, ip is a flux coordinate, B^ is the toroidal

field, p is the pressure and the prime denotes the partial derivative with respect
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to I/J. This technique is universally employed in tokamaks; however, it is only

applicable when a q value can be determined and the other measurements are

available.

Cyclotron Emission Polarimetry

The second passive r.̂ vUiod involves the measurement of the polarization of the

cyclotron . =Jiation emitted from the plasma. The polarization of the radiation

depends on the magnetic field direction at the point of origin. This technique would

be particularly useful for a tokamak plasma, because the cyclotron frequency is

determined primarily by the toroidal field strength, which is known to be oc 1/72.

Therefore, the measurement of polarization as a function of frequency yields a

determination of the magnetic field line pitch as t. function of major radius, from

which the poloidal field component can be extracted (because the toroidal field

strength is known). This method is not applicable to plasmas that don't have

these special characteristics.

This technique was attempted on the TFR tokamak [18]. Experimental diffi-

culties were encountered that were attributed to polarization scrambling by wall

reflections and plasma turbulence. It is also possible that polarization changes

resulting from propagation through the plasma might have made the polarization

measurement difficult.2 Additional problems were seen with absorption of the emis-

sion by the plasma, and the competing effect of plasma frequency emission by a

low density hot electron component of the plasma. As a result, this attempted

measurement of the internal magnetic field by cyclotron emission polarimetry was

unsuccessful.

Fusion Product Emission

The ability to determine poloidal magnetic field profiles by measuring fusion prod-

uct emission was studied by Heidbrink on the PLT tokamak [20]. Fusion products

leave the plasma on trajectories that depend an the emission profile and magnetic

field. For measurement of the emission profile, detectors are placed at positions

that minimize sensitivity to magnetic field effects. For poloidal field measurements,

2Such effects are discussed in Reference [19]. Due to polarization changes in propagation, the
emitted polarization depends on the edge magnetic field rather than the field at the point of origin.
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detectors are placed in positions where the fusion product emission depends sensi-

tively on the magnetic field.

Although measurements on PLT indicated when the current distribution was

more peaked or more broad than in standard operating conditions, there are prob-

lems in uniquely determining a poloidal field profile with this technique. This is

especially true when there are uncertainties in the toroidal field profile — when

the fusion product trajectories are not well known. However, the qualitative in-

formation that can be gained with relatively low complexity makes this technique

attractive for plasmas of appropriate parameters for fusion product generation.

1.2.2 Active Techniques for Magnetic Field Measurement

Low Frequency Wave Probes

One class of active magnetic field diagnostics involves the injection of various low-

frequency waves into the plasma. The resulting plasma-wave interactions can be

monitored, which can lead to some level of understanding about the characteristics

of the plasma. There are some waves that can interact with the plasma in ways

that depend on the magnetic field.

Upper Hybrid Layer Harmonic Generation One such technique is described

by Cano [21], where the poloidal field can be determined when the toroidal field is

dominant and known, and the upper hybrid layer is accessible. In a tokamak, the

method involves injecting a wave into the plasma from the inside major radius, with

the frequency chosen to resonate with the upper hybrid frequency at some position

in the plasma. The position of the upper hybrid resonance layer is determined by

measuring the density profile (via Thomson scattering), and determining the posi-

tion where the density and magnetic field parameters at a given position solve the

resonance condition, w = wUH = (w2,. + O2)1/2, where u>pe is the plasma frequency,

n is the cyclotron frequency, and uUH is defined to be the upper hybrid frequency.

At the resonant layer, the second harmonic is generated, and the polarization of

the second harmonic is determined by the local field direction. Measurement of the

polarization is then a determination of the pitch angle of the magnetic field at the

resonance point, and the poloidal component can be found if the toroidal field is a

known quantity. Independent knowledge of the toroidal field strength is required
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both for the determination of the spatial location of the resonant interaction and

for the poloidal field determination from the pitch angle. Therefore, this technique

is only applicable to a tokamak plasma.

There is another reason why this method is only applicable to tokainaks, The

accessibility 01 the upper hybrid layer in a tokamak requires thai, the wave be

injected from the inboard side of the plasma, approaching the resonant layer from

the high field side. If the wave is injected from the outboard, or low field side, the

wave is cut off (or reflected) before the resonant layer is reached. The fieM profiles

of reversed field pinch are such that a wave injected from any location is cut off,

and the upper hybrid resonance is inaccessible unless optical mixing techniques are

employed (see the section on optical mixing below).

In many respects, this technique has many similarities to the cyclotron emission

measurement discussed earlier, except in this case there is no reliance on plasma

emission, which may not always be ideally suited for making the measurements

of interest. This is usually due to emission levels that are lower than one would

like. This illustrates clearly the virtue of an active technique over a passive tech-

nique, and in this case it has contributed to a modest success of upper hybrid layer

harmonic generation as a poloidal field diagnostic. Cano [21] presents results of

such measurements in the ST tokamak, where the poloidal field is found roughly

consistent with the plasma current profile exhibiting a T^2 dependence [i.e., con-

sistent with Spitzer resistivity). In order to obtain single shot field profiles by this

technique, the wave probe frequency would need to be swept on a timescale that

is much faster than the pulse length of the discharge.

Magneto-Acoustic Wave Propagation The concept of measuring the mag-
netic field profile by measuring the propagation velocity of an excited magneto-

acoustic (compressional Alfven) wave is presented by Howell and Cay ton [22]. The

idea is based on magneto-acoustic waves that propagate normal to flux surfaces at a

speed that is determined by the magnetic field, temperature, and density profiles of

the plasma. With independent knowledge of the density and temperature profiles

(from Thomson scattering), the magnetic field can be determined by measuring the

wave propagation velocity. This could be done in a "time of flight" mode, where

the waves are excited by external loops at one location and detected elsewhere.

This technique has the drawback of requiring almost the entire spectrum of
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the response in order to adequately determine the magnetic field. No experiments

have been attempted for measuring the field in this way. The inverse problem

(measuring B and determining the plasma pressure from the wave propagation) is

much more seu.ntive[23].

Alfven Wave Mode Conversion Another method for measuring Be(r) with

low frequency waves was proposed by Mahajan [24]. A low frequency wave is

launched from the plasma edge and propagated to the Alfven resonance layer where

mode conversion to the kinetic shear Alfven wave takes place. The resonant fre-

quency is given by:
1 f \

where m and £ are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, and q is the safety

factor (see Appendix A). Sizable density fluctuations result and the position of the

resonance layer can be found by a CO2 laser scattering experiment. The poloidal

field at that position (ra) is related to the resonant frequency by the following

expression for the axisymmetric case (t = o):

Be(r.) = ( A * ° ^ ) / o ; r . , ^ ( r a ) . (1.3)

Such a diagnostic has been implemented on the tokamak Pretext; however, no

results have been published. The problem with the technique is that the mode

purity of the launched wave must be very good in order to adequately localize

the density fluctuations. Also, the plasma must have an Alfven resonance that is

spatially varying, and many probe frequencies need to be employed in order to get

the full field profiles.

Heavy Particletpeam Probes

Particle beam probes can be used to obtain information about the internal magnetic

field of a plasma. The primary effect that allows the field to be measured is the

deflection of a charged particle trajectory due to the Lorentz force.

Heavy Ion Beam Probes The principle for magnetic field measurements using

heavy ion beam probes is discussed by Jobes [25]. If the beam has sufficient energy,

the Larmur radius of the particle will exceed the plasma radius, and the particle
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will pass through the plasma. The location of the deflected particles after passing

through the plasma can be compared to the location of the particles after passing

through the vacuum fields alone. This can give some information about the internal

magnetic field; however, problems in uniquely determining the internal field result

from the many field profiles that could be consistent with the measured particle

trajectories. The problem is so severely underdetermined that no unique solution

can be found. Further uncertainties are caused by the possibilities of charge alter-

ation within the plasma. Multiple processes can restore the original charge, but the

trajectory may be altered to the point that erroneous information can be produced

by the measurement. An additional problem is generated by the requirement of

specialized diagnostic access that is generally not available. All of these factors

have contributed to the lack of success of this technique.

Heavy Neutral Beam Probes A similar technique is based on Larmor tra-

jectory to infer the magnetic field, but uses a probe beam that is initially neutral

[26]. The advantage of this method over that of the previous section is the ease of

injecting the probe into the plasma. As neutrals, the particle trajectories are not

bent by the external magnetic field or the plasma field until the particles are colli-

sionally ionized. The plasma potential can also be measured with these particles,

by comparing the final particle energy with the initial energy, which will differ by

<?$, where q is the charge of the particle and $ is the potential of the plasma at

the point of ionization. (The plasma potential can also be measured by the heavy

ion beam probe discussed earlier if a second ionization takes place in the plasma.)

Again, even if the ionization location is accurately known, (in practice it is only

approximate), the problem with this method is that the magnetic field effect is

integrated along the path of the particle, and details of the magnetic field profile

are difficult, if not impossible, to unfold. Added uncertainty is introduced by

the possibility of multiple ionization processes within the plasma. Masamune,

el at., [26] claimed that one should at least be able to distinguish between a flat and

a parabolic current profile with this method. Even if more detailed measurements

were possible with this method, it would not be useful for reactor-grade plasmas

because of the beam energy required to have large Larmor orbits.
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Light Particle Beam Probes

Light particle beam probes can also be used to measure the magnetic field. Neutral

beams are required in order to inject the particles into the plasma, because the

Larmor radius of a light ion is too small for the ion to get through the magnetic

field external to the plasma. It is this small Larmor radius in the plasma that gives

light ion beams an advantage over hcs.vy particle beams in the ability to make

local measurements of the magnetic field. The neutral particles are ionized or

charge exchanged by collisions in the plasma, altered in some way by the magnetic

field, and, to be detected, must neutralize by charge-exchange to escape from the

plasma. Two measurement techniques have been proposed, although only one has

been demonstrated. One technique requires tangential beam injection and the

other requires perpendicular beam injection.

Tangential Injection - Guiding Center Drift Measurement A neutral

beam can be tangentially injected into the plasma, where collisional ionization

converts, a fraction of the beam into ionized particles with mostly parallel energy.

In a uniform magnetic field, the ions gyrate along the magnetic field lines. How-

ever, due to magnetic field gradients and field line curvature, the gyrating ions

experience a guiding center drift. In a tokamak plasma the maximum deviation or

displacement from p. ilux surface experienced by a circulating ion (as opposed to a

"banana-trapped" ion) is given by:

A = g.wn/n, (1.4)

where qa is the safety factor, i/|| is the parallel velocity of the particle, and .2 is

the cyclotron frequency. The toroidal position where this maximum occurs can be

roughly calculated, and a charge-exchange detector array can look for probe ions

that charge-exchange and escape the plasma at this location.

A description of such a system, along with measurements that were made on the

ACT tokamak are presented by Goldston [27]. In principle, the measurement could

be made with a monoenergetic, single species beam by estimating the minor radial

ionization position and comparing it to the minor radius where the charge-exchange

neutral originated. In practice, it is found that a multi-species, multi-energy beam

aids in the guiding center displacement determination. The neutral beam used for

measurements on ACT was composed of D° at Eo, D" at Eo/2, D° at Eo/3, D°2
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at Eo, and D\ at 2Eo/3, with Eo = 30 fceV.3 Each of the components of the beam

experiences a different guiding center drift, and if the difference in guiding center

between the components is measured, the q, profile can be determined. For a

tokamak where B+ is known, this corresponds to a measurements of Bt(r). On the

ACT experiment, the beam was chopped to distinguish the probe particles from

background particles, or particles that may have made several circuits around the

torus. The plasma was translated in major radius on ACT in order to get spatial

field profiles; however, this is not generally possible, and obtaining profiles with

this technique is difficult unless many beams are used and many toroidal access

ports to the plasma are available.

Perpendicular Injection - Pitch Angle Measurement If a neutral beam
is injected along a major radius in the horizontal midplane, the ions generated

by collisions will gyrate about a field line with almost no parallel velocity. The

charge-exchange neutrals will fly off of the field lines in a direction th.i. - u related

to the local pitch angle of the magnetic field. If a matrix of collimated charge-

exchange neutral detectors are placed above or below the beam, the magnetic field

line pitch profile can be determined. Jobes [28] proposed the use of a fast ion

camera for imaging the fast neutrals emitted from the plasma; however, there is

some question as to what one would use for "film" in the camera. Again, if B ,̂ is

known, B9 can be inferred. For a plasma with large shear of the magnetic field, it

becomes difficult to adequately image the charge-exchange emission with standard

machine access.

High Frequency EM Wave Probes

Information about the magnetic field in the plasma can also be obtained with

high frequency electromagnetic (EM) wave probing. Some of the techniqaes that

have been proposed include optical mixing, optical tagging, laser scattering, laser

fluorescence, and EM wave polarimetry.

Optical Mixing Optical mixing is an extension of the low frequency wave prob-

ing discussed earlier, except that two high frequency waves are used. This technique

This beam composition is due to the molecular origin of the particles and the various disasso-
ciation mechanisms that are possible. It was not as complex a beam as it might appear.
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has been proposed by Forman and Riesenfeld [29]. This is potentially useful for

plasmas where resonances are inaccessible with low frequency waves. The method

involves using two lasers whose frequencies exceed characteristic plasma frequency,

but whose difference frequency matches some plasma resonance. If, for example,

the uppt..•: hybrid resonance is chosen, the appropriate laser combination can be

used to excite upper hybrid oscillation at a location denned by the intersection of

the lasers. The laser polarization effects are sensitive to the local magnetic field

pitch angle in this case. There are no known experiments that have been performed

to develop this technique; however, the electron plasma frequency has been excited

by similar methods (30). There is much more work required before the viability of

this technique for magnetic field measurements can be established. The complete

theory has not yet been done; the laser availability, in terms of wavelengths, co-

herence, and power, is still a question; and the plasma access required has not yet

been determined.

Optical Tagging Stern, et a/.,[31] have proposed and developed a diagnostic

technique where an ion can be "tagged" and the trajectory of that ion, or the

magnetic field line on which it travels, can be determined. The method involves

the use of a tunable dye laser to pump an ion into a metastable state at some

location in the plasma. A second tunable laser is used to pump the ion from

the metastable state to one which decays quickly. By scanning the second laser

in space and time, the trajectory of the ion can be determined. This technique

has been demonstrated on a Q-machine. For fusion plasmas there are problems

finding an appropriate species, and problems with collisional excitation and de-

excitation by the plasma. Also, a single-shot profile determination would require

the use of several different species and laser combinations, and even finding one

such combination is a challenge.

Laser Scattering There are two ways in which laser scattering can be used to

obtain information about the internal magnetic field. The first is to make standard

Thomson scattering measurements, aligning the differential scattering vector, k,

parallel to the local current. (For applications where the internal fields are not

approximately known, this alignment is not possible.) The scattered spectrum is

then shifted in wavelength due to the local electron drift velocity, from which the
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current density can be inferred. Although measurements have been made with this

technique [32], there are very serious problems when the current carrying electrons

are in the fora, of an enhanced tail of the distribution, as is the case with many

current drive schemes, or in plasmas where there is a significant population of

runaway electrons. If there is some assurance that the current is being carried by

the thermal electrons, this technique may provide information about the plasma

current density profiles and hence the internal magnetic field.

A second application of laser scattering for magnetic field measurements exploits

the cyclotron modulation of the scattered light spectrum. When the differential

scattering vector is nearly perpendicular to the field, and the wavelength is much

less than the Larmor radius, then the spectrum is modulated by the cyclotron

frequency due to the sinusoidal Doppler shift of the EM wave scattered off the

electrons executing Larmor orbits. The modulated spectrum may have very line

structure, imposing a requirement for an impractical number of wavelength chan-

nels to resolve the spectrum. Sheffield [33] has proposed the use of a Fabry-Perot

etalon to transmit the component of the spectrum at the cyclotron frequency, elim-

inating the need to resolve the scattered spectrum in detail. Measurements of the

magnetic field by this technique on the DITE tokamak are reported by Forrest,

et a/.[34].

One of the problems with this technique is the requirement for exceptional ac-

cess to the plasma, unless the field lines are almost completely toroidal, as in a

tokamak. Detailed knowledge of the magnetic field direction is required, because

components of the field parallel to the differential wave vector allow electron ther-

mal effects to smear the fine structure of the scattered spectrum. For plasmas with

high shear, this is especially difficult. And, a priori knowledge of the field strength

is required for setting the transmission frequency of the Fabry-Perot etalon to the

cyclotron frequency. All of these problems are accentuated if a multi-point sys-

tem is considered for single-shot profile determination on a machine other than a

tokamak.

Neutral Beam Laser Fluorescence Spectroscopy (Zeeman Splitting of
Atomic Levels) This diagnostic technique uses both particle beam and EM

wave probing. The principle on which this measurement is based was originally

proposed as a passive diagnostic of the magnetic field. A particle in a magnetic
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field experiences Zeeman splitting of atomic levels. The wavelength shift from the

levels in the absence of magnetic field is given by:

AA ~ 5 x lQ-9\aB, (1.5)

with B in Tesla and A in Angstroms. Therefore, by measuring the spectrum of

line emission from a particle in a magnetic field, information about the field can

be obtained.

A passive measurement that uses the Zeeman splitting of atomic levels was

demonstrated by Wroblewski and Moos [35]. Line emission from magnetic dipole

transitions in heavy plasma impurities was measured. These are long wavelength

(visible) transitions, exploiting the A2 scaling of the Zeeman splitting. Inaccuracy

in determining the spacial location of the impurities produces uncertainties in the

measurements, and single-shot magnetic field profile measurements are not possi-

ble with this technique. Wroblewski and Moos [35] present measurements of the

magnetic field on the TEXT tokamak to within 20% (the field is known to much

better accuracy from the vacuum field relation).

Another particle that could be used for this measurement is lithium. This choice

is motivated by the relatively simple emission spectrum of the 2p — 2s transition of

lithium, which is shown in Figure 1.2 as a function of applied magnetic field. The

7r components are polarized parallel to the local magnetic field, therefore measure-

ment of the polarization orientation of the ir emission indicates the magnetic field

direction. The central n components are particularly useful for this measurement

because the wavelength of the emission is nearly independent of the magnetic field

strength. This polarization measurement freeman polarimetry) is useful for a toka-

mak diagnostic where the field line pitch gives the poloidal field strength; however,

a more complete measurement of the emission spectrum (Zeeman spectroscopy) is

also required for the determination of the magnetic field strength in more general

plasmas.

In practice, it is necessary to impose active methods in order to generate enough

emission to accurately resolve the spectrum, and to allow a determination of the

spatial location of the emitting particles. A neutral lithium beam is injected into the

plasma to provide a unique, spatially localized source. The measurement location is

determined by the intersection of the beam and the detector line of sight. Although

collisions could serve as the excitation mechanism, it is useful to optically excite the
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Figure 1.2: Zeeman Splitting of the Lithium 2p - 2s Transition
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neutral lithium atoms with a tunable dye laser, to enhance the signal, and by laser

modulation, also enhance the signal-to-noise. McCormick[36] has used collisional

excitation for the system on ASDEX for making current density measurements, and

although it is limited in comparison to dye laser enhanced systems, it is making

routine measurements while the dye laser systems are being developed.

The primary issues in developing a magnetic field diagnostic that measures

Zeeman splitting by neutral beam laser fluorescence spectroscopy are: 1) obtaining

beam penetration to the central regions of the plasma, and 2) obtaining the cold,

low divergence beam required to resolve the Zeeman spectrum. West, et al., [37]

have calculated the beam requirements for Zeeman polarimetry to be a velocity

spread AV < 100 Volts and a beam divergence A0 < 50 mrad. For a more

complete measurement, Zeeman spectroscopy, the beam requirements were found

to be more stringent, with AV < 1 Volt and A0 < 10 mrad. Even if this beam

quality is achieved, Stark broadening of the spectral lines and stray light may smear

or swamp the Zeeman spectrum, and make the determination of the magnetic

field impossible. Also, like all other neutral beam diagnostics, beam penetration

problems in reactor grade plasmas may limit the ultimate use of this technique.

A Zeeman polarimetry experiment has been developed by West, et a/., for a

determination of magnetic field direction on TEXT, and some preliminary results

have been published [38]. Due to neutral beam current limitations and beam atten-

uation in the plasma, only edge measurements were possible. The measurements

closer to the center had poor signal-to-noise.

A more ambitious system is under development at Los Alamos [39] for magnetic

field measurements on ZT-40M by Zeeman spectroscopy. Larger beam currents

have been attained, which will allow measurements to be made in the central regions

of the plasma. In addition, the system specifications are such that a measurement of

the magnetic field strength should be possible, which is a requirement for magnetic

field determination on a reversed field pinch.

Polarimetry The polarization of an EM wave probe is altered upon propagation

through the plasma in a way that depends on the magnetic field. Propagation along

the field lines causes a rotation of the plane of polarization due to the Faraday

effect, and propagation perpendicular to the field lines causes an elliptization of

the polarization due to the Cotton-Mouton effect. The rotation induced by the
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plasma is given by:

F = 2.63 x 10-25AJ / nj - al, (1.6)
JL

and the elliptization is defined in terms of the angle of phase difference between

the fast and slow components of the wave, which can be expressed as:

0 =-. 2.45 x 1(T29A3 / nt\B x Zlfdl, (1.7)

where the quantities F and /3 are in radians, and the other parameters are in MKS

units, except for A, which is in microns — reflecting the wavelength range that is

commonly employed for magnetic field measurements based on polarimetry of EM

wave probes. Since the Faraday rotation and Cotton-Mouton effect also depend on

plasma density, a simultaneous measurement of the density is required to extract

the magnetic field information from the polarimetric measurements.

Conceivably, if the general changes in polarization of the EM wave probe can

be monitored, information about the chord-averaged parallel and transverse mag-

netic field can be obtained. Such a general polarization analyzer has not yet been

developed, however the polarimetric techniques employed by Soltwisch [40] might

be able to be extended to do this. Segre [41] has proposed a technique where the

system has two distinct states — one state able to measure the rotation and the

other able to measure the elliptization. If the state of the polarimeter is able to be

changed back and forth on a timescale much faster than the plasma lifetime, both

the parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields can be measured.

Efforts in developing a capability for polarimetric measurements of the magnetic

field have focused primarily on the measurement of Faraday rotation. The main

reason for this is that detectable Faraday rotation can be generated by the plasma

on a wave probe of short enough wavelength that severe refractive bending can be

avoided. Longer wavelengths are required to produce measurable ellipticity, where

refractive bending can make the measurement impossible unless ample diagnostic

access is available. Also, most of the polarimetry development has been done on

tokamak plasmas, where a measurement of the toroidal field is not of interest, and

standard diagnostic access is appropriate for Faraday rotation measurements of

the poloidal magnetic field. In a reversed field pinch, measurement of the toroidal

field would also be useful; however, due to the refractive effects mentioned above,

techniques other than polarimetry need to be considered for the measurement of

the toroidal field, unless toroidal access to the plasma is available.
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The simplest way to measure the Faraday rotation is to place a linear polar-

ization analyzer in the path of a linearly polarized EM wave probe after it has

propagated through the plasma. If the analyzer is adjusted to achieve a null trans-

mission in the absence of plasma, the Faraday rotation will generate a polarization

component that will be transmitted by the analyzer. The EM wave intensity mea-

sured by a detector beyond the analyzer is then related to the Faraday rotation by

the following equation:

I=Iosin2F, (1.8)

where Io is the original intensity of the EM wave, and F is defined in Eq. 1.6. In

practice, it is found useful to modulate the intensity sensed by the detector at some

known frequency to facilitate detection and enhance signal-to-noise ratios. This is

accomplished either by modulating Io in time [40], or by rocking the polarization

angle of the incident EM wave, which generates a sinusoidal temporal modulation

of the intensity transmitted by the polarization analyzer [42], [43]. Both of these

concepts will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2.1.

A fundamental problem with these amplitude methods is that there are other

effects that may alter the intensity of the EM wave probe before it reaches the an-

alyzer. This directly induces errors in a Faraday rotation measurement. Although

absorption by the plasma is usually a small effect for conditions of interest, slight

refractive bending can result in lost intensity on the detector. This fact was recog-

nized early in the development of interferometry for plasma density measurements,

and the implementation of heterodyne phase shift methods nearly eliminated the

sensitivity to spurious changes in the EM wave probe intensity. In heterodyne

phase shift interferometry, the plasma density changes alter the time signature of

the modulated intensity sensed by the detector, and the measurement is not af-

fected by spurious changes in the signal amplitude. Heterodyne techniques can

also be applied to polarimetry, and Faraday rotation measurements can be made

even though there are effects that may alter the intensity of the EM wave probe

before it reaches the detector. The Faraday rotation appears as a phase shift of

the modulated intensity sensed by the detector.

For any of the Faraday rotation measurement methods described above, there

are optical configurations that allow a simultaneous measurement of the plasma

density. (Even if amplitude polarimetry methods are used, the interferometry
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measurements are made with heterodyne phase-shift methods.) This allows Be to

be measured with standard diagnostic access.

There have been several experimental programs with a goal of developing and

implementing a Faraday rotation diagnostic for poloidal magnetic field measure-

ment. The most impressive system to date is the polarimeter/interferometer on

the TEXTOR tokamak developed by Soltwisch [40]. The system is based on a

heterodyne amplitude polarimetry method (see Figure 3.4) rather than the more

sophisticated heterodyne phase-shift techniques, but the reliable multichord sys-

tem is actually used as the plasma position monitor for the feedback control of the

plasma position [44]. A similar system is being implemented on the TFTR tokamak,

where the extension of the FIR system to simultaneous polarimetry/interferometry

is being pursued now that the primary task of assembling the interferometer has

been completed [45].

The rocking polarization method (see Figure 3.5) was first demonstrated by

Kunz [42]. Extensive systems based on this technique (and incorporating simulta-

neous interferometric measurements) have been assembled on the ISX-B tokamak

[46] [43] and on TEXT tokamak [47]. Initial measurements from these multichord

polarimeter/interferometer indicated that the current density profiles were consis-

tent with Spitzer resistivity, but they have not made routine measurements beyoi.d

that point.

Optical configurations that allow both polarimetry and interferometry measure-

ments by heterodyne phase-shift methods have been proposed [48] [49]. Heterodyne

phase-shift polarimetry was first demonstrated by Fukuda, et a/. [50] on a field-

reversed theta pinch plasma. Although the initial measurements were successful

from a diagnostic development standpoint, the Faraday rotation was dominated by

unconfined plasma streaming out the ends of the device. Therefore, the measure-

ments did not contribute to the understanding of confinement physics, and further

measurements were not pursued.

A multichord heterodyne phase-shift polarimeter/interferometer was developed

by Young, et al., at UCLA [51]. Although the density profile measurements were

useful, some problems were found with the Faraday rotation measurements. The

apparent rotation on adjacent channels did not correlate as one would predict.

These problems were observed at levels well below the resolution of the Fukuda

instrument. The cause of the problem was not well understood, though some con-
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jectures of possible causes were made. Gomez and Wolfe [52] proposed a heterodyne

technique that was tested on ALCATOR C. Work was not continued beyond the

initial test because of sensitivity problems that were observed.

This thesis describes work performed to develop such a measurement system

on ZT-40M. As will be discussed, initial problems in polarimetric sensitivity were

encojntered, also below the resolution of the Fukuda instrument. Once the sensi-

tivity problems were solved, useful Faraday rotation measurements were possible.

The demonstration of simultaneous polarimetry and interferometry by heterodyne

phase-shift methods was also successful. More details about the theory behind

the measurement, and a description of the experimental development that was re-

quired to make the successful measurement will be presented in the remainder of

this thesis.

1.2.3 Relative Merits of Measurement Techniques

Ideally, a diagnostic must provide a local measurement of the magnetic field, and

provide accurate, single-shot profile information without a great deal of complexity.

It should be able to make measurements on any plasma configuration because there

is no real certainty as to which of the present confinement schemes might develop

into an economically competitive reactor. (The next generation machines may not

be tokamaks.) Also, the developmental status of the measurement technique needs

to be assessed. Indeed, some techniques have not been demonstrated, and several

issues need to be resolved before success can be predicted. It is important that the

measurements be made with standard diagnostic access (or at least access that can

be obtained without perturbation to the mechanical structure or plasma confine-

ment) . Consideration also needs to be given to the potential of each technique to

make measurements of reactor-grade plasmas. This is not as serious a constraint as

some of the others, due to the interest in magnetic field measurements in laboratory

plasmas.

The techniques that have been proposed for the measurement of the magnetic

field are listed in Table 1.1. Notations are made when a given technique has a

problem meeting the constraints discussed above. Distinctions are made when the

technique has a fundamental problem meeting a constraint, which may preclude

the generation of accurate and useful information. It doesn't take any effort to
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Table 1.1: Relative Merits of Measurement Techniques
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conclude that none of the options clearly stand out as being the optimal magnetic

field diagnostic.

Perhaps the most promising options are Faraday rotation and Zeeman spec-

troscopy. Faraday rotation does have the disadvantage of requiring an inversion of

the data to recover the magnetic field information, but it only requires diagnostic

access that is standard on most machines (for a poloidal field measurement), and

can be readily used in the next generation of plasmas. Zeeman spectroscopy is

still developmental, but does have the potential of making unambiguous measure-

ments at a well-defined point in space; therefore it is not prone to uncertainties

in a complicated inversion process. Although it may have difficulties with beam

penetration in fusion-reactor plasmas, it will probably be able to provide useful

magnetic field measurements in the present generation of plasma machines. The

measurement of the field direction by Zeeman polarimetry may be possible even if

problems in Zeeman spectroscopy are encountered. In this case, Faraday rotation

and Zeeman polarimetry are useful complementary diagnostics, with Faraday ro-

tation measurements for poloidal field determination and Zeeman polarimetry for

field direction, and the two together allowing a determination of the total internal

magnetic field in a general plasma.

The following chapters will deal more fully with the theory behind Faraday

rotation measurements, techniques for measuring the Faraday rotation and plasma

density simultaneously, and potential sources of errors. Techniques for inverting

Faraday rotation measurements will be discussed, and error propagation in the in-

version will be studied. This defines the required system performance for adequate

profile determination. The system used for making Faraday rotation measurements

on the reversed-field pinch ZT-40M will be described, along with an account of the

development that was required to obtain sufficient sensitivity with the system.

Simultaneous Faraday rotation and density measurements will be presented, and

recommendations for future work will be outlined.
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Chapter 2

Theory

Interferometry and polaximetry are techniques that measure relative changes in the

phase and polarization of an electromagnetic (EM) wave. To determine how these

techniques can be used to measure plasma parameters, the effects that a plasma

has on the phase and polarization of EM waves need to be investigated. These

effects are expressed by Appleton's equation, which is a dispersion relation for EM

waves in a magnetized plasma. The dominant effect of the plasma depends only

on the plasma density, which alters the phase velocity of the EM wave. This effect

can be readily measured. Retention of higher order terms in Appleton's equation

reveals that propagation along the magnetic field results in a rotation of polariza-

tion azimuth (Faraday effect), and propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field

causes changes in the polarization ellipticity1 (Cotton-Mouton effect). Therefore,

analysis of the polarization changes induced by the plasma (polarimetry) will give

information on the magnetic field within the plasma.

For most fusion plasmas, the Cotton-Mouton effect is difficult to measure, be-

cause the effect is very small for radiation wavelengths that don't suffer severe

refractive bending. Faraday rotation measurements are more likely to be success-

ful, because measurable rotation is induced at wavelengths that are less sensitive

to refractive bending. Techniques for measuring the plasma density and Faraday

effect via EM wave probing will be discussed in Chapter 3, along with sources of

errors that may affect the accuracy of these measurements.

Measurements made by EM wave probing are chord-averaged.2 Therefore,

measurements need to be made on several chords, and these measurements need to

1This polarization terminology is defined in Appendix B.
2 A chord is a linear trajectory through the plasma.
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be inverted in order to obtain spatial profiles of the plasma parameters. Techniques

for inverting chord-averaged data will be described below.

The measurement accuracy required for adequate profile determination depends

on how errors propagate in the inversion process. Methods for studying error

propagation will be described, and conclusions based on relatively simple techniques

will be presented.

2.1 Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in a
Magnetized Plasma: Appleton's Equation

The derivation of Appleton's equation appears in many textbooks (e.<7.,[53],[54]).

The important aspects of the derivation will be presented here, primarily to state

the assumptions that are commonly used, thereby establishing the region of validity

of the theory.

There are two different approaches that can be taken to derive Appleton's

equation. The approach that perhaps offers more insight involves a derivation

of the wave equation from Maxwell's equation, and a derivation of the dielectric

response of the plasma from a set of equations that describe the plasma.

The other approach uses the same equeition to derive the plasma response.

However, rather than expressing the response in a dielectric tensor, it is represented

by a conductivity tensor in a form of Ohm's law. / 'so, rather than deriving the

wave equation, Maxwell's equations are used to form another expression of Ohm's

law. The stater^it of equivalence of the two forms of Ohm's law then results

in Appleton's equation. This second approach is entirely equivalent to the wave

equation method; however, it involves less algebra, and is the method that will be

used below.
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2.1.1 Ohm's Law from Maxwell's Equations

For problems in electromagnetic theory, it is conventional to write Maxwell's equa-

tions for the medium as follows:

V D = p

(2-1)

V-
V x

TJ

TT

D =

B =
J =

aS
at

0
J + ?g
1 -E
^•H

* -E

where p and D represent unbound charge and current densities. The bound charge

and current densities resulting from polarization and magnetization are embodied

in the vector quantities D and H, in terms of the constitutive parameters ? and M.

In most media, the constitutive parameters can be empirically determined, and no

detailed information is required concerning the effects on the microscopic scale of

individual particles.

In a plasma, the constitutive parameters are not easily measured, nor are they

simple constants, as is the case with most media that consist of neutral particles.

Hence, it is more convenient to deal with a plasma with free and bound charge

and current densities included in the terms p and J. Detailed knowledge of the

behavior of individual particles is then required in order to calculate the charge

and current density through

P = Y^ni1i ^ J^^riiqiVi, (2.2)
i i

where i denotes the species subscript, n is the density, q the charge, and v the

velocity. In this case, the constitutive parameters take on the values they have in

a vacuum, eo and //„. Maxwell's equations can then be written:

V-E = p/eo

V x E - -2$.

V-fl = 0 • '

V x B = Mo-J + MoCoif-

Note that Maxwell's equations for a plasma are equivalent to the equations that

would be written if the plasma were considered to be a vacuum where charges and

currents could exist.
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Maxwell's equations will be used to describe the effects of waves in a plasma.

Although there are usually equilibrium or static values of the fields and currents,

Eq. 2.3 applies to the static values and wave values separately due to superposition

properties of Maxwell's equations, and the field quantities of Eq. 2.3 will be taken

to represent the wave from now on.

Maxwell's equations can be converted from differential expressions to algebraic

expressions if certain approximations are made. The plasma is assumed to be

homogeneous and of infinite extent. It is further assumed that the perturbations

associated with the wave are small. This allows the equations to be linearized,

so that a sum of solutions is also a solution. This allows treatment of each wave

separately, and solutions to Eq. 2.3 will be in the form of plane monochromatic

waves, where the quantities can be written as

E{x,t) = ^(fc,w)ei(£l"-ut). (2.4)

If it is assumed that k = kz, where z is the unit vector in the z-direction, then

Faraday's law and Ampere's law in component form become

-ikEv =
ikEx =

0 = iuB. ( 2 5 )

-tkBv •-= fij - iwiieE K ' >
ikBx =

0 =

Eliminating Bx and Bv, with c = \[y/iioeo being the speed of light in a vacuum

and defining N = kc/uj, Equation 2.5 becomes

0 JV2 - 1 0 £ » = . / „ . (2-6)
0 0 N>-l)\E.I \JJ

This is seen to be a form of Ohm's law and can be written as

a -E = J. (2.7)

It is now necessary to determine the relationship between the current and the
electric field in the plasma.
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2.1.2 Plasma Resistivity from Fluid Theory

The set of equations that describe a plasma can contain a wide spectrum of com-

plexity, from simple fluid equations with ion motion and collisions neglected to a

formal kinetic description of the plasma through Boltzman's equation. The level

of complexity required is governed by the effects that are being investigated. The

simple set of fluid equations is adequate to describe the effects of the plasma on

EM wave propagation for the wave frequencies of interest. The ion response to the

wave fields can be ignored due to their large inertia compared to electrons. Col-

lisional effects can also be ignored when the collision frequency is much less than

the EM wave frequency. This condition is certainly valid for most fusion plasmas

and relevant wave frequencies, and therefore collisional effects will be ignored for

the derivation of Appleton's equation. The neglect of collisions is equivalent to

setting the plasma temperature to zero in the fluid equations, and therefore this is

commonly referred to as the cold plasma approximation. The neglect of tempera-

ture effects can be justified directly because the EM wave phase velocity is much

greater than the thermal velocities of the particles.

The important equation from fluid theory is the equation of motion for the

electrons, which is given by

£ = £(* + *xB) (2.8)

where q is the electronic charge, m and v are the mass and velocity of the electron,

and E and B represent the total fields in the plasma. The equation of motion can

be linearized through perturbation analysis if it is assumed that the velocity and

field quantities can be expressed as a summation of terms of successively higher

order (i.e., v = vo+vi+V2-\ ). Here, the zero order represents the static quantity,

and the first order represents the much smaller quantities associated with the wave.

Equation 2.8 can then be separated into an equilibrium part (zeroth order terms)

and a perturbed part (first order terms and terms containing products of zeroth

and first order quantities). It is assumed that the plasma is at rest and there is no

static electric field (v0 = 0, Eo = 0). The equilibrium equation is then trivial, and

the perturbation equation is:

^ = -± ( i 1 + ^xJf.). (2.9)
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate System

If we orient t cartesian coordinate system such that Bo lies in the y — z plane,

with B = Bo(O,sin0,cos0) (see Fig. 2.1), and assume plane monochromatic waves,

Eq. 2.9 can be written in component form as follows

(2.10)— ̂ = cos 9vx —
m

^ sin 6vx

where the subscripts designating perturbed quantities have been dropped. Re-

placing the velocity with current density J = -nev and defining fi = eB/rn, the

electron cyclotron frequency, the equation of motion becomes:

m

ne'

—iuj UcosO —UsmO}

-ft cos 0 -iuj 0

fisinS 0 — iw

(2.11)

Equation 2.11 is another form of Ohm's law, where the tensor represents the plasma
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resistivity; therefore, Eq. 2.11 can be written in the abbreviated form:

(2.12)

The form of Ohm's law derived in Section 2.1.1 now needs to be coupled with this

result. The statement of equivalence between Eq. 2.7 and Eq. 2.12 leads to an

expression known as Appleton's equation.

2.1.3 Appleton's Equation

Maxwell's equations relate the fields to the charges and the currents in a plasma,

and the equation of fluid theory relate the fields to the dynamical motion of the

particles. This set of equations must be solved simultaneously for the self-consistent

behavior of the particles. Only then can the constitutive parameters be derived.

Substituting Eq. 2.7 into Eq. 2.12, the following is obtained:

E -V • J =V • a -E, (2.13)

or
(»» • o - I) • E = 0, (2.14)

where / represents the unit tensor. Equation 2.14 represents three simultaneous

homogeneous equations; therefore, the non-trivial solution requires that the deter-

minant of the coefficient matrix be zero. Performing the matrix multiplication,

and defining w2 = ne2/eom, the determinantal equation becomes:

-iw{N2 - 1) - iw2/w n{N2 - 1) cos6 nsin(9

-U{N2 - 1) cos e -itj{N2 - 1) - iul/u 0-no
p

= 0. (2.15)

n(iV2-l)sin0 0 iu-iul/uj

Dimensionless parameters are conventionally defined in the following way to sim-

plify the notation:

M2 = N2 - 1, Y = - , YL = YcosB, YT = YsmO, X = \ (2.16)

Equation 2.15 then becomes:

1 + X/M2 iYL ijfe

-iYL 1 + X/M2 0 =0 . (2.17)

iYT 0
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Evaluation of the determinant results in the following expression:

(l + X / M ) 2 - Y L
2 - - ^ ( l + X/Ma) = 0. (2.18)

Solving for (1 + X/M2) yields:

1/2

(2.19)

and,

(2.20)

Returning to the original notation and solving for N2 gives

N> = 1 - . , * • -fTi- (2.21)
F 3 2 • 2 1 F 4 / «\ • « 2 1

This result is known as Appleton's equation, which represents the dispersion rela-

tion for a cold, magnetized plasma. This equation contains the information about

the effects the plasma has on EM wave propagation. The equation depends only

on the electron density and magnetic field (all other parameters have been shown

to have negligible effects for EM wave frequencies and plasmas of interest). Next,

limiting cases of this equation will be investigated to give insight on how these

plasma parameters can be measured by EM wave probing.

2.2 Limiting Cases of Appleton's Equation3

2.2.1 Leading order depends only on density

Examination of Appleton's equation indicates that the dominant contribution a

plasma has on the propagation of an EM wave depends only on density. It is

useful to consider the approximate values of the dimensionless parameters used

to derive Appleton's equation. The two important parameters, x and y, have the

3Throughout this section, terminology and mathematical operations dealing with polarization
effects will be used. The reader who is not already familiar with polarization formalism is referred to
Appendix B, where the crystal-optic analogy of a plasma is described, and mathematical methods
for polarization description and evolution are presented.
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following values for a plasma with a density of 10M m 3 immersed in a 1 Tesla

magnetic field, and for radiation at a wavelength of 185 fim:

X = ^ * 1/325 Y = - a 1/600. (2.22)

The leading order contribution to the refractive index of the plasma is then:

JV2 = 1 - ^ = 1 - - ^ . (2.23)

In this limit the plasma is isotropic, and there are an infinity of characteristic

wave polarizations that may propagate unaltered (see Section B.I). Therefore, no

polarization changes of the EM wave are generated in this case. The neglected

terms are of order V2, or ~ 3 x 10""6. Were the higher order terms retained, they

would result in very small corrections to the density contribution to the refractive

index.

The density can therefore be determined very precisely, in most cases limited

only by the accuracy to which the phase shifts imposed on the EM wave probe can

be characterized. This has led to the widespread and common application of EM

wave probing for density measurements on plasma experiments. Techniques for

determining the density by refractive index measurements will be discussed later.

The total phase shift generated by a plasma of length L is related to the density

by:

(2.24)
c c \ £omw*/

This result was derived under the assumption that the plasma is infinite and

homogeneous. In order to account for the finite extent of the plasma, the WKB

approximation is commonly used. The WKB approximation is used extensively

in quantum mechanics when solutions to the Schrodinger Wave Equation are of

interest. A detailed description of the WKB method, along with the original ref-

erences to the work of Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillion, appears in Schiff[55]. For

the present purpose, the WKB approximation allows integration of the differential

phase shift over the pathlength through the plasma, without consideration of the

non-uniformities or gradients that are a result of the finite extent of the plasma.

In order for the WKB method to be valid, the typical gradient scale length

needs to be large compared to a wavelength. The conventional expression of this
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statement is:

AV fc« |£ | , (2-25)
47T

or the fractional change in k over the distance of A/47T is much less than unity. If

sharper gradients in the refractive index are encountered, partial reflection of the

radiation results.

The WKB method allows the phase shift generated by the plasma to be written

as:

0 = / 2 k-dl, (2.26)

or

2.2.2 Propagation along the magnetic field lines: Faraday
Rotation

Reexamination of the Appleton equation (Eq. 2.21) reveals that there are many

more effects on the character of the EM wave as it propagates through the plasma.

These other effects are of higher order (~ Y2), and thus produce smaller changes

to the EM wave probe. These changes, however, are caused by the local mag-

netic field, which is not well diagnosed on present experiments. Most methods for

measuring the internal magnetic field are difficult to implement and/or difficult to

interpret unambiguously (see Chapter 1). It is therefore of interest to investigate

these higher order effects that the plasma has on an EM wave, and how the effects

might be exploited for making measurements of the internal magnetic field.

Setting 0 - 0 (see Figure 2.1) in Appleton's equation (Equation 2.21) results

in the following expression:

<2-28>

Recalling that N2 = fc2c2/w2, and solving for k, this becomes

-THWJ\"-
 (2-29)
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The characteristic polarization for this case can be found through Eq. 2.174 to

be (see Appendix B.I):

* I±*Z£ ±T * . (2.30)
= =

Ev iY iYv

The characteristic polarizations are seen to be right-handed and left-handed cir-

cular polarizations, and the phase velocity of these waves differ, as can be seen

from Eq. 2.28. Hence in propagation along the magnetic field lines the plasma

exhibits circular birefringence (see Appendix B.I). Therefore, a linearly polarized

EM wave will undergo a rotation of azimuth upon traversing a distance z in a

uniform plasma, (known as Faraday rotation), with the angle of rotation given by

(see Appendix B.2):

F = A/2 - ^~^z, (2.31)

where A is the phase diiFerence between the characteristic polarizations (as defined

in Appendix B.2). Approximating the k values through expansion of Equation 2.29
gives

and the rotation becomes

flu;2

Therefore, by measuring the rotation of the polarization azimuth of the EM

wave upon transversal through the plasma parallel to the magnetic field, informa-

tion about the ntB\\ product can be obtained. With an independent measurement

of the density, the magnetic field information can be extracted.

2.2.3 Propagation transverse to magnetic field: Cotton-
Mouton Effect

Setting 9 = 90° in Appleton's equation 2.21 yields the following expression:

N* = X ~ T ~. f ' { U \ - . . i • (2-34)
i

4 Recall that the matrix of Equation 2.17 is the coefficient matrix for E. The characteristic
polarization is found most easily from the second of the three implied equations (Equation 2.30 also
uses the first of the implied equations).
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Taking the negative sign, the refractive index again depends only on density:

N2 = 1 - w£/wa. (2.35)

This particular case is called the ordinary mode (O-mode) since the expression is

identical to the case when no magnetic field is present. Examination of Eq. 2.17

reveals that this solution comes from the second of the three implied equations,

and that the characteristic wave is linearly polarized in the y-direction, or with the

polarization parallel to Bo.

Magnetic field effects enter into the second solution, namely:

JV2 = 1 " ' f ? ' • (2.36)

This wave is known as the extraordinary mode (X-mode). The characteristic wave

is seen to have a longitudinal component (see Appendix B.I and Equation 2.17),

with:

* = - i X Y . (2.37)
E x l-X-Y2 { '

The fact that this ratio is imaginary indicates that the wave is elliptically polar-

ized. The mathematical techniques described above are only able to determine

changes in the polarization of transverse EM waves, and therefore the presence of

an electrostatic component in the characteristic polarization poses a problem. It

is common practice to ignore the electrostatic component of this wave and treat

it as though it was a transverse EM wave. Referring back to Eq. 2.22 it is real-

ized that the electrostatic component is indeed small for the plasma parameters

and radiation wavelengths of interest. If this were not the case, the formalism for

determining electrostatic polarization effects would need to be included.

With the neglect of electrostatic effects, the characteristic polarizations are

linear, with the O-mode polarized parallel to the transverse magnetic field, and the

X-mode polarized perpendicular to the transverse magnetic field. In addition, since

there is a difference in the refractive index for the O-mode and the X-mode, the

plasma exhibits linear birefringence when the beam is propagated perpendicularly

to the magnetic field.

The level of birefringence is defined in terms of the phase difference between the

characteristic waves upon traversing a distance in the plasma (see Appendix B.2).
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For a distance z in a uniform plasma, this phase shift is given by:

P = {ko- *»)*• (2-38)

From Eq. 2.35, ko is found to be:

» W It 3 / 2\ a / a U I-, 2/o 2\ lii«n)
c \ p / c \ p I

and from Eq. 2.36, kx is:

,,,2/,.,2 \ ,., / ,,,2 / r>3\\

(2.40)

Therefore, the phase difference is:

0 = ̂ -^-3neBlz. (2.42)
2c eom

3u;3

Limiting cases of Appleton's equation have indicated that the plasma induces

an optical pathlength difference relative to a vacuum that depends primarily on

density. The plasma also exhibits circular birefringence for EM waves propagat-

ing along the magnetic field and linear birefringence for waves propagating in a

transverse magnetic field.

Measurement of the effects a plasma has on EM wave propagation can give

information on the plasma density or magnetic field. These effects are averaged

over the line of sight of the path of the beam. Techniques for inverting these chord-

averaged measurements to obtain spatial profiles of the plasma parameters are the

topic of the following section.

2.3 Inverting Chord-Averaged Measurements

There are many ways that chord-averaged data can be inverted to give informa-

tion about the actual spatial profiles of the plasma parameters of interest. The

techniques can be divided into two basic categories. In the first category, the spa-

tial profiles are obtained by applying the Abel integral (or some expanded form of

the integral) directly to the chord-averaged data taken along several chords in the
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plasma. In the second category, a spatial profile is predicted for the parameters of

interest, and is tested for consistency compared to the chord-averaged measured

values. The profile estimate is then adjusted until the chord averages of the profile

adequately match the measured values. This method of inverting data is called

forward optimization. The two categories of techniques obviously differ conceptu-

ally, but they also differ in accuracy and computational speed, as will be discussed

below.

2.3.1 Abel Inversion Methods

Using Abel integrals to unfold chord-averaged measurements is described by Barr

[56]. Figure 2.2 shows the geometry of the problem for a poloidal cross-section

of the plasma. The chord integrated value of any scalar plasma parameter, e.g.,

plasma density, is given by:

r

I[x) = /
J-

nc{f)dy. (2.43)
-L/2

A change of variables results in:

Equation 2.44 is one of Abel's integral equations. The full two-dimensional nature

of the inversion proble makes it rather impractical (an.', sometimes impossible) to

solve, because the problem is underdetermined in most experiments where only ver-

tical access is available. For axial symmetry, the problem becomes one-dimentional,

and can be readily solved. For nc(r) = 0 for r > a, this equation can be inverted

to result in [57]:
[dl/dx)dx

For vector functions, the chord-integrated value of the plasma parameters needs

to include the appropriate geometry. For Faraday rotation, the integrated value is

given by:
rL/2

F = 2.63 x 1(T25A2 / nc(r)B(r) • dy. (2.46)
J-L/2

Rewriting the dot product,

rL/2

-L/2

rL/2

= K nc{r)Be{r) cos Ody, (2.47)
J-L/2
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Figure 2.2: Poloidal Cross-Secticn Showing Geometry for Abel Inversion
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where K = 2.63 x 10~25A2. Again, the result of changing the integration variable

/2. (2.48)

Taking an x outside the integral, and defining a new function:

and defining a new variable in r:

l(r) = ^ ^ , (2.50)

then

Notice that G(z) has the identical form of the Abel integral of Eq. 2.44, except

the scalar plasma parameter is that which is defined in Eq. 2.50. This G{x) can

also be inverted, giving:

or the magnitude of the poloidal field is given by:

7B\T) -
irnc(r)

( 2 . 5 3 )

where G(x) is defined in Eq. 2.49. Therefore, the inversion of the Faraday rotation

measurements can be made to look just like the inversion of the density measure-

ment, or any other scalar. Extraction of the poloidal field information, of course,

requires independent knowledge of the density profile.

Numerical solutions of Eq. 2.45 or Eq. 2.53 suffer from the fact that evaluation

of the derivative amplifies the random noise present on any experimental measure-

ment. Reference [58] presents an example where a 200-fold amplification of ths

noise results from the derivative evaluation. This is clearly enough of an effect to

destroy what may be an otherwise useful measurement.

The standard technique for eliminating the sensitivity to noise amplification is

to fit a smooth function to measured values I[x) or G(x) before performing the

derivative. Barr [56] suggests a similar approach where the order of integration and
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differentiation is reversed from that implied by Eq. 2.45 or Eq. 2.53, and applying

some smoothing techniques between operations to eliminate the noise amplification

problem.

Analysis presented in Reference [51] reveals that use of this smoothed Abel

inversion does have a drawback. The smoothed technique can lose some structure of

the profile compared to the direct numerical inversion, especially when the number

of chords is limited. Therefore, the sensitivity to noise amplification and the ability

to adequately invert the measurement from a limited number of chords both enter

into a decision on which inversion technique to use.

Deutsch and Beniaminy [58] have derived a derivative-free inversion formula

that avoids the possible noise amplification complexity. Reference [59] outlines a

method for allowing asymetries in the direction perpendicular to the direction of

observation. This is accomplished by separating the function of measured values

(e.g., I(x)) into odd and even parts and inverting these parts individually. Symme-

try is still assumed for the direction along the observation, where no information

on spatial variation is available.

2.3.- Forward Optimization Methods for Inferring the Spa-
tial Profiles

The second basic method for unfolding chord-averaged data may be considered to

be backwards in philosophy. It involves the adjustment of a hypothetical spatial

profile until the resultant chord-integrated values adequately match the measured

data. Typically, some functional dependencies of the spatial profile are assnmed,

and the coefficients of the functions are used as the fitting parameters (e.g., [60]).

An alternative method (e.g., [61]) that is numerically more intensive, involves

calculating a family of profiles that would be consistent with the measured data.

The ability to find several profiles that work is a consequence of the underdeter-

mined nature of the problem. A so-called "minimum norm" criterion is used to

determine the most probable profile of the family. This results in choosing the

profile that has the shortest integrated arc length, or the least amount of structure

on the profile. Figure 2.3 illustrates the minimum norm criterion, where profile b

would be chosen as being the more probable of the two rather extreme cases.

The forward optimization inversion technique has an advantage over standard

Abel integral techniques in that there is no concern about derivative noise sensi-
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Figure 2.3: Two Possible Profiles for Minimum Norm Criterion
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tivity, error amplification, or other numerical pitfalls. This technique also gives

quantitative information about the shape of the profiles through the final coeffi-

cients of the functional description of t) e profiles, giving an analytic expression for

the profile. This might be useful tor describing differences between profiles.

Because of the cumbersome iterative fitting routines, forward optimization

methods are much slower than Abel inversion methods. Computational speed

may be desired for determining the profile at many time points, or getting more

immediate information about a plasma discharge. Therefore, both techniques for

inverting chord-averaged data are useful, depending on the application.

2.4 Error Propagation in the Inversion Process

2.4.1 Techniques used to Study Error Propagation
I

In order to define the measurement accuracy required for adequate profile deter-

mination, analysis of how errors propagate in the inversion process is required. It

was shown in the previous section that this error propagation depends somewhat

on the inversion technique employed, because naive application of Abel's integral

can result in "a factor of ~ 200 amplification of the noise on the data.

There is a wide variety of sophistication that can be used for error propaga-

tion studies. Simple techniques can g;ive quick qualitative results. However, more

sophisticated techniques are required to accurately assign error bars to the final

profiles. It is informative to consider the more sophisticated techniques first, and

then explore which corners can be cut to give more expeditious answers.

The technique of Monte Carlo error analysis is described by Shirk and Hoffman

[61] for x-ray spectral deconvolution applications, although it is flexible enough

for inverting any scalar quantity. The method for performing the inversion was

described in the previous section (2.3.2), where a family of possible profiles are

calculated. The method is not prone to noise amplification effects, which would

give overly pessimistic results. The Monte Carlo technique involves the following

steps:

1. Estimation of the errors on the measured values for each channel or chord,

usually based on signal-to-noise considerations.
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2. Selection of a set of "values" to be inverted. For each channel an artificial

value is picked from a probabilistic distribution about the measured value.

The distribution is gaussian with the width set equal to the experir .ital

error.

3. The set of values is inverted to give a possible profile within the experimental

uncertainties.

4. Steps 1 - 3 are repeated many times, until the statistical quantities are well

established. A mean or average profile can be determined and a standard

deviation calculated at each point in space from the entire set of inverted

profiles.

Use of these steps generates quantitative information about the error bars on the

profile from uncertainties in the measured values.

Simplified Error Analysis

Information about error propagation can be obtained from less numerically inten-

sive technique than the Monte Carlo method described above. Although rigor-

ous error bar determination for the inverted profiles cannot be obtained from the

simple techniques, useful information can be found concerning the measurement

accuracy required for adequate profile determination. Thus, the simple techniques

give guidelines to the experimentalist for system performance requirements.

The simplifications over the Monte Carlo method that will be used in the next

section involve

a: running fewer cases (~ 10%) because the trends in the error propagation become

apparent long before the Monte Carlo statistics are valid, and

b : using a single rectangular probability distribution for assigning errors to all

of the artificial values, rather than using a Gaussian distribution for each

channel with the width corresponding to the measurement accuracy of that

channel.

These simplifications allow useful answers to be found much more quickly.
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2.4.2 Conclusions based on Simple Error Analysis

Calculations were performed to try to get a feeling for how errors in measured

values of chord-averaged density and Faraday rotation propagate through the in-

version process. This exercise was initiated to give information on the measurement

accuracy required in order to get useful density and poloidal field profile determi-

nation.

The level of sophistication of the inversion algorithm was intentionally kept

low. The algorithm knows nothing of any information that might be available

from other diagnostics. It uses a multi-parameter fit to the density and poloidal

field profiles. The parameters are modified until the resulting profiles match the

chord-averaged input data. This differs considerably in philosophy from standard

Abel inversions, as was discussed in Section 2.3.1, where a functional fit of the

measured values is performed, followed by application of the Abel integral to obtain

the profile estimation. Abel inversions are numerically more efficient, but there is

some potential numerical error amplification. Since efficiency was not a concern

for the error propagation studies, the slower, but more straight-forward approach

was chosen.

The input data, simulating measured values in the absence of actual multichord

data, are introduced by assuming a profile and calculating the predicted chord-

averaged values for each chord. Measurement errors are then introduced by a

random selection of values in a range about the predicted value. The range is

determined by the nominal experimental resolution achieved on ZT-40M, and the

selection of any value in the range is equally probable. Typical performance of

the interferometer results in a resolution of ~ 0.01 fringe. A phase resolution of

~ 3 mrad has been achieved by the polarimeter, although typical performance

is probably a factor of two worse. (These figures correspond to 25 fisec time

resolution.)

The program then adjusts the parameters assumed for each profile until the

inaccurate simulated values are least-squares fitted. The profile is plotted, and the

program generates a new set of simulated measured values to be inverted.

The parametric description of the profiles invokes a shifted contour model. The

basic contours can be thought of as nested circular surfaces, with the position of

the centers of the contours being a function of radius. The shift of the magnetic

axis is an input parameter, with the centers of the other contours following a linear
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function of radius, the outer contour having its center at the geometric axis. The

profiles then have a functional dependence on contour radius. Even terms retain

the circular shape of the contours and odd terms allow deformation of the shape

from circular.

The functional form for the density profile is chosen to be:

nc[p) = P,(l - P
2/a2) + P2(l - p2/a2)* + P3 + P4cos0 + PB(1 - p/a) (2.54)

The functional form for the poloidal field is taken to be:

Q2cos0 + Q3 + Q«(l - p2/a2) + 0B(1 - P /« ) (2-55)

where a is the plasma radius, p represents the radius of the contours, 6 is the

poloidal angle, and Pi_5, Qi-s are the adjustable parameters. The functional forms

were somewhat arbitrarily chosen, although the fitting was quite flexible. (Different

functional forms might be chosen for other applications.) The constant within the

argument of the Bessel function was determined by defining the poloidal average

reversal surface of the toroidal field to be at p = .16 m, and assuming that the

arguments for the toroidal and poloidal Bessel functions should be the same. The

initial parameters used for the calculations were Pi = neo, P2_5 = 0, Qi = 27raj°iisa)'

and Q2-5 = 0.

Interesting conclusions can be based on visual inspection of the results of the

error propagation studies. Figure 2.4 shows the results of inverting 10 cases of

measured values representing nominal ZT-40M parameters for a plasma current of

250 kA. With the interferometer resolution set at .01 fringe and the polarimetric

resolution set at 3 mrad, the determination of the density and poloidal field profiles

seems to be adequate. Although this is not a statistically rigorous error bar deter-

mination, if one were to invert actual measured data with the specified resolution,

error bars corresponding to the width of the band of profiles drawn in each plot

would be a reasonable approximation. For measured values representing 120 kA

operation of ZT-40M, however, the results are not as encouraging. Figure 2.5 shows

the results of ten such cases. The density profile may be adequately determined,

but the poloidal field profile has unacceptable error bars. Clearly, improvements

would result if one were to impose boundary conditions on the poloidal field from

external probe measurements. The error bars can be improved further with a sac-

rifice of time response. If the noise is truly random, the signal to noise depends
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Figure 2.6: Poloidal Field Profile for 120 kA Plasma, 0.5 mrad Resolution

on y/r, where r is the integration time. If the time response is lengthened from

25 fisec to 1 msec, the results are more acceptable. Figure 2.6 shows the results

of improving the polaximetric resolution to 0.5 mrad, which would follow from the

longer integration time.

It should be noted that eliminating the errors entirely on the density mea-

surements did not significantly improve the error bars on the poloidal field pro-

files. Therefore, improvement in the interferometer sensitivity would not help the

poloidal field profile determination. The dominant errors in the poloidal field profile

are the result of the polarimeter resolution.

The preceding calculations were done assuming 8 chords of data were being

generated. The situation is somewhat degraded if only 6 chords of data are avail-

able. Integration times of at least 2.5 msec were required to get adequate poloidal
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field profile determination for plasma parameters representing 120 kA operation of

ZT-40M.

2.5 Conclusions

The theory of EM wave propagation in a magnetized plasma has been presented

to form a basis for using EM wave probing to measure the internal magnetic

field. The dominant effect of the plasma depends only on density, and methods

for measuring the density through these effects will be discussed. Higher order

effects depend also on the magnetic field. The plasma exhibits circular birefrin-

gence when the beam propagates parallel to the field (Faraday rotation) and linear

birefringence when the beam propagates perpendicular to the field (the Cotton-

Mouton effect). Therefore, study of the polarization effects on the EM wave probe

can give information on the magnetic field. Although general polarimetry has not

yet been developed, measurements can be made of either the circular birefringence

or linear birefringence individually. The choice of EM wave frequency can be made

to cause either effect to be dominant. Particular attention has been paid to the

measurement of circular birefringence, since it has the potential for internal mag-

netic field determination, and is the focus of the experimental part of this work.

Techniques for inverting chord-averaged data were discussed, and analysis of how

errors propagate in the inversion process revealed the experimental performance

required to obtain adequate profile determination.

The following chapter is devoted to a review of techniques that have been

developed and applied for the measurement of plasma parameters through effects

described in Appleton's equation. Sources of errors or uncertainties in EM wave

probing will also be discussed.
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Chapter 3

EM Wave Probing Techniques

The previous chapter described the plasma-wave interaction that forms the basis

for the measurement of plasma parameters by EM wave probing. This chapter

will examine some of the EM wave probing techniques that can be employed for a

measurement of the plasma density and poloidal magnetic field. Measurement of

the density is primarily made by interferometry, although there are several options

on the type of interferometer used. For some applications, density measurements

by EM wave polarimetry might be preferable to interferometric techniques due to

a greatly reduced sensitivity to mechanical vibrations. Field measurements can be

made by EM wave polarimetry, but again there are several options to consider.

All interferometers and polarimeters are subject to error. Some of the more

advanced concepts are designed to virtually eliminate some sources of error, mak-

ing them more useful for the measurements of interest. Detailed analysis of the

potential errors will be presented below.

3.1 Techniques for Measurement of Plasma Den-
sity through EM Wave Probing of the
Plasma Refractive Index

3.1.1 Measurement of Plasma Density by EM Wave Cut-
off

Ex mining Eq. 2.23 reveals that when the wave frequency is low enough, or the

plasma density is high enough, the index of refraction becomes imaginary. In this

case, the EM wave is reflected rather than transmitted. The critical density where
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this transition occurs is given by the expression:

(3.1)
e-

For typical densities of 1020 m"3, the wave frequency needs to be ~ 90 GHz, or in

the microwave region of the EM wave spectrum.

This can be used to measure the density by measuring the frequency at which

the transmission is interrupted, or when the reflected wave is detected. Simple

techniques are limited by the range of frequencies that can be generated by a mi-

crowave source, and also provide information only about the peak density, whereas

spatially resolved density profile measurements would be more useful. More so-

phisticated techniques have been proposed [62], where the reflected wave is caused

to interfere with the probe wave. Analysis can reveal how far the probe beam

traveled in the plasma before it was reflected. This would allow a determination

of the location of the cut-off surface, and give some information about the density

profile.

3.1.2 Measurement of Plasma Density by Interferometry

Basic Principles

To measure the relative EM wave phase change induced by the electron density of

the plasma, interferometric techniques are often employed.1 Interferometry is the

measurement of coherent interference (constructive or destructive) of the electric

fields of two differt.it waves. The two waves that are used for interferometric

measurements of the refractive index are commonly called the scene and reference

waves. The scene beam is propagated through the medium and is made to interfere

with the reference beam that has bypassed the plasma.

The equation that describes the interference between two waves E\ and Ei, of

the same frequency and polarization, but with a phase difference <£ between them

is:

Ei = {£i\ + hi-jt Je \y-"i

Detectors of the radiation generally sense the intensity of the wave rather than

the electric field of the wave. The signal generated by such "square-law" detectors

useful review of interferometry is given by Jahoda and Sawyer[63], and by V£ron[64|.
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is then given by:

EE' = El + El + 2EtE2 cos <j>, (3.3)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The intensity at the detector

has a constant component and a component which varies as the cosine of the

phase difference between the waves. If, for example, the two waves have no phase

difference in the absence of the plasma, then when a plasma is formed in the

pathlength of the scene beam, the phase shift can be obtained through Eq. 3.2 and

is related to the density by (see Eq. 2.23):

f^V) (3.4)

The WKB method allows the phase difference between the scene and reference

beams generated by the plasma to be written as:

[ ] \dl\. (3.5)

Heterodyne Interferometry

In practice, it is found useful to employ a slight frequency difference between the

two beams of the interferometer. This technique is called heterodyne interferome-

try. The reason for the use of the two different frequencies is that the measurement

of the phase difference induced by the plasma becomes insensitive to many effects

that can cause ambiguity and error in the simpler methods. Most importantly,

heterodyne methods eliminate the sensitivity of the density measurements to ef-

fects that cause spurious amplitude changes, such as refractive bending or partial

absorption of the beam that propagates through the plasma or vignetting due to

apertures that comprise diagnostic access.

Also, there is sometimes a condition that prevents complete destructive inter-

ference, which adversely effects the fringe2 contrast or modulation depth of the

interference pattern, and causes ambiguity in the simple amplitude measurements

of a single-frequency interference pattern. Other disadvantages result from the de-

tails of the interference governed by Eq. 3.2, where it is seen that the phase shift

2The term fringe applies to a complete period of the sinusoidal intensity modulation generated
by interference effects.
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direction is undetermined, and there are some phase angles where the measure-

ment of phase changes becomes insensitive. All of these effects are avoided when

heterodyne techniques are employed.

The interference between two waves of frequency CJX and w2 and phase difference

<j> is giver by:

EE* = El + E\ + E^cosiAut + 4>), (3.6)

where Aw = Wj - w2 is the difference frequency. Notice that there is still a constant

component, but now the phase shift <f> appears in a cosine term that varies in

time with the difference frequency Aw, and tht. phase shift induced by the plasma

density is seen on the detector as a phase shift of the sinusoidal* time variation'

at the difference frequency.3 Therefore, amplitude changes that may result from

propagation through the plasma do not affect the measurement of the density

except for the small degree of coupling between amplitude modulations and phase

modulations. For amplitude changes that are much slower than the difference

frequency, this coupling is insignificant (see Eq. 3.23).

Interferometer Configurations

There are several configurations that are suitable for an interferometric measure-

ment of the plasma density. The most common are the Michelson and Mach-

Zehnder configurations. These are shown in heterodyne form in Figure 3.1 and

Figure 3.2. The polarizing beam splitters (PBS) totally reflect one polarization

and transmit the orthogonal polarization. The orthogonal polarizations have dif-

ferent frequencies, so the polarizing beam splitters actually perform the function

of separating the two frequencies required for heterodyne interferometry. One fre-

quency becomes the reference beam and the other becomes the scene beam. The

non-polarizing beam splitters (NPBS) partially reflect and partially transmit both

polarizations. The reflectivity of the NPBS is chosen to make the signal on each

detector roughly the same level. Polarization analyzers (A) are placed in front of

the detectors to act as "mixers" for the orthogonal polarizations. This function is

required when square-law detectors are used because the two waves cannot interfere

when their polarizations are orthogonal. The analyzers are similar to the polar-

izing beam splitters except for their orientation. They are oriented to transmit a

sThis sinusoidal time variation is known as the carrier signal for the phase information.
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Figure 3.1: Michelson Configuration
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Figure 3.2: Mach-Zehnder Configuration
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component of each polarizatiion (if the two beams are of equal intensity, optimal

orientation is at 45° to the incident polarizations). The orthogonal polarizations

are brought into the same plane of polarizatiqj| by the analyzer, where they are

now able to interfere. Some detectors sense the electric field rather than the in-

tensity, and can perform the function of both the analyzer and detector shown in

Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

There are two detectors in each configuration. The signal detector (SD) records

the heterodyne carrier signal which contains the plasma-induced phase shift infor-

mation, along with spurious information generated, in part, by drifts in the differ-

ence frequency. The reference detector (RD) records the heterodyne carrier signal

which contains only the spurious information. Therefore, by determining the phase

of the carrier signal recorded from both detectors, the plasma information can be

extracted by taking the difference between the two phases.

The principle difference between the two interferometer configurations is that

in the Michelson interferometer the scene beam makes a double pass through the

plasma, which doubles the phase shift generated relative to the reference beam.

This may be an important advantage if the expected phase shift is small, although

it may be a disadvantage if the expected phase shift is large. The choice between

the configurations is usually governed by other factors. Machine access constraints

may require the use of one configuration. Use of the Michelson configuration al-

lows almost all of the components of the interferometer to be on one side of the

plasma, rather than having to surround the device with the Mach-Zehnder con-

figuration. Use of the Michelson configuration also facilitates compensation for

refractive bending, which may be severe enough to cause problems in overlapping

the scene and reference beams on the detector. A retro-reflecting mirror [e.g., an

internal corner of a metal cube or curved mirror) can be used to reflect the beam

back through the plasma, sending it along nearly the same (possibly curved) path.

3.1.3 Measurement of Plasma Density by Polarimetry

The plasma density can be inferred by the measurement of ellipticity induced on

an EM wave, as long as the magnetic field of the plasma satisfies rather unique

criteria. The plasma must have a transverse field that is much stronger than the

parallel field (with respect to the wave propagation direction), and the transverse

field must be spatially uniform. This is approximately true for a tokamak plasma
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(see Figure 1.1), and such a technique has been proposed by Craig [65] and by

Segre [66].

If the poloidal magnetic field is neglected, and a linear polarization is injected

into the plasma with a polarization azimuth at ip — 45° to the toroidal field (see

Appendix B.I), then elliptization of the polarization will be induced. Examination

of Equation 3.8 reveals that the ellipticity, 0, depends only on / nedl if the trans-

verse field dependence can be brought outside the integral. This is a reasonable

assumption for a tokamak when the chords through the plasma are vertical. Since

B<j, oc l/R, the toroidal field is independent of position along the beam.

For this technique to be reasonably accurate, the transverse field direction

should be constant along the path of the beam, because the linearly birefringent

character of the plasma vanishes if the polarization azimuth is aligned with or per-

pendicular to the magnetic field. Craig [65] shows that a cos2t/' term multiplies

the / ncdl factor in the ellipticity expression. Therefore, the polarization azimuth

rotation must also be kept small, so that the angle ip does not change along the

path of the beam. This requires the use of a relatively short wavelength to suppress

Faraday rotation. As a result, however, the induced ellipticity is also small.

The attractive feature of EM wave polarimetry for density measurements is the

improved insensitivity to vibrations that can cause severe problems in interferome-

ters. This feature is a result of eliminating the need for a reference beam that travels

a different path, reflecting off different optics. In an interferometer, the character

of the interference can be altered by vibration-induced optical pathlength changes

that affect only one of the beams. The polarimeter can be considered to have two

"beams" that travel the same path; therefore, vibrations affect both beams equally.

3.2 Techniques for Measurement of the Internal
Field via EM Wave Probing

Information about the internal magnetic field can be obtained through measure-

ment of the polarization changes on an EM wave probe imposed by the plasma. As

was shown earlier, the plasma exhibits circular or linear birefringence depending

on the orientation between the wave propagation vector, k, and the magnetic field.

The expression found in Section 2.2 for F and /3 assumes that the plasma is

uniform. As was done for the analysis of interferometry, the WKB method is used
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to allow for gradients resulting from the finite extent of the plasma, again with

the condition that the gradient scale length be much longer than a wavelength.

Applying the WKB approximation, and expressing the magnetic field in vector form

rather than component form, the following expressions for F and /3 are obtained:

F = 2.63 x 10-25A2 [+L neB • dl, (3.7)

and

(3 = 2.44 x 10"29A3 f+L nc\B x dl\2dl, (3.8)
J-L

where A is in microns, nc in m~3, B in Tesla, dl in meters, and dl is a unit vector

in the direction of cM.4

Conceivably, if a measurement of the general state of polarization were made,

the rotation of the azimuth caused by the Faraday effect would measure the parallel

field and the elliptization caused by the Cotton-Mouton effect would measure the

transverse magnetic field, provided there is independent knowledge of the plasma

density. For the special case of a tokamak plasma, the parallel field can be found

from the azimuth measurements, and density information can be obtained from

ellipticity measurements, thus making polarimetry an alternative to interferometry

for the measurement of plasma density (see Section 3.1.3). To date, the only

polarimetric measurements that have been reported involve detecting the azimuth

rotation caused by the Faraday effect. The ellipticity is not measured, per at, but

ellipticity does have the potential of causing errors in the azimuth determination

for some Faraday rotation measurement schemes. Polarimetric measurements have

been made on vertical chords in a poloidal plane of toroidally shaped plasma, and

therefore have given information about the poloidal magnetic field. Measurement

of the toroidal magnetic field with the Faraday effect would be possible with the

appropriate diagnostic access; however, such toroidal ports are not found on most

machines.

•*These expressions for F and /? for oblique angles of propagation have some constraints. The
Faraday rotation expression requires that the phase shift due to the Cotton-Mouton effect is small,
and the Cotton-Mouton expression requires that the Faraday effect is small. For cases where these
constraints are violated, the plasma has to be treated as an elliptically birefringent element (see
Appendix B).
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3.2.1 Amplitude Polarimetry

Amplitude polarimetric techniques are somewhat analogous to the simple interfer-

ometrie techniques described earlier, in that the azimuth rotation causes a change

in the amplitude seen on the detector. A simple polarimeter appears in Figure 3.3,

where a linear polarization is sent through the plasma. The polarization analyzer

(A) is oriented to reject the radiation in the absence of plasma, and the detec-

tor (D) then sees a signal proportional to the sine squared of the rotation angle.

The detection is facilitated by generating some form of amplitude modulation to

enhance signal to noise ratios, because all but the modulation frequency can be dis-

criminated against. One form of this intensity measurement technique is described

by Soltwisch [40], and shown schematically in Figure 3.4. In this case, the probing

wave, after passage through the plasma, reaches a polarizing beam splitter aligned

to pass the original polarization and to reflect any orthogonal component induced

by rotation. The reflected component combines with a frequency-shifted reference

beam whose polarization is aligned to partially transmit through the beam splitter.

Thf amplitude of the heterodyne beat is proportional to the plasma rotation. The

complementary pair of beams in the orthogonal direction off the beam splitter is

used for phase shift interferometry, which allows a simultaneous measurement of

density and Faraday rotation to be made.

Soltwisch [40] gives a comprehensive discussion of the considerable errors caused

by spurious changes in the amplitude sensed by the detector. Refractive bending

can reduce the amplitude of the signal due to vignetting by apertures and due to a

change in the alignment of the beam relative to the detector, or the quality of beam

overlap on the beam splitter. The amount of amplitude reduction could be cali-

brated with the change in carrier signal amplitude on the interferometer detector

if the alignment changes affected both detectors equally. Soltwisch [40] observed

that alignment changes affected the detectors differently; this was attributed to the

different pathlengths from the plasma to the detectors. A second source of spu-

rious amplitude is the polarizing beam splitter. Polarization elliptization causes

a component to be reflected to the detector, which cannot be distinguished from

azimuth effects. Elliptization can be caused by various system components as well

as by the Cotton-Mouton effect in the plasma. These errors are discussed further

in Section 3.3.2, along with a potential compensation for the contributions from

polarization elliptization.
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An alternative amplitude dependent measurement scheme, shown in Figure 3.5,

introduces an angular oscillation of the input polarization (with a ferrite rota-

tor) through small angles centered on the analyzer extinction direction. With no

plasma, the detector senses the intensity variations at twice the modulation fre-

quency. Faraday rotation induced by the plasma generates a signal at the modula-

tion frequency. The amount of Faraday rotation is calculated from the amplitude

of the signal at the modulation frequency [42],[43]. Because this method does not

require two beams to be combined on a polarizing beam splitter, this method is

inherently less sensitive to refractive effects. An initial drawback was the 10%

transmission factor of the ferrite modulator [42]; however, development at Oak

Ridge National Laboratory [43] resulted in a more acceptable transmission factor

of ~ 80%. The higher transmission was obtained for A = 447 nm radiation. At

shorter wavelengths, the transmission factor decreases rapidly, which limits the

applications of this technique.

Heterodyne interferometry can be implemented with the ferrite rotator method,

allowing a simultaneous measurement of density and Faraday rotation. This is

accomplished by combining the scene beam with a reference beam (of a different

frequency) before the detector. The density and Faraday rotation are measured

with the same detector, which is possible if the difference in frequency between the

scene and reference beams is much larger than the ferrite modulation frequency.

Then, by filtering the signal appropriately for each frequency, both quantities can

be recovered. This does, however, potentially limit the frequency response of the

Faraday rotation measurement.

Just as was the case for simple interferometry, these amplitude polarimetry

techniques are prone to uncertainties cause by spurious amplitude changes. Kunz

[67] reported observations of 30% amplitude changes on TFR. Such errors are un-

acceptable for adequate determination of the poloidal field profile. Some additional

(but less significant) errors will be discussed at the end of the next section, where

a detailed formalism for error analysis is presented.

3.2.2 Heterodyne Phase Shift Polarimetry

A technique that is analogous to heterodyne interferometry is heterodyne phase

shift polarimetry. This phase sensitive measurement is independent of absolute
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amplitude, and insensitive to amplitude variations. This technique was proposed

independently by Dodel and Kunz [48] and the diagnostic development group at

Los Alamos [49]. The concept is illustrated in Figure 3.6. Opposite circular po-

larizations are given a frequency difference and sent through the plasma. These

polarizations are produced by passing two orthogonal frequency-offset linear po-

larizations through a A/4 plate with the plate axes oriented at ±45° to the input

polarization (see Appendix B.I). This condition is equivalent to having a linear

polarization that rotates in time at half the difference frequency. In the absence

of plasma, the signal seen by the detector (D) after the radiation passes through

the polarization analyzer (A) is an intensity that varies'sinusoidally in time at the

difference frequency, cr twice the frequency of the rotating linear polarization (this

is due to the analyzer intensity transmission going through a whole cycle for a

rotation of 180° of the polarization). The Faraday rotation of linear polarization

due to the circular birefringence exhibited by a magnetized plasma results from

the speeding up and slowing down of the characteristic opposite circular polar-

izations into which the linear polarization can be decomposed (see Appendix B).

Equivalently, for a rotating linear polarization (two circular polarizations of differ-

ent frequencies), the Faraday effect will cause either a phase lead or phase lag in

the rotation, depending on the direction of the magnetic field, and which circular

polarization has the higher frequency. This produces a phase lead or lag on the

sinusoidal temporal modulation of the detected signal in the presence of the plasma

relative to the time signature in the absence of plasma.

Simultaneous interferometry measurements are also possible with this method.

In this case, a second detector is required. This is accomplished by introducing a

beamsplitter just beyond the plasma, and using one of the scene beam frequencies

(say Ui) to combine with a reference beam of the other frequency (w2) • This requires

the other scene beam frequency (also w2) to be filtered before the interferometer

detector, which can be easily done (see Figure 4.15).

In common with the heterodyne amplitude method of Soltwisch [40], the time

resolution is governed by the heterodyne frequency, which can be freely chosen.

However, the heterodyne phase shift method differs in that departures from zero

amplitude in the direction crossed to the analyzer not due to Faraday rotation,

such as plasma- and component-induced ellipticities, do not directly add to the

apparent plasma rotation signal. As mentioned before, the heterodyne phase shift
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method is insensitive to spurious amplitude changes, which otherwise could cause

very serious errors in the measurement.

Although heterodyne phase shift polarimetry is insensitive to the dominant

errors of amplitude polarimetry, there are some sources of errors that are com-

mon to all polarimetric magnetic field measurements. These will be discussed in

the following section, where sources of errors in EM wave probing techniques are

presented.

3.3 Sources of Errors in EM Wave Probing

3.3.1 Possible Sources of Errors in a Heterodyne Interfer-
ometer

Many of the potential errors in interferometric measurements are eliminated by

using heterodyne techniques. As mentioned earlier, simple techniques are sensi-

tive to spurious amplitude changes, ambiguity of phase change direction, insen-

sitivity at certain phase angles, and errors introduced by imperfect interference

of the scene and reference beams. The problems of insensitivity and directional

ambiguity at certain angles can be solved without heterodyne techniques by using

quadrature methods [68], where both the sine and the cosine of the phase angles

are measured; however, this method is still subject to amplitude problems unless

heterodyne methods are also employed.

There are some problems that are common to all forms of interferometers. One

problem occurs when large density changes take place on too fast a time scale.

This could happen if a Acj> = 2T density change occurs between measurements, or

on a timescale that is faster than the heterodyne frequency employed. This effect

is called "fringe skipping," and can generally be avoided by using a measurement

timescale, or heterodyne frequency, that is much faster than anticipated density

changes.

Another source of error that causes problems for all interferometers is mechani-

cal vibration. Although careful mechanical and optical design of the interferometer

can minimize the sensitivity to vibrations, they can cause changes in the optical

pathlength for either the scene or reference beam, leading to changes in the rela-

tive phase of the two beams when they interfere at the detector. The sensitivity to

vibration is an inverse function of the wavelength employed, while the sensitivity
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to plasma density increases linearly with wavelen?^ •. Therefore consideration of

vibration enters into the choice of wavelength for the measurements. There is usu-

ally a range of wavelengths that will have an acceptable insensitivity to vibration

and not be overly sensitive to the refractive bending that scales with wavelength

squared and becomes serious at longer wavelengths.

If such a range does not exist, however, a "two-color" technique is required [69].

There are two options of a two-color system that might be considered. The first

system usss a relatively long wavelength that is sensitive to both the plasma density

and vibrations. A very short wavelength beam is sent along the same path. This

beam is rather insensitive to the plasma density (recall N ~ A2) and essentially

measures only the vibrational information, which can be used to extract the density

information from the long wavelength measurements. The second system uses

wavelengths that are both sensitive to the plasma density and vibrations, but

differ in wavelength so that the measurements can be used to solve a set of two

algebraic equations with two unknowns: the plasma density, and vibration-induced

phase shifts. This two-color method is, however, subject to the uncertainties of all

amplitude techniques, unless the measurements can be made in heterodyne form.

A heterodyne two-color interferometer has been developed by Mansfield, et al.\7Q],

and used on the PLT tokamak.

Errors in the interpretation of the interferometric data can result from other

plasma effects, such as the Faraday and Cotton-Mout^n effects. These can usually

be suppressed by careful choice of polarization; however, if polarimetric measure-

ments are made along v/ith the interferometric measurements, this flexibility may

be limited. In particular, for interferometric measurements made simultaneously

with heterodyne polarimetry (see Figure 4.15) the scene beam of the interferom-

eter is circularly polarized. Because of the difference in plasma velocity for the

two circular polarizations (which is the basis for the Faraday rotation induced by

the plasma), the interferometric measurements will have slight systematic errors.

The direction of the error depends upon which circular polarization is used for the

scene beam. For nominal ZT-40M parameters, only a 0.3% error is introduced in

the density measurements. For most plasmas of interest, the errors introduced by

Faraday and Cotton-Mouton effects are generally very small.

Many sources of errors that are important to polarimetric measurement will be

discussed later. For the most part, these errors also affect interferometric measure-
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Figure 3.7: Component System Used for Error Analysis

ments, but at such a low level that they are appropriately deferred to the following

sections.

3.3.2 Sources of Errors in a Heterodyne Polarimeter

Phase Shift Correction Factor

To determine the possible errors in the heterodyne phase shift method caused both

by linear birefringence due to transverse magnetic fields within the plasma and

by optical misalignment or imperfections of the system components, the intensity

transmission through the system was analyzed, with the aid of Jones matrices

(see Appendix B). This collaborative effort, motivated by the experimental work

of this thesis, is reported in Reference[71]. The system to be analyzed appears

schematically in Figure 3.7. The coordinate system is defined by the axes of the

quarter wave plate. Experimental uncertainties include misalignment of the input
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radiation, thickness error, and dichroism of the A/4 plate, and polarization analyzer

inefficiency and misalignment. Also considered are elliptization effects by the linear

birefringence of the plasma. The basic procedure is to calculate the electric field

components after transmission through the quarter wave plate, plasma, and linear

polarization analyzer for one incident linear polarization and then for a frequency

shifted orthogonal linear polarization. The detected intensity is given by the sum

of the i and y components of the two frequencies. These steps are then repeated

without the plasma and the phase shift difference of the intensity modulation with

and without the plasma is examined as a function of the input parameters: plasma

birefringence, angular misalignments, and optical component characteristics. In

practice, it is useful to make analytical calculations for simple cases (e.g., one

imperfection at a time), and to use a computer to perform the matrix operations

for the more complicated cases.

Vector and Matrix Definitions The input electric field vectors for the calcu-

lations (see Figure 3.7) are:

( cos(7r/4 + <p) A ( cos(-7r/4 + ip) \ .

' and K ' ' e™\ (3.9)
sin(7r/4 + <p) J y sin(-7r/4 + <p) J

wh«;re <p is the angular input polarization misalignment from 45° and u> is the radian

frequency offset between the orthogonal polarizations. An amplitude difference

between the orthogonal inputs only affects the final intensity modulation. Since

tris does not influence the phase shift, the amplitudes are assumed initially equal

and normalized to unity.
The quarter wave plate matrix is given by (see Eq. B.9):

0

where 6 is the quarter wave plate thickness error in radians and r = T2/Ti us the

relative amplitude transmission ratio of slow axis to fast axis. The latter is an

expression of dichroismatic effects discussed in Appendix B in conjunction with

the Poincare sphere.
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The plasma matrix (see Eq. B.ll) for a medium with circular and linear bire-

fringence, can be written:

/ cos(0/2) - i cos(x) sin(9/2) - sin(x) sin(0/2) \

V sin(x) cos(0/2) cos(0/2) + icos(x)sin(0/2) V

where 0 = (4F2 + /32)l/2 and x = tan~1(2F//3). The optically activ. component is

expressed in terms of 2F to be consistent with the earlier definition of F. As will

be demonstrated, the pure Faraday rotation "phase shift" then becomes 2F. This

is convenient in physical terms since a rotation of 180° results in a complete cycle

of intensity modulation as seen by the detector behind the polarization analyzer.

The plasma matrix as written implies a choice of coordinate system alignment

with respect to the transverse magnetic field. To allow for arbitrary orientation of

the transverse field in the coordinate system defined by the quarter wave plate, the

plasma must be pre- and post-multiplied by the general rotation matrices given in

Equation B.13. The polarization analyzer matrix is given by (see Equation B.12):

1 o\
0 0 ) "

(3.12)

Ideal Case (r = l,tp ~ 6 = /3 = R = a = e = 0) To illustrate the calculation

prescription outlined at the beginniT.^ ut this section, the ideal case is considered,

where there are no misalignments or imperfections of optics nor any linear bire-

fringence in the plasma. The result of multiplying the polarizer matrix, plasma

matrix, and A/4 plate matrix for this ideal case is:

. , / cos(F) - ts in(F) \
e"'4\ K ' K ' \. (3.13)

Next, each input electric field (see Equation 3.9) is multiplied by this matrix sepa-

rately. Addition of the x and y components of each final electric field vector results

in:

) = e I ^ ) (3.14)

The intensity seen on the detector is found by multiplying each component by its

complex conjugate:

Ip = EXE'X + EVE'V = 2(1 + cos(w* + 2F)\. (3.15)
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The same procedure is done without the plasma matrix resulting in:

Io = 2[1 -f cos(wi)l- (3.16)

Note that both Io and Jp have a constant component and a component that mod-

ulates in time with period T = 2TT/W, but Ip leads Io in phase by 2F.

Quarter Wave Plate Thickness Error Case (r = l,^ = /3 = fl = a = e =

0,6 ^ 0) The result of multiplying the polarizer matrix, plasma matrix, and A/4

matrix for this case where only one imperfection is considered is:

. (3.17)
V 0 0 )

Repeating the same steps outlined in the ideal case results in:

Ip = 2[1 + cos(2F) cos(wi) - sm{2F) sin(wi) cos 6], (3.18)

and
Io = 2[1 + cos(w01, (3-19)

as before. To proceed further in identifying the error introduced on the apparent

phase shift, a small angle approximation is made for the phase shift, i.e., cos 2F ~ 1

and sin2.F ~ 2F. Eq. 3.18 then simplifies to:

Ip = 2[l + cos(wt + 2F ros 6)\. (3.20)

Thus a multiplicative error of cos6 over the phase shift for the ideal case results

from a thickness error 6 on the quarter wave plate. The small 2JF approximation

makes less than 1% errors for 2F < 150mrad.

Correction Factor for More General Case {R = a = e - O,/3,tp,6,^ 0,r ^ l)

Proceeding in a similar manner for variations in the parameters /3,<p,and r, the

following result is obtained (recall 0 = (4F2 + /?a)1/2):

Phase Shift = 2F P ^ ^ - - c o s S - r , (3.21)
L e cos(2p) \R=0

where it has been assumed that the total phase shift is much less than the unity.

In the ideal limit, the correction factor of the phase shift becomes s'm(2F)/(2F).
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For small F, where the correction factor is valid, it is essentially unity. The range

of validity of the analytical form as the factors depart increasingly from one is

more readily explored by computer code. A non-unity correction factor implies the

need for a (one-time) calibration to relate phase shift measured to the line integral

/ neB • dl. Once the calibration is established, the proportionality is completely

determined by physical constants.

Effects Implied by the Correction Factor

Effects of Plasma Linear Birefringence The previous analysis has neglected

any additional effects that might result when the transverse magnetic field is not

aligned with the coordinate system. This is of little consequence for the parameters

presently of interest, where the 0 dependence [0 = (4F2 + /32)1/2] is essentially

negligible, since ) 3 c l and F <C 1. To obtain the dependence in the more general

case of R ^ 0, the orientation effects can be analyzed.

Repeating th«5 calculations of the Jones matrix formulation, the phase shift for

a = <p = e = 0, r = 1,0 ^ 0, R ^ 0 is calculated to be:

Phase Shift = 2F - (/?2/4) cos(2.R) sin(2JZ), (3.22)

where it has again been assumed that /9 >C 1 and F -C 1 so that the approximation

sin © =s 0 is valid. Equation 3.22 illustrates the fact that if @2/4 <jt 2F, care should

be taken to align the coordinate system as best as is possible with respect to the

direction of the transverse magnetic field to minimize the effects of plasma linear

birefringence.

Effects other than Plasma Birefringence The analytic computation for er-
rors in heterodyne phase shift polarimetry has been baised on a coordinate system

orientation referenced to the quarter wave plate. The detector is behind a polariza-

tion analyzer that ideally must be aligned along an axis of this coordinate system

(a = 0) because the errors explicitly considered all introduce asymmetries in the

orthogonal components of this coordinate system. However, as readily verified by

the computer program, the absolute values of the error corrections are rather in-

sensitive to a relatively large error {e.g., a < 10°) in the actual orientation of the

analyzer. A similar argument applies to show that the extinction factor (e ^ 0) of

the polarizer is not critical. This is quite different from the amplitude polarimetric
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techniques, where the analyzer defines the coordinate system orientation and, in

order to achieve a null for zero rotation, must be precisely aligned to the input

radiation coordinate system and have a very large extinction ratio.

Ellipticities introduced by optical components such as windows and beam split-

ters enter into the amplitude factor of the signal, but do not affect the observed

phase shifts as long as they remain constant throughout the plasma discharge. This

is intuitively obvious since a rotating ellipse will only reduce the amplitude of the

modulation relative to a rotating linear polarization.

Beam wandering on the optical components due to plasma refractive bending

can cause significant amplitude variation, especially if the beam becomes only

partially coupled to the detector, or vignetting is caused by the diagnostic access.

This will influence the phase shift measurement only momentarily by a very small

correction to the phase during the amplitude change through amplitude modulation

(AM) to phase modulation (PM) coupling. This coupling depends on the percent

amplitude change and the AM frequency as one would intuitively guess:

Phase Error a % A M — , (3.23)

where wAM is the AM angular frequency and U>H is the heterodyne frequency.

Therefore, by choosing a higher heterodyne frequency this momentary phase er-

ror can be made arbitrarily small. This is in striking contrast to the amplitude

polarimetric techniques which are directly sensitive to amplitude effects, not only

during the amplitude change, but for the entire duration of the amplitude reduc-

tion caused by refractive bending. This obviously may be the case for the entire

plasma discharge.

In common with all methods, the heterodyne phase shift method is ultimately

limited by signal to noise considerations of the modulated carrier, which in this case

carries the phase shift information. For correction factors on the phase shift which

are near unity, the amplitude decrement of the carrier signal will be negligible.

However, for correction factors that depart significantly from unity, consideration

of the carrier amplitude becomes important as the noise on the carrier may become

more significant.
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Effects of Linear Birefringence on Amplitude Polarimetry Method

For comparison, the rocking polarization method (see Figure 3.5) and the hetero-

dyne amplitude method (see Figure 3.4) can be analyzed in a similar fashion. For

the rocking polarization method, the single incident electric field column vector is:

and the analyzer matrix is:

where U is the frequency at which the polarization is rocked, and A is the amplitude

of the rocking expressed in radians. The problem is made relatively easy by the fact

that only the terms containing cos(n<) need be kept (there are no sin(fli) terms).

The result after applying the analogous procedure is:

Ia[A) = 4E3
OG[A)[2F - {02/4) cos(2JZ) sin(2iZ)] cos(nt), (3.26)

with

G(A) = MAWA) + £ Jik{A)\Jk+1{A) - Jk-M)l (3-27)

where Jk are Bessel functions. This exhibits the identical R dependence, i.e., the

same care should be taken in aligning the polarizer with the transverse field in this

case. The optimum value for A is 0.92 Tad. At this value, the signal is greatest and

there is a minimum change in the signal for a given change in A. Values of A that

have been used in polarimetric systems are .05 rad by [67] and .42 rad by [43].

For the heterodyne amplitude met1 1, it can be shown that the component of

the signal oscillating at the beat frequency can be expressed as:

Signal ~ EiE2\F cos{ut) + /3 cos{R) s\n{R) sin(w*)]. (3.28)

The amplitude of the signal is obtained by use of a lock-in amplifier [40]. The

signal is mixed with a reference signal E3 ~ cos(wt + 4») which is presumed to have

a small phase error * . The resultant signal is then:

SLock-in ~ 2FE1E2E3[cos(V) - (0/2F) cos(fl) B:n(.R) sin(¥)]. (3.29)

In addition to dependence on angular adjustment through R, the sensitivity to

linear birefringence depends on how accurately the phase of the reference signal
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can be set. By simultaneously taking a quadrature of the signal, correction for

elliptization of the signal beam should be possible, and allow both Faraday rotation

and Cotton-Mouton effects to be measured simultaneously.

Phase Shift Enhancement

The theoretical discovery and experimental verification of a phase shift enhance-

ment was first reported by the diagnostic development group at Los Alamos in

Reference [71 j , along with an abbreviated account of the error analysis presented

above. There are two factors in the correction factor of Eq. 3.21 that can be

deliberately made much greater than 1. They will be discussed separately, but

there is no reason in principle why they cannot be invoked simultaneously, each

contributing a portion to the desired total phase shift gain. The penalty paid for

this increased phase shift is the amplitude decrement of the signal carrying the

phase shift information. For one enhancement scheme, the amplitude is decreased

by the enhancement factor, and by the square of the enhancement factor for the

other scheme. As the individual factors get larger, non-linearities ignored in the

analytic result will become significant, and it is best to be guided by numerical

computation. In particular, because each factor is linked somewhat differently to

the transverse coordinate frame, and thereby interlinked differently to the polariza-

tion analyzer orientation, the simultaneous effects cannot be expected to be simply

multiplicative. Nonetheless, the analytic expression is a good guide for getting

more than an order of magnitude enhancement from either factor f>eparately or

from a combination.

Enhancement Through Errors in the Input Polarization Angle The
1/ cos 2<p term in Eq. 3.21 can be made intentionally greater than one. Theo-

retically, to get a factor of 10 requires tp = 42°, i.e., the input polarization, instead

of being ±45° from the quarter wave plate axes, must be displaced only 3° from

these axes. The computer program result for tp = 42° and for polarization analyzer

setting a = 0° gives a phase shift of 9.5° and a carrier amplitude decrement of 9.4

for a 2F value of 1°. Note that there are nonlinearities associated with the value

of Faraday rotation F also, and therefore these calculations are restricted to the

practical situation of small F. Sensitivity to the analyzer setting is much increased

for such an extreme input orientation misalignment. For instance, the phase shift is
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Figure 3.8: Example of Faraday Rotation Enhancement

5.3° and the amplitude decrement is 7.4 for a = 3°, and the phase shift is 4.4° and

amplitude decrement 6.3 for a == -3° (note the asymmetries), both for 2F = 1°.

The qualitative experimental confirmation of these predictions is shown in Fig-

ure 3.8, for two nominally identical plasma discharges on ZT-40M, where the en-

hancement was achieved by setting the A/4 plate at <p = 42°. At the time these

measurements were made, the small true Faraday rotation signal was masked by ex-

traneous phase shifts due to problems that will be discussed later at great length.

Therefore, no physical interpretation of plasma characteristics should be drawn

from this data; however, the demonstration of phase shift enhancement remains

valid.

Enhancement through Quarter Wave Plate Dichroism The r term in
Eq. 3.21 can also he made deliberately larger than 1. The linear dependence of the

phase shift correction factor on the relative transmission ratio r of the quarter wave
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plate implies an orientation preference between fast and slow axes not present when

the ratio is unity. In other words, for r ^ l , a phase shift gain would be a phase

shift decrement if the quarter wave plate is rotated by 90°. In the far-infrared it can

be assumed'that r will not be strictly unity for any quarter wave plate. This is due

both to dichroismatic effects of any birefringent material and the etalon effect of

different phasing between successive multiple reflections for the two principle axes.

This latter effect does not apply to half-wave plates, where the optical path differ-

ences are always an integer number of wavelengths. The following optical constants

of quartz are assumed [72] for 184.6 pm radiation: no = 2.117, a0 - 0.1 cm"1,

and nc = 2.159, ae = 0.5 cm'1, where n is the refractive index, a is the absorp-

tion constant, and the o and e subscripts denote the ordinary and extraordinary

axes. For a 1.1 mm quartz plate, r is found to be either 1.13 or 0.88 depending

on the orientation of the plate. This in itself is large enough to indicate the need

for a one-time calibration. Etalon effects are the dominant cause which produce

an effective r ^ 1, and therefore antireflection coatings would eliminate this effect.

Calculations show that r can be enhanced to about 1.5 by tilting the waveplate at

about 17° to maximize the difference in reflection losses. This increase in r is the

result of increased transmission of the ordinary wave rather than a decrease in the

extraordinary wave. In this case, there would be no amplitude decrement, as is the

case when absorption dominates the value of r. For r-enhancement produced by

an absorption differential, the amplitude decrement is given by the square of the

enhancement factor.

The utility of phase shift enhancement depends on the gain in ratio of phase

signal to noise. The noise in phase is ultimately related to the signal to noise ratio

on the carrier; therefore, amplitude decrements at some point must increase the

noise on the phase measurement. For the last case considered, where etalon effects

are used to increase r, there is clearly a gain since there is no amplitude decrement

that results. Hence, there is a direct gain in phase signal to noise. There are two

other cases when there would clearly be a gain. The first case is when the accuracy

of the calculated phase shift is limited by effects other than noise on the carrier

signal {e.g., finite digitization limits). The second is when phase detectibility is

indeed limited by noise on the carrier but the amplitude decrement scales only

linearly with the enhancement factor. In this case there is the customary square

root advantage in signal to noise. These increased phase shifts do, however, come
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at the expense of having to make the required calibration measurement. For the

case where the amplitude decrement scales as the square of the enhancement factor,

there is no net gain in phase signal to noise.

Analysis of errors in polarimetry by use of Jones matrices has demonstrated

the sensitivity of different schemes for measuring Faraday rotation in a plasma to

various imperfections. Particular attention has been paid to the heterodyne phase

shift metfhod because it is insensitive to spurious amplitude variations. Less em-

phasis has been given to amplitude polarimetric techniques because the constrained

access on ZT-40M prohibits the use of such methods. Consideration of real FIR

optical components demonstrates that even with a phase shift measurement, if an

accuracy of 10% is required, some form of a one-time calibration is necessary. The

analysis also indicates that the possibility exists to exploit extreme adjustment

errors to enhance the apparent phase shift by up to an order of magnitude.
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Chapter 4

Description of System Employed
for Single-Chord Measurements
on ZT-40M

Interferometric and polarimetric techniques have been developed for measurements

of the density and poloidal field on ZT-40M. The index of refraction of the plasma

detected by interferometry yields the integral / nedl\ Faraday rotation detected by

polarimetry yields the integral / neB • dl. These measurements, made simultane-

ously on several chords, can be inverted to give density and poloidal field profile

information. The details of the data unfolding, and the accuracy to which these

profiles can be calculated a:e presented in Chapter 2. The following sections de-

scribe the experimental apparatus used for single-chord measurements on ZT-40M.

Much of the assembly of the equipment was done before this thesis research

was initiated by Bausman, et al., [49]. Without that effort, the final development

and implementation on ZT-40M would not have been possible within the scope of

a thesis. The system was composed of an FIR laser operating at 185 pm, a ro-

tating grating for generating heterodyne signals, hollow dielectric waveguide beam

propagation, and GaAs photo conductive detectors operating at A.2°K. Signifi-

cant modifications of the initial equipment and techniques were required in order

to obtain sufficient sensitivity for successful measurements on ZT-40M.

Although this system was sufficient for developing and implementing single-

chord measurements, inefficiencies and poor design of some of the components

prevented multi-chord measurements. The design of a system that will support

multi-chord measurements is presented in Chapter 7. Readers interested in the
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design of an interferometer/polarimeter are referred to Chapter 7 as well as the

present section for discussions of the diagnostic design issues.

4.1 Far-Infrared Laser as a Radiation Source

The choice of radiation source wavelength is based on the wavelength dependence

of the plasma phenomena of interest. Both the density-induced interferometric

phase shift and the magnetic field-induced Faraday rotation increase with longer

wavelengths. The more restrictive minimum criterion on the wavelength is given

by the requirement that measurable Faraday rotation be induced by the plasma.

The instrument developed for measurements on ZT-40M has a phase resolution oi

~ 5 mrad at a response time of 25 psec (th- re-.olution can be improved at a sacrifice

of response time if required). Therefore, a nominal rotation of ~ 50 mrad should

be measurable with 10% accuracy. For the case of ZT-40M low current discharges,

where typical parameters are: nt ~ 1019m~3, BB ~ 3$ ~ 0.1 T, L ~ 0.4 m, and

the wavelength required to induce 2F ~ 50 mrad is:

l r F i 1 / 2

A = ——— ~ 500 (im. (4.1)
2.63 x 10-25 [ntBBL\ * v '

For an upper limit on A, it is important to consider the level of filiptization

(Cotton-Mouton effect) generated for high current operation of ZT-40M, wvrth Be ~

B^ ~ 0.5 T and ne ~ 10aom~3. The elliptization is given by Equation 3.8, which

can be approximated:

(3 ~ 2.45 x 10~29X3neBlL ~ 1.5 mrad. (4.2)

This level of elliptization is negligible for amplitude polarimetry as well as hetero-

dyne phase-shift polarimetry. (Recall from Section 3.3 that Signal «- 2F - 03/A for

small F and 0.) F T measurements on tokamak plasmas, the elliptization is much

more severe, because of the much stronger transverse magnetic field [B^ ~ 10Bs).

The eiiiptization in this case could be a& much as 150 mrad. Although orientation

of the polarization at 0° or 90° to the transverse field eliminates the elliptization ef-

fects, the Faraday rotation (~ 1 radian for the high current parameters) causes this

orientation to change along the path of the beam. Therefore, the tokamak trans-

verse field elliptization can cause serious errors in measuring the Faraday effect by
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amplitude polarimetry at 500 /im.1 The amount of elliptization (A3 dependence)

relative to the Faraday rotation (A2 dependence) could be reduced by operating

at a shorter wavelength; however, the time response of the measurements would

probably have to be sacrificed in order to resolve the smaller Faraday rotation.

Another maximal limit to the wavelength is governed by refractive effects, which

are stronger at long wavelengths. The plasma acts as a negative cylindrical lens,

and with the assumption of a parabolic density profile, Shmoys [73] calculates the

maximum beam deflection to be

which occurs at the major radial position

where a is the plasma minor radius and Ro is the major radius of the magnetic axis.

The tolerance of refractive effects is machine dependent. For machines with con-

strained diagnostic access, even slight refraction can cause vignetting on apertu-c?.

while machines with ample access might tolerate rather severe bending. For most

plasmas of thermonuclear interest, radiation wavelengths that result in measurable

Faraday rotation, yet are insensitive to Cotton-Mouton and refractive effects, are

in the far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Within the FIR region,

the choice is governed by the availability of high-power laser lines.

The system developed for measurements on ZT-40M was actually designed for

the nominal predicted ZT-40 plasma parameters at the time the diagnostic develop-

ment was initiated, with BB ~ 0.5 T and nc ~ 1021 m"3. Using the high-power laser

line at 184.6 fim, 1 radian of Faraday rotation would be induced by this plasma.

Since that time, the parameters of ZT-40M have changed drastically, to a regime

of lower density, higher temperature, and dramatically improved stability. With nc

in the 1019 - 1020 m~3 range and B$ in the 0.1 - 0.5 T range, only 10 - 100 mrad of

Faraday rotation is induced, and much of the effort in the diagnostic development

has been directed towards improving the resolution of the polarimeter to allow the

'For heterodyne phase-shift polarimetry, the supression of elliptization results from aligning
optical components relative to the transverse field, and does not degrade when the Faraday rotation
becomes large.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of FIR Laser

measurement of small rotation angles. Future operation at higher current levels

will increase the rotation.

In retrospect, commitment to the short wavelength was not as unfortunate as it

might appear. For ZT-40M, the diagnostic access is so constrained that vignetting

by the entrance and exit apertures has been observed even at 184.6 (im. Although

the level of beam attenuation that results has little effect on heterodyne phase-shift

polarimetry, operation at longer wavelengths might have resulted in a serious loss

of signal due to refractive effects.

The laser used for the single-chord measurements on ZT-40M was an Apollo

model 118 Far-Infrared Waveguide Laser System. A schematic of the optical com-

ponents appears in Figure 4.1. An Apollo model 550A laser is used to optically

pump the FIR laser. The physics of CO2 lasers is described by Pollack [74], and a

useful review of CO2 laser design is presented by Hodges and Foote [75][76]. The

CO2 laser is pumped with an electrical discharge, with a central anode operating

at a voltage of ~ 12 kV, and ~ 40 mA of current flowing to the cathodes (floating

at ~ 2 kV) at each end of the discharge tube. The ZnSe output coupler and Brew-

ster window form the vacuum seals for the discharge. The gas used for the CO3
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laser is a commercially available mix2 of 75.2% He, 18.4% N2, and 6.4% CO2. The

nitrogen molecules are collisionally excited in the discharge and transfer energy to

the GO2 molecules, selectively exciting the CO2 molecules to the desired energy

state. After the CO2 molecule emits radiation, the helium serves to collisionally

extract the residual energy to return the GO2 molecule to the ground state. The

gas is flowed through the system at a pressure of ~ 10 Torr, and it is found in

practice that more power is obtained by flowing the gas faster. The maximum

power that has been obtained with no tuning element in the laser is ~ 50 watts,

with most of the power in the 10.6 \xm (1OP22) line of the CO2 spectrum. The

CO2 line required to pump the FIR laser gas is the 9.2 y.m (9.R32) line, which is

a less efficient line for the C0 2 laser, where a maximum power of ~ 30 watts has

been obtained. The wavelength selection is performed by grating a that forms the

back reflector of the CO2 cavity. The grating was designed for 9.6 y.m radiation,

at a blaze angle of 30°, and is tilted slightly to reflect 9.2 fim radiation in the

first order. The output coupler is a 10 meter focal length, 75% reflector, which

forms a half-symmetric cavity with the grating back-reflector. The CO2 beam is

sent through a ZnSe inverted telescope and injected into the FIR laser through a

2 mm hole in the back-reflector of the FIR cavity.

The angular alignment controls of the GO2 laser are adjusted manually; how-

ever, feedback stabilization of the cavity length is required for reliable operation.

The CO2 cavity length is controlled by mounting the grating on a piezo-electric

translator (PZT) mount. A small periodic signal is applied to the PZT to modulate

the length of the CO2 cavity, which causes a modulation of the CO2 wavelength.

The zeroth order reflected from the grating, which would otherwise be lost, is di-

rected to a gas cell containing the FIR laser gas at a pressure of 1 - 3 Torr. The

modulating CO2 beam produces a modulation in the power absorbed in the cell,

which results in the generation of acoustic vibrations in the gas (known as the

opto-acoustic effect[77]). These vibrations are sensed by a common microphone.

A phase comparitor monitors the relative phase of the disturbance signal and the

microphone signal. The amplitude, phase, and frequency of the microphone signal

depend on the relation between the CO2 wavelength and the FIR gas absorption

curve (which, for this purpose, can be thought of as the gain curve for the FIR

laser). At the optimal CO2 cavity length the microphone signal is twice the fre-

e.g., Matheson Gas Products, Inc.
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A (A*m)
117.7

118.8

152.9

184.6

189.9

194.7

214.6

336.6

415.0

447.1

660.7

gas
DFM

MA

NH3

DFM

DGN

DCN

DFM

HCN

MBR

MI

MBR

pump
9R20

9P36

10R18

9R32

Discharge

Discharge

9R34

Discharge

10R02

10P18

10R20

power (mW)
100

150

200

250

200

200

200

200

20

20

20

DFM -
MA -

NH3 -
DCN -
HCN -
MBR -

MI -

Difluoromethane
Methyl Alcohol
Ammonia
Deuterium Cyanide
Hydrogen Cyanide
Methyl Bromide
Methyl Iodide

Table 4.1: Laser Gases

quency of the PZT disturbance signal, and therefore the optimal cavity length is

maintained by maximizing this doubled frequency. At other cavity lengths, the

microphone signal has the same frequency as the disturbance signal, and the phase

of the microphone signal depends on which side of the FIR absorption curve peak

the GO<i laser is operating. If the CO2 cavity is off of optimum., a DC error volt-

age is applied to the PZT in the direction indicated by the relative phase of the

disturbance and microphone signals until the doubled frequency is maximized.

The FIR laser has a 1.5 meter long 38 mm diameter waveguide cavity. The

back-reflector and output coupler are gold-coated pyrex piano mirrors. The back-

reflector has a 2 mm diameter hole for CO2 injection and the output coupler has a

10 mm diameter hole, commonly known as a "hole coupler." A crystalline quartz

vacuum window, coated for CO2 reflection, is mounted beyond the hole coupler.

The wavelength used for measurements on ZT-40M is generated by the 184.6 /im

transition in difluoromethane {CH2F2 or DFM), which was pumped by the 9i?32

line of the CO2 laser[78]. This particular wavelength was chosen because of the

high power that could be achieved from this transition in DFM, along with the

Faraday rotation and refraction criteria discussed earlier. Table 4.1[79][78] shows

the various laser gases and wavelengths that could be used for polarimetry. DFM
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had the advantage of being able to produce power for several days with a single

static gas fill, eliminating the need for a flowing system. The gas also freezes at

liquid nitrogen temperatures. With a simple cold-trap gas recovery system, the fill

gas can be recycled and purified, which is done daily as a routine. A flowing gas

system, where the used gas is vented would be prohibitively expensive. However,

the liquid nitrogen cold-trap could be used as a pump for the flowing gas system,

and the gas could be recovered. No tests were performed to determine if more

power could be obtained by flowing the gas in this manner.

The output of the FIR laser is linearly polarized in a direction perpendicu-

lar to the CO-i pump beam polarization. The CO2 laser is vertically polarized

(determined by the orientation of the grating), therefore the FIR polarization is

horizontal.

4.2 Possible Heterodyne Techniques

The use of heterodyne detection for interferometry and polarimetry was discussed

in Chapter 3. This involves the use of two different frequencies which produce

beats when combined. Heterodyne techniques offer the following advantages over

single-frequency methods:

• The beat frequency can be freely chosen. The frequency can be tailored to

the specific time response requirements for the measurement of interest.

• Use of heterodyne techniques can result in enhanced signal to noise ratios,

because all but the heterodyne beat frequency can be discriminated against.

• Heterodyne techniques cause the physical effects of interest to modify the time

signature of the beat signal. The measurements are insensitive to effects that

cause spurious changes in the signal amplitude.

At visible and near infrared wavelengths, acousto-optic methods are frequently

employed to generate a frequency shift on a portion of a laser beam. A single-

frequency laser beam is sent through an acousto-optic modulator, where part of

the beam is shifted in frequency by traveling acoustic waves. The waves act as a

moving diffraction grating which Doppler-shifts the frequency of the laser beam

component that interacts with the wave. Although acousto-optic effects have been
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observed at far-infrared wavelengths [80], there is no efficient acousto-optie ^

tor that has been developed at such wavelengths. There are a number of alternative

techniques that can be employed. The state of the radiation frequency and polar-

ization that is required for heterodyne phase-shift polaximetry and interferometry

is opposite circular polarizations at a slight frequency difference (see Fig. 3.6).

This is equivalent to a linear polarization rotating at half the difference frequency.

The techniques that could be used to generate this condition are listed in order of

preference, although the best method is still developmental:

1. Electro-optic rotation of the COy pump beam polarization, causing the FIR

polarization to also rotate,

2. Combining two FIR lasers operating at slightly different frequencies, and

3. Mechanically doppler-shifting a component of a single beam.

These techniques will be described more fully below.

4.2.1 Electro-optic Rotation of the Pump Polarization

Electro-optic techniques have been developed for the infrared wavelengths. Rota-

tion of the CO-i pump polarization should be possible [81]. As long as there are no

polarizing elements in the FIR cavity, the FIR polarization should track the pump

polarization. The concept is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The rotating linear polar-

ization is equivalent to counter-rotating circular polarizations at a frequency dif-

ference, which is the required polarization state for heterodyned polarimetry. This

technique has important advantages over the other options in ease of alignment

and stability of the frequency difference. The technique uses simple transmission

optics, and does not require a precise overlapping of initially spatially separated

frequency offset beams, as in other techniques. The difference frequency is con-

trolled by a signal generator driving the electro-optic crystal, which would give

clear and stable frequencies. The driving signal could also be conveniently used as

a reference signal for the phase shifts induced by the plasma, eliminating the need

to use a detector to monitor an input difference frequency that is not as stable.

The present drawback of the electro-optic modulation technique is the unavail-

ability of commercial components and the uncertainty of performance capabilities
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Figure 4.2: Heterodyning by Rotating Pump Polarization

in terms of possible frequency limits. The frequency could be limited by restric-

tions in how fast the polarization can be rotated by electro-optic crystal and drivers.

The frequency could also be limited by a "time constant" associated with the FIR

laser polarization tracking the pump polarization. Mansfield and Johnson [82] per-

formed experiments on a similar concept, where the pump polarization was rocked

through small angles. This is an alternative to using a ferrite modulator on the FIR

beam for the amplitude polarimetry scheme (see Fig. 3.5) at shorter wavelength,

where the ferrite modulator is very inefficient. They were able to rock the pump

polarization through angles of 0.5° at a frequency of ~ 10 kHz. It is unknown

as to whether larger angles can be obtained. These fundamental issues need to

be investigated before the utility of electro-optic modulation for heterodyne signal

generation can be assessed.

4.2.2 Twin FIR Lasers

Twin FIR lasers have been used for heterodyne interferometry for several years

[83]; however, their use has been limited because of the difficulty of maintaining a

stable frequency difference between the radiation from the two lasers. Recent re-

finements in design and stabilization techniques have improved the performance ot"

two-laser systems, and this technique for generating heterodyne signals is probably
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the method of choice at this time.

The idea behind the two-laser technique is to operate two separate lasers at

a slight frequency difference, and combine the outputs with their polarizations

orthogonal. This concept is illustrated in Figure 4.3. By sending the combined

beams through a quarter-wave plate (see Appendix C), frequency-shifted circular

polarizations are obtained. The difference in frequency is achieved by aligning the

lasers with slightly different cavity lengths, which forces the lasers to operate at

different wavelengths within the gain curve of the lasing medium. The maximum

difference frequency that can be achieved depends on the width of the gain curve.

Difference frequencies of 1-5 MHz are typically obtained with this method. Using

piezo-electric mounts on the FIR cavities and feed-back stabilizing the lasers for

maximum output power at a specified difference frequency could make the system

quite reliable. Peebles, et al. [84], have demonstrated a simplified system where the

two FIR lasers share a common back-reflector and output coupler. These optical

elements are large enough to accept side-by-side waveguide tubes, and a step can

be put on one of the reflectors, precisely determining the frequency difference.

In practice it was found that a reflector without a step could be used, and the

cavity length difference achieved by slightly tilting the common reflector. The

anguiar misalignment required was not enough to cause noticeable degradation of

laser power. Although a two-laser system has the advantage of providing double
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Figure 4.4: Heterodyning by Using Rotating Grating

the laser power of an electro-optic modulated system, it does require a dedicated

detector to monitor the difference frequency changes.

4.2.3 Rotating Grating

The development of rotating gratings for mechanical heterodyning took place sev-

eral years ago. Some of the contributors include Veron[85] and Peterson[86]. A

component of the beam is reflected off the rotating cylindrical grating (see Fig-

ure 4.4). Grooves that form the grating pattern are machined on the circumference

of an aluminum disk (somewhat like grooves on the edge of a coin). The shape of

the grooves is designed such that the resulting grating is blazed so the laser beam

is efficiently reflected off the rotating wheel. The rotation of the wheel causes the

grating pattern to move, making this the mechanical analogue of the acousto-optic

modulation techniques discussed earlier.

The dimensions of the grating pattern are determined by the following equation:

cos 9
= d(sina + sin/?), (4.5)

where m is the order of the grating, a and 0 are the usual angles of incidence

and diffraction in the vertical plane (see Figure 4.5) given in most textbooks

(e.jf.,[87][88]). The angle 9 is the aigle of incidence and reflection in the horizontal
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Figure 4.5: Grating Geometry

plane, which is not usually included in the grating equation, but is important in

this application. The Doppler frequency shift that is generated by the grating is

given by:
2/

A/ = —RucosOsina,
c

(4.6)

where / is the radiation frequency, R is the radius of the wheel, u is the rotational

frequency of the wheel, 0 is the angle between the grating normal and horizontal

directions, and c is the speed of light. The frequency shift can be increased by

making ifr larger, however, cylindrical effects become severe if the beam is reflected

too far below the midplane. Cylindrical effects can be reduced by increasing the

radius of the wheel and focusing the laser beam down to a small area of the grating.

Although the rotating grating has not suffered from severe stability problems as

did the early two-laser systems, it" is a poor optical element. Since it is cylindrical,

it causes the reflected beam to diverge more strongly than the beam reflected from

the mirror. In addition, unless care is taken to isolate the vibrations induced by the

rotation, they can be sever? enough to affect the laser performance. Even if they are

isolated, these vibrations generate spurious phase changes on the heterodyne signal,

and a dedicated detector is required to monitor the vibrational phase shifts in order

to be able to extract them from measurements of the plasma. Also, grating ghosts

(imperfections in the grating fabrication), and drifts in the rotational velocity of
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Figure 4.6: Grating used for Measurements on ZT-40M

the wheel create anomalies that also need to be extracted by examining the signal

from the monitor or reference detector. These effects will be discussed in much

more detail in the following section. The grating has further disadvantages in

efficiency (~ 50% overall) and complicated alignment, both worsened by machining

imperfections.

4.2.4 Rotating Crating used for Measurements on ZT-40M

After the discussion of the preceding section, it may be surprising to learn that

the heterodyne technique employed for measurements on ZT-40M used a rotating

grating. The original decision to use a rotating grating was based on the poor

stability of the two-laser systems at the time. After that, there was little incentive

to retro-fit a two-laser system, because the grating was not limiting the performance

of the overall diagnostic system. The next generation system will probably use two

lasers to produce the heterodyne signals.

The grating used for measurement on ZT-40 is shown in Figure 4.6. The grating

is made from a ~ 13" diameter, 1" thick aluminum disk, with the grating ruled on

the edge of the disk. The grating pattern is designed to reflect 184.6 fj,m radiation

in first order (m = 1) at a — /? = ip = 30° below the midplane, and have a

horizontal angle of incidence 0 = 10°. It was found that the grating could also be
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used at the 214.7 (im line of DFM if the orientation of the grating was changed

such that a = j3 = ij) = 35° and 8 = 15°. Therefore, there is a small amount of

flexibility in the application of the grating.

The grating was ruled in four discrete segments, each covering 60° of the circum-

ference. It was not ruled completely around its circumference to save machining

costs. This would have been adequate for measurements of initial parameters of

ZT-40 (see page 95 in Section 4.1); however, the segmented grating imposed a limit

on the heterodyne frequency for standard ZT-40M parameters. At faster rotational

velocities, there is less time that a segment is in ^csition to -"fleet thr b:.-•!:. inis

time for a 60° segment is given by:

t ^ * Af c (47)

In order to make measurements during the entire ZT-40M pulse length of ~

20 msec, the heterodyne frequency is limited to A / < 40 kHz.

A schematic of the Doppier shifting configuration appears in Figure 4.7. The

linearly polarized output of the FIR laser is sent through a A/2 plate. The axis

of the A/2 plate is oriented such that the two orthogonal beam components are

balanced. If all the optical elements were ideal, the beams would be balanced if

the polarization beyond the A/2 plate was 45° to the vertical. Since the grating is

not ideal, a larger vertical component is required to compensate for the reflection

losses of the grating. A wire grid polarizer directs the horizontal beam component

to a stationary mirror, and transmits the vertical component to the rotating grat-

ing. Since the polarizer is rather poor in reflection (see Appendix C), a clean-up

polarizer (not shown) is required just in front of the stationary mirror to more

completely polarize the non-Doppler shifted component. The grating frequency-

shifted the vertical component and the beams were recombined at the wire grid

polarizer. A quarter wave plate then converts the orthogonal linear polarizations to

orthogonal (or opposite) circular polarizations, which is the required polarization

condition for the measurements.

The two beams are then injected into the waveguide used for propagation to

ZT-40M. The configuration of the grating and waveguide is such that radiation

from DFM lines other than the 184.6 /zm line can not enter the waveguide. This

is particularly important for the 214.7/zm radiation, which is pumped by the 9.R34

CO2 transition (adjacent to the 9.R32 transition that pumps the 184.6 /tm line).
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Figure 4.7: Doppler Shifting Configuration
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There are instances when the CO2 laser runs on both the 9R32 and 9J234 lines

simultaneously, generating both 184.6 fim and 214.7/xm radiation. The grating

also reflects the 214.7fj,m radiation, but the reflection angle is deviated enough to

miss the waveguide. In this case, the wavelength selectivity of the grating is an

advantage, filtering out unwanted radiation that might cause problems in other

heterodyne schemes.

Several problems were found with the rotating grating. The problems with

the grating that most clearly hindered the performance of the system were grating

ghosts, mechanical vibrations, and frequency drifts.

Very early in the development of this diagnostic, grating ghosts were recognized

as a severe problem. They produce a periodic phase and amplitude distortion on

the heterodyne signal, a signature created by imperfections in the machining of

the cylindrical grating. For this reason, the phase reference for interferometry or

polarimetry can not be taken from a pure 40 kHz signal, but needs to be taken

from a signal produced by the same grating segment, which reproduces the same

sigrature due to imperfections, and thereby cancels the phase distortions. This

was conveniently done by recording the signal from the grating precisely one wheel

revolution before the plasma discharge in addition to the signal during the dis-

charge. The phases of the two signals were analyzed, and the difference between

the phases, or the residual phase, should have contained the information about the

plasma.

However, there was a problem with this scheme. Mechanical vibrations of the

rotating grating, induced by the firing of the machine, generated phase information

that was not seen in the earlier reference signal. The vibrational structure could

not be separated from the plasma information. Figure 4.8 shows the analyzed

phase of a typical reference signal. The fast frequency oscillation (1.4 kHz), due to

grating ghosts, was a repeatable signature of the grating, while the slow frequency

component (l?,0 Hz) was due to vibrations, and is different from the vibration

structure measure^ during the plasma discharge.

A similar problem can result from drifts in frequency due to slow changes in the

rotational velocity of the wheel. If the modulation frequency is slightly different in

the plasma and reference signals, the result is a linear slope of the baseline of the

residual phase trace. Such a phenomenon was observed even in the interferometric

data when ZT-40 was operating at low current. Figure 4.9 shows the density
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Figure 4.8: Phase of a Typical Reference Signal
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Figure 4.9: Density Information Superimposed on Baseline Drif+

information superimposed on a baseline drift (the zero phase was denned at the

end of the discharge). A frequency difference of one part in 104 between successive

wheel revolutions would account for this drift.

The obvious solution to the mechanical vibration and frequency drift problem

was to incorporate a second detector to measure the reference signal simultaneously

with the plasma signal. Then any phase distortions due to vibrations or frequency

drifts would be present on both signals, and would not appear on the residual

phase. The reference detector was installed in the laser screenroom, directing part

of the beam to the detector with a mylar beam splitter before the 17 meters of

waveguide. As a result of the installation of the second detector, the baseline drift

was indeed eliminated.

There was, however, a different problem with this scheme. Although the vibra-

tions and frequency drifts were successfully eliminated with the second detector,

the grating ghosts were no longer canceled. The reason for this surprising result
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was that the phase distortions caused by the grating ghosts manifested themselves

differently on the different detectors. This is illustrated in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10a

shows the signal from the reference detector as stored in the digitizer. The enve-

lope amplitude modulations are real, not plotting artifacts, and are due to grating

ghosts. Figure 4.10b shows the derived phase of the reference detector signal.

Again, the 120 Hz oscillation was caused by vibrations, and the 1.4 kHz oscilla-

tion was caused by grating ghosts. Figure 4.10c shows the signal from the plasma

detector (taken with no plasma), and Figure 4.10d shows the derived phase of the

plasma detector signal. Figure 4.10e shows the difference between the traces of

Figures 4.10b and 4.10d, or the residual phase. Since there was no plasma, this

should be a flat baseline. As expected, the vibration structure was canceled, but, as

can be seen by inspection, the amplitude of the ghost structure was higher on the

reference signal phase, and the grating ghost features were not completely canceled.

The precise reason for the different phase errors on the two detectors is not clear.

The amplitude of the envelope modulations of Figures 4.10a and 4.10c are different,

and amplitude modulations will couple to phase modulations (the exact amount

depending on the algorithm for deriving the phase — see Eq. 3.23). However, the

signal with the smaller amplitude modulations was the signal with the larger phase

modulations, exactly opposite from the expected result of amplitude modulation to

phase modulation coupling. Even though inspection of the data does not seem to

reveal the cause of the different phase errors on the d'fferent detectors, the difference

in the location of the two detectors may have been the cause of the problem. The

plasma detector measured signals that hac' passed through 17 meters of waveguide.

Since the waveguide is a mode-selective device, it may have filtered out components

of the beam that were not filtered for the reference detector. Hence the grating

ghosts may have been partially filtered by propagating through the waveguide. A

test of this would have been to move the reference detector beyond the 17 meters

of waveguide, so both detectors would have the same filtering. Even in this case,

however, the plasma signal would pass through the torus, which may further filter

the beam because of waveguiding in the diagnostic, tabulations.

Rather than determining the cause of the problem, steps were taken to cir-

cumvent it. Although they were brute-force in nature, these steps effectively elim-

inated the grating ghost errors while retaining the correction for vibrations and

frequency drifts. In addition to the two-detector system, separate reference traces
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Figure 4.10: Grating Ghosts and Mechanical Vibrations
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Figure 4.11: Baseline with Four-Signal Technique

were taken one wheel revolution before the plasma discharge on both detectors.

This four-signal technique employed the two detectors to eliminate the vibrations

and frequency drifts, and recorded the reference signals from the same grating seg-

ment to eliminate the phase errors due to grating ghosts. The resultant baseline

is shown in Figure 4.11, indicating that the grating problems no longer affected

the baseline. The residual noise was less than 3 mrad (rms), and with the 25 fisec

time response, the "instrumental" sensitivity bandwidth product was substantially

better than what has been achieved elsewhere [43],[40].

4.3 Waveguide Beam Propagation

A waveguide was used to propagate the beam from the laser and rotating grating

to ZT-40M. Useful descriptions of waveguide theory are presented by Marcatili

and Schmeltzer [89] and Grenn [90] [91]. This is an alternative technique to using

standard reflection and transmission optics (frequently referred to as an "optical

train").' Use of waveguides for beam propagation in the FIR has the following

advantages:
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1. Due to gaussian beam divergence of this relatively long wavelength radiation,

an optical train requires large aperture optics. The beam has to be focused

to counteract the divergence with lossy focusing lenses, or with focusing mir-

rors that need to be compensated for spherical abberations. Waveguide beam

propagation uses smaller diameter turning mirrors and does not require fo-

cusing optics because the beam cannot diverge in the waveguide.

2. Many FIR radiation wavelengths are absorbed by moisture in the air, so

the atmosphere in the beam path needs to be dehumidified, typically by

slightly pressurizing a beam enclosure with dry nitrogen. With waveguide

propagation, the atmosphere can be conveniently enclosed and dehumidified,

while an optical train requires a large and bulky beam enclosure.

3. A waveguide acts as a mode-filtering element, and can purify the mode of

the beam, thus allowing optimal focusing of the beam through the vacuum

vessel of ZT-40M without having to resort to spatial filtering techniques.

The type of waveguide frequently employed for FIR beam propagation is over-

moded hollow dielectric waveguide. The dominant mode in this type of waveguide

is the EHn hybrid mode, which is characterized by a linearly polarized electric

field with a zeroth order Bessel function spatial profile. Upon exiting the waveg-

uide, the profile quickly develops the tails of a Gaussian distribution. Therefore,

no mode conversion is required for efficient injection into the waveguide, the exit

beam can be efficiently focused, and the beam propagation beyond the waveguide

can be accurately calculated with Gaussian beam propagation theory.

The waveguide used on the ZT-40M system consists of 1/2" I.D. glass tubing

and i" I.D. Lexan® plastic tubing. The 1/2" tubing was used to propagate the

beam from the laser to the grating, and to propagate the frequency-shifted beams

for ~ 1 meter before converting to the 1" waveguide. A mylar pellicle is mounted

at 45° at the entrance to the 1" waveguide. The reflected radiation from the mylar

is directed to the reference detector that monitors the beat signal generated by the

grating, which allows corrections of the mechanical vibrations, frequency drifts,

and grating ghosts described earlier. The mylar also seals the entrance to the

waveguide, and dry nitrogen is injected at that point and flowed out the other end

of the waveguide, which was left open. The dry nitrogen reduces the water-vapor

absorption at 184.6 //m, which otherwise could cause a factor of 50 attenuation of
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the beam propagating through the waveguide. The system requires 17 meters of

pathlength, and a total of 7 — 90° bends to propagate the FIR beam from the laser

to the machine. Mechanical techniques are used for the 90° bends, where a fixture

holds the entering and exiting waveguide sections at a 90° relative angle, and the

beam is reflected by a mirror that is adjustable so the transmission through the

bend can be maximized.

The waveguide described above is the component of the system that has the

most serious imperfections, resulting in many inefficiencies and inconveniences.

These imperfections include high attenuation of the laser power, poor mechani-

cal stability of the alignment of the waveguide, poor mode quality at the exit of

the waveguide, and elliptization of linear polarization as it propagates through the

waveguide (caused by significant sagging of the waveguide). The high attenuation

is caused by the number of 90° bends, the use of small diameter non-precision

bore plastic tubing, and poor positioning and crude adjustment controls for the

waveguide. This poor transmission (T ~ 5 •- 10%) did not limit the performance

of the single-chord measurements, but multichord operation requires more laser

power at the machine. The instability of the waveguide was caused by inappro-

priate placement of the waveguide in a vulnerable location where it is frequently

bumped out of alignment. This is only an inconvenience which requires more fre-

quent realignment that <~ne would like. The elliptization of linear polarization was

discovered when the extinction ratio of the interferometer was measured. This was

found to be a result of a depolarizion in the" waveguide when the polarization of

the beam injected into the waveguide was measured to be ~ 30 : 1 (which is the

limit of the ability to measure this parameter), and the exit polarization was only

~ 6 : 1. The introduction of a quarter waveplate restored the polarization to linear

(~ 25 : 1), indicating that it was not a depolarization of the linear polarization,

but an elliptization. As was demonstrated^ the elliptization can be corrected, but

requires additional retardation plates which are expensive and somewhat attenu-

ating. The poor mode quality at the waveguide exit wis caused by imperfections

in the waveguide — primarily the placement of the final 90° bend. At 90° bends, a

spectrum of modes is generated. The modes are attenuated in the following length

of waveguide in varying degrees, governed by the attenuation characteristics of the

respective modes. If the waveguide is long enough, the only mode that remains is

the dominant EHn mode. The generation of a spectrum of modes and the sub-
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sequent filtering of subdominant modes explains the attenuating nature of bends.

The last bend is just below the machine, and the no mode filtering takes place. The

poor mode quality can impair the focusing through the machine. The EHiX mode

is similar to a Gaussian beam after exiting the waveguide. Gaussian beams are the

most efficiently focused modes, and even Gaussian beam propagation theory pre-

dicts the access on ZT-40M to be marginal. The other modes, which do not focus

as well, may not propagate cleanly through the machine. If they are lost, it is no

different from the waveguide filtering — the machine would act like a spatial filter.

However, there are circumstances where these other modes can cause problems, if

they reflect off metal walls and return to the main beam (see Section 5.4).

4.4 Optical Configurations

4.4.1 Simple Polarimeter

The optical configuration for a heterodyne phase-shift polarimeter used for measur-

ing Faraday rotation on ZT-40M is shown in Figure 4.12. In concept, it is identical

to the configuration shown in Figure 3.6; however, it is presented here to also show

the diagnostic access on ZT-40M, which played a major role in the development

required for obtaining useful measurements. The input focusing lens should be

chosen to have the waist position somewhat beyond the midplane of the plasma

to have optimal insensitivity to vignetting by the exit aperture when refractive

bending is caused by the plasma. This is not possible on ZT-40M, where the di-

agnostic access is so constrained that tha beam could not propagate through the

machine unimpaired. This had important consequences on the implementation of

Faraday rotation measurements on ZT-40M, which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

The focal length of the lens just before the detector should be chosen to match

the detector. Typically, the sensitive area of detectors >.s small, and a short focal-

length lens (sometimes called a "fast" lens) is required. TPX plastic lenses (see

Appendix C) are used for measurements on ZT-40M. The wire grid polarizer, used

as a polarization analyzer, is 500 line-per-inch gold deposited en mylar substrate

(see Appendix C). At the end of each diagnostic tubulation (I.D. -= 0.688 in.) is a

z-cut quartz vacuum window, chosen because of the low absorption of crystalline

quartz at 184.6 /im, and the vacuum compatibility of quartz.
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Figure 4.12: Heterodyne Polarimeter on ZT-40M
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4.4.2 Simple Interferometer

The optical configuration for a simple interferometer used for density measure-

ments on ZT-40M is shown in Figure 4.13. A Mach-Zehnder configuration was

chosen for convenience — based on the space around ZT-40M, although a Michel-

son configuration could also have been used. The configuration only requires linear

polarization, therefore the A/4 plate beyond the rotating grating in Figure 4.7 is

removed for simple interferometry. The orthogonal linear polarizations still need

to be shifted in frequency to allow heterodyne phase-shift detection of the plasma

refractive index. It is convenient that the different frequency components have dif-

ferent polarizations, because they .- i be separated by a polarizing beam splitter.

The scene beam of one frequency is sent through the plasma and caused to inter-

fere with the reference beam of the other frequency. The details of the information

that can be obtained from this interference are described in Section 3.1.2. The two

wire grid polarizers that acted as polarizing beam splitters are 500 Ipi gold coated

mylar (see Appendix C), and are oriented to completely transmit one polarization

and completely reflect the other. Initially the beam splitters were mounted on a

simple ring, stretched to make a smooth surface. These are sometimes referred to

as pellicle beam splitters. It was discovered quite early that these simple pellicle

beam splitters exhibited membrane-like vibrations when the machine fired, causing

errors in the interferometric measurements. These vibrations were suppressed by

stretching the same material over a TPX plastic fiat. The elimination of the vibra-

tions came at the expense of signal attenuation due to absorption in the TPX. The

wire grid polarizer just before the detector is made from the same polarizer mate-

rial; however, it is oriented at 45° to the orthogonal linear polarization, and it is

here that the scene and reference beams are brought to the same plane and caused

to interfere. It does not require a TPX flat since it is only used in transmission.

4.4.3 Simultaneous Polarimetry and Interferometry

The optical configuration for a simultaneous measurement of density and Faraday

rotation on ZT-40M appears in Figure 4.14. Linear polarizations were propagated

through the 17 meters of waveguide to ZT-40M. A non-polarizing beam splitter

partitioned the beam between the reference arm and scene arm of the interfer-

ometer. A A/4 plate was placed with the axis at +45° to the orthogonal linear
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polarizations in the scene beam before the plasma, which generated the opposite

circular polarizations required for po'arimetry. A portion of the scene beam was

directed over to interfere with the reference beam for interferometry, and the re-

mainder of the beam was incident on detector # 1 . If one were to unfold the path

of the scene beam and ignore the fact that the non-polarizing beam splitters direct

some of the beam power elsewhere, the configuration formed by the scene beam

and detector #1 is identical to the simple polaximeter of Figure 4.12. Orthogonal

polarizations do not interfere at a square-law detector, so the orthogonal polariza-

tions from the scene beam should produce no signal on detector #2. The beam

of the reference arm was filtered so that only one polarization remains, and the

orientation of the A/4 plate in the reference arm was chosen to allow heterodyne

interference with one of the polarizations of the scene beam. The reference po-

larization only interferes with the scene b«am polarization of the same sense, and

if the A/4 plate is set —45°, the interfering polarizations will have the frequency

difference established by the rotating grating.

There was a serious problem that was discovered in the implementation of the

configuration of Figure 4.14. It was found that the orthogonal polarizations in the

scene beam did interfere on detector #2, indicating that the GaAs detectors were

not ideal square-law detectors. Ideal square-law detectors only sense the intensity,

which should not vary in time since the scene-beam polarizations are orthogoral.

Other detectors sense the electric field of the incident radiation, in which case

interference of orthogonal polarizations can result — the detector can act as a

mixer of the orthogonal polarizations.

Since the detectors were not ideal square-law detectors, the extraneous polar-

ization from the scene beam needed to be filtered out before it was incident on

detector #2, or errors in the interferometric phase shift determination would have

resulted, as the following analysis reveals. The electric field sensed by the detector

is given by:

E = Aj cos{ujt + <j>,) + AEx cos(wt + <f>Ex), (4.8)

where At and <f>j are the amplitude and phase of the interferometric signal, AEX and

<f>Ex are the amplitude and phase of the extraneous signal, and u; is the difference

frequpncy established by the rotating grating. Assume for the moment that the

quantity of interest, <j)j, is determined by measuring the zero-crossing time of the

detector signal relative to some reference signal. (Other methods for determining <f>i
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would be subject to similar problems.) The zero-crossing of the signal represented

by Equation 4.8 depends on <f>Ex and the ratio AEX/AI, in addition to 4>j. Detectors

that are not square-law detectors, require the filtering of the extraneous scene beam

polarization. Young [51] chose instead to live with the resultant error, citing that

for that particular system, AEx/Ai was only ~ 8%. There is no reason to have to

accept this error, however, because the required filtering is quite simple.

The revised optical configuration is shown in Figure 4.15. The filtering takes

place at the final polarizing beam splitter, where the extraneous polarizations are

directed away from detector #2 . No added optical elements are required for the

revised configuration, only the placement of the elements has been changed in order

to filter out the extraneous polarization that would otherwise cause errors in the

interferometric measurements.

4.4.4 Multichord Configurations

All of these configurations can be extended to multichord operation by techniques

that are quite simple in concept and easy to understand, but rather difficult to

display in a two-dimensional figure. As an example, a two-chord simultaneous

configuration is presented in Figure 4.16. The additional chord is made possible

by the introduction of an appropriate beam splitter below the machine, altering

the path of the reference arm to have the interferometer detector above the exit

window, using beam splitters in the reference arm to partition the reference signal

to each interferometer detector, and moving the polarimeter detector out of the

plane of the paper. One could place the interferometer detectors out of the plane

rather than the polarimeter detectors, but this might make the alignment of the

interferometer more complicated. Extension to more chords involves the use of

more beam splitters above and below the machine.

There is a potential problem in the expansion to multi-chord operation. Cross-

talk between channels can result if there is significant back-reflection from the

detectors. Quarter-wave plate/polarizer combinations need to be used to isolate

these reflections from the system if such problems are observed.
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4.5 Detectors

4.5.1 GaAs Photoconductors

The detectors used for measurements on ZT-40M are epitaxial GaAs photocon-

ductive crystals. GaAs exhibits extrinsic photoconductivity at far-infrared wave-

lengths, with response time of ~ 10~8 seconds [92]. Operation at 4.2°Kis required

to reduce thermal transitions of donor electrons into the conduction band. As

a result, the DC impedance of the crystal can be several megaohms at 4.2°K.

Low capacitance impedance matching circuits are required to keep the RC time

constant as short as possible. A cryogenic preamplifier is used for the impedance

matching [93], and even though care is taken to minimise capacitance, the fre-

quency response of the detector and preamplifier is less than 100 kHz. Although

some applications would require faster time response, this response is adequate

for detecting the heterodyne frequency that is limited by the rotating grating (see

Section 4.2.4).

A schematic of the detector preamplifier circuit is shown in Figure 4.17. The

cryostat that is used to house the detector and preamplifier is a Model HD-3 Helium

Dewar from Infrared Laboratories, Inc. The detectors are mounted on the 4.2°if

surface with Dow Corning 341 Heat-Sink Compound, which serves as a non-curing

adhesive as well as a thermal conductor. The heat-sink compound needs to be
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used sparingly, because the GaAs impedance is a strong function of temperature

near 4.2°.K, and significant thermal gradients can cause a drastic reduction in the

sensitivity of tb" detector. The preamplifiers are encased in an oxygen-free copper

block and mounted to the 4.2°iC surface of the dewar. Indium gaskets are used to

provide a thermally conductive bond to the dewar.

A problem with frequent failure of the FET of the preamplifier was observed.

The possibility that thermal cycling might cause this failure motivated the devel-

opment of a room temperature preamplifier that would not need to be thermally

cycled and could be more easily serviced if it failed. The circuit was mounted on

the outer wall of the dewar. There was a concern of a degradation of the frequency

responce; however, none was observed.

Although the noise equivalent power (NEP) of the GaAs photoconductors has

been reported to be 1CT11 - 10~12 WHz~1/2, the NEP of the detectors and elec-

tronics used on ZT-40M was 10~7 - 10"8 WEz^1^. Lower NEP would obviously

be desirable, but the detector performance is adequate for the single-chord mea-

surements taken on ZT-40M.

4.5.2 Other Detector Options

Due to the inconvenience and operating expense of cryogenic systems, the possibil-

ity of using other detectors was investigated. Detectors that have been developed

for use in far-infrared systems include Schottky diodes [94] and microbolometers

[95]. Far-infrared interferometers, polarimeters, and scattering experiments that

have been recently assembled use Schottky diode detectors [70], [43], [34]. An

interferometer developed at UCLA for density measurements on Microtor used mi-

crobolometer detector arrays [51]. Such arrays can prove useful for spatial imaging

of the detected radiation.

Schottky diode detectors for radiation wavelengths of A > 100 (im were devel-

oped at Lincoln Laboratory [94], and are now available from commercial sources.3

The radiation is sensed by a whisker antenna which is mounted at the base of

a corner cube. The whisker dimensions are on the order of a wavelength, and

therefore a fast imaging system is required for efficient coupling of the radiation

to the whisker. The diode junction is formed by a point contact of the whisker to

a GaAs semiconductor. Such detectors are reported to have a heterodyne NEP of

3e.g., Millitech: Amherst, Massachusetts and Farran: Cork, Ireland
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~ 10-18 W/Hz and a video NEP of ~ 1CT9 W/Hz1^. The operating frequency of

40 kHz on the ZT-40M system was effectively in the video region, and testing ver-

ified the NEP to be close to the video noise specification, if not somewhat higher.

At higher heterodyne frequencies, the Schottky diode performance improves sig-

nificantly Even at this low frequency, the Schottky diodes exhibited sensitivities

within a factor of two of that achieved by the GaAs photoconductors. As a result,

the Schottky diodes warranted serious consideration for replacing the cryogenic

detectors for subsequent measurements.

Microbolometer detector arrays were developed at Caltech by Rutledge and

Neikirk [96]. The radiation is detected by sensing the resistance changes in a small

segment of bismuth that is heated by the radiation. The radiation is coupled to

the bolometer through a bow-tie antenna structure. The bow-tie conductors also

function as electrical leads to the bismuth segment. The antenna and bolometer

arts deposited on a dielectric substrate by photolithographic techniques. One of

the limitations on responsivity of the bolometers is thermal conduction to the sub-

strate. Thermal conduction is minimized by fabricating "air-bridge" microbolome-

ters, where the bismuth is suspended between the antenna leads, and does not

contact the substrate. The air-bridge microbolometers are mechanically fragile,

however. A compromise is found by using a plastic substrate rather than the quartz

substrate, which can support the bismuth and offer some thermal resistance.

The microbolometer detector arrays were also tested; however, the results were

inconclusive. Sample detectors were supplied for evaluation by D. Rutledge at

Caltech. Initial tests indicated that the NEP was superior to that observed with

the GaAs photoconductors or the Schottky diodes. However, the responsivity was

orders of magnitude below the expected value. Abo, a large percentage of the

detectors in the microbolometer array failed within a two month period of time. It

is possible that the detectors were defective from the onset. The microbolometers

have a tremendous advantage in cost over the Schottky diode detectors; therefore,

future development and commercialization of these detectors should be regarded

with interest.

Present detector development is directed toward making Schottky diode arrays

using photolithographic techniques [97]. This combines the sensitivity of Schottky

diode detectors with the small package of the microbolometer arrays. The config-

uration of the Schottky diodes results in a much more rugged detector than the
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microbolometers. Such Schottky diode arrays may very well be the detectors of

the future.

4.6 Signal Processing

Digital techniques are employed to calculate the phase shifts of the carrier frequency

induced by the plasma. Conventional techniques for measuring the phase of the

carrier signal involve determining the time of zero-crossing of the sine wave relative

to some reference. A slightly more complicated data reduction algorithm is used for

analyzing the measurements made on ZT-40M [98]. Use of this algorithm results

in a somewhat better time resolution of the phase measurements, although it is

numerically intensive.

The phase determination requires an accurate calculation of the heterodyne

frequency, which is performed in a time period just before the plasma discharge.

This time period is also used to establish a zero-point of the phase. The phase

during the discharge was calculated on a cycle-by-cycle basis using the following

prescription:

• 4 equally spaced points are chosen among the digitized time-points of a single

sinusoidal period, with the separation between the time-points chosen to have

the entire period well spanned, shown as time-points a in Figure 4.18. The

phase determination is most sensitive when there are 2.7 chosen points per

period.

• Prom the 4 points, the baseline, amplitude, frequency, and phase determined,

and

• The same calculation was performed with the next set of time-points (shown

as time-points 6 in Figure 4.18), as well as subsequent sets, resulting in a

determination of the phase of the carrier signal as a function of time.

• The phase of the reference carrier signal was subtracted from the phase of the

carrier signal containing plasma information to extract the plasma-induced

phase shifts from the measurements.

Use of a phase determining algorithm that "walked" through the sinusoidal carrier

signal differs from analogue methods in that each cycle of the heterodyne signal is
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Figure 4.18: Method for Calculating Carrier-Signal Phase

analyzed. It is numerically more intensive, but allows more flexibility in the data

analysis.

The present chapter has described the system assembled for polarimetric and in-

terferometric measurements. The radiation source, heterodyning, and beam prop-

agation and detector components were described. Various optical configurations

were presented that allow the measurement of chord-averaged Faraday rotation

and density separately or allow the measurement of both quantities simultaneously

along the same chord. The signal processing was also discussed briefly, although

simplified zero-crossing techniques could also be used, and analogue, rather than

digital, methods could be employed in applications where they might be more

practical.

The diagnostic development described in this chapter pertains to the imple-

mentation of the equipment and techniques on any machine. The following chap-

ter will describe the additional development that was .required to make successful

measurements on ZT-40M. The major effort was obtaining sufficient polarimetric

sensitivity to resolve the small Faraday rotations induced by ZT-40M plasmas.

The initial sensitivity limits were caused by factors that are specific to ZT-40M

and other constrained-access machines. Chapter 6 will discuss the interferometric

and polarimetric measurements that were actually made on ZT-40M.
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Chapter 5

Development Required to Obtain
Sufficient Sensitivity on ZT-40M

The previous chapter described the main system components and the development

that was required to make each component function properly. The discussions of

the previous chapter are relevant to the implementation of such equipment on any

device.

That was not the extent of the development required to make useful measure-

ments on ZT-40M, however. There were serious problems in the diagnostic imple-

mentation caused by vibration-induced anomalies that were specific to ZT-40M.

The development required to overcome these problems may have little bearing on

the implementation of such measurements on other devices, unless the diagnostic

access has similar characteristics to th«: access on ZT-40M. Specifically, if the diag-

nostic access has bare metal surfaces that might reflect even minute portions of the

laser beam, problems similar to those encountered on ZT-40M may be observed.

There have been other attempts at Faraday rotation measurements that have been

abandoned because of problems that could be explained by the effects observed on

ZT-40M. These attempts will be discussed in more detail below.

This chapter will describe the development that was required to obtain suffi-

cient polarimetric sensitivity in order to make useful measurements on ZT-40M. In

the first section, the measurements that revealed a problem with the polarimetric

sensitivity will be presented. The problems occurred during propagation through

the machine and appeared to be caused by mechanical vibrations. Measurements

indicated that the diagnostic tubulations moved as much as 1 mm during the dis-

charge pulse. However, it was not clear how that would cause an apparent rotation
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of polarization. The interaction between the beam and the vacuum windows was

considered as a possible cause of the problem; however calculations indicated that

this effect should be small. Therefore, t'ie interaction between the beam and the

vibrating tubulations was considered to be the probable cause.

Studies were initiated to determine if the interaction could be avoided by effi-

cient focusing through the machine. Gaussian beam propagation theory predicted

that the access apertures on ZT-40M were quite marginal for clean propagation

of a beam through ZT-40M, It was found that there is some disagreement in the

literature about how severe the effects would be, so a test set-up was assembled to

measure the beam propagation characteristics for ZT-40M geometry. Test results

agreed with the more pessimistic reference on Gaussian beam propagation, and

it was determined that the beam could not propagate through ZT-40M without

interacting with the vibrating tubulation.

Therefore, the only possible solution to the problem was to eliminate the sen-

sitivity of the tubulation interaction. A test set-up was assembled to study the

interaction and determine the physical process that was causing the spurious po-

larization rotation. It was found that a rotation of polarization azimuth was caused

by slightly tilting the sample tubulation. The degree of tilting that corresponded to

the 1 mm displacement observed on ZT-40M tubulations caused enough azimuth

rotation to explain the anomalous Faraday rotation observed on ZT-40M.

It was considered that grazing metallic reflections off the exposed walls of the

tilted tubulations might explain this phenomenon. Sample tubulations that had

different inner wall material and surface characteristics were tested. It was found

that both quartz walls and internally threaded walls (to baffle against grazing inci-

dence reflections) reduced the sensitivity of tubulation orientation to the azimuth

rotation.

A computer program was written to calculate the effects of metallic reflections

on the polarization azimuth. The results of the calculations agreed with the levels

of rotation observed on ZT-40M and measured in the test set-up. It was determined

that the index of refraction of the metal was large enough that polarization changes

occur at grazing incidence, and so even minute fractions of the beam can alter the

final azimuth if they reflect off the walls.

Quartz sleeves were installed within the existing ZT-40M tubulations to elim-

inate the vibration-induced anomaly. The results were disappointing. The level
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of the spurious rotation was reduced, but not by the amount that was consistent

with the measurements in the test set-up. More importantly, the reduction was not

sufficient to allow a measurement of the plasma-induced Faraday rotation. Upon

removal from ZT-40M, the reason for the residual problem became apparent. The

quartz sleeves had become coated with metal deposits, which altered the optical

characteristics of the sleeves. The coating probably started during the discharge

cleaning after the vacuum opening when the sleeves were installed. By the time

measurements were made, metallic reflection off the coated quartz also caused az-

imuth rotation.

Internally threaded inserts were then installed within the existing tubulations

on ZT-40M. In this case, the coating of the inserts could not affect the perfor-

mances of the inserts because the metallic reflections were avoided by tailoring the

surface to baffle against reflections rather than changing the material composition

of the surface. The introduction of the threaded inserts successfully eliminated

the sensitivity limits of the polarimeter that was caused by interactions with the

vibrating tubulations.

Although identical problems may not be encountered on other machines (they

may, in fact, have their own sets of problems), it is instructive to analyze

the types of problems that can be found in the implementation of a polarime-

ter/interferometer. If the diagnostic is being implemented on a machine that may

have problems similar to those encountered on ZT-40M, the appropriate preventa-

tive steps can be taken from the outset.

Had this measurement been developed on a plasma device designed as a di-

agnostic test-bed, positive results would have been obtained very early, causing a

false impression of the capability for making measurements on the intended ma-

chine. The subsequent implementation of an apparently demonstrated diagnostic

technique would have required even more development. The implementation of

polarimetry/interferometry on ZT-40M has clearly illustrated that a proposed di-

agnostic technique is not truly demonstrated until it has been applied to a machine

environment that is fully representative of the final application.

The remainder of this chapter will discuss in more detail the problems that

were encountered on ZT-40M. The experiments that revealed the causes of the

problems will be described, and the calculation that verified the physical effects will
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be presented. The changes to ZT-40M diagnostic access that led to the realization

of Faraday rotation measurements on ZT-40M will also be described.

5.1 Indications of Problems in Polarimetric Sen-
sitivity

5.1.1 • Anomalous Faraday Rotation Caused by Machine Vi-
brations

Even after the developmental steps described in Chapter 4 were implemented, po-

larimetric sensitivity problems still remained. The improvement that eliminated

effects from the imperfections of the rotating grating certainly improved the po-

larimetric sensitivity to the point that the rotating grating no longer limited the

resolution of the polarimeter. Up until that time, the grating effects had over-

shadowed a completely different phenomenon. The newly revealed problem in

sensitivity was characterized by apparent azimuth rotation levels that were larger

than the expected Faraday rotation. There was also a unique time variation of the

anomalous azimuth rotation, where large modulations of the azimuth would take

place on 1 - 2 msec timescales. These relatively slow, high amplitude azimuth

oscillations extended several milliseconds beyond the time of plasma termination,

at which time the oscillations subsided.

The polarimetric anomaly had the character of mechanical vibrations. There

are a large number of things that might vibrate during a discharge. However,

because of the nature of a heterodyne phase-shift polarimeter, one would expect

the detrimental effects of such vibrations to be limited. The following implications

were realized:

1. Because a reference detector was used to cancel grating imperfections, the

problem had to originate beyond that point, or the reference detector would

contain that information as well (recall that the reference detector was lo-

cated after the grating, just before the beam entered the waveguide used for

propagation to ZT-40M).

2. Because the heterodyne method is relatively insensitive to amplitude varia-

tions, and the errors did not correlate with the amplitude modulations on the
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carrier signal, the anomalous azimuth rotation had to be caused by anomalous

birefringence.

3. The heterodyne method (unlike amplitude modulation methods) can tolerate

stray birefringence, as long as the level of birefringence does not vary with

time.

Therefore, the polarimetric sensitivity problem had to be caused by stray bire-

fringence that varied during the discharge and was located beyond the reference

detector.

The origin of the vibration-induced anomaly was further limited when the mea-

surements shown in Figure 5.1 were taken. Figure 5.1a shows the polarimetric

phase measured with the optical configuration of a heterodyne polarimeter (see

Figure 4.12), clearly illustrating the sensitivity problem. Figure 5.1b shows the

polarimetric phase measured with identical conditions, except that the beam is

directed around the torus (along the interferometer reference arm) rather than

through the torus and plasma. The implication of Figure 5.1b is that the prob-

lem was generated by propagation through ZT-40M, rather than vibrations of the

waveguide or optics around ZT-40M, or any effects before the reference detector

that, for any reason, might not affect the reference detector.

5.1.2 Possible Causes of Vibration-Induced Anomaly

Having limited the origin of the problem to propagation through the machine, there

were only a limited number of possible causes. Measurements indicated that the

diagnostic tubulations were deflected on the order of 1 mm due to the impulses of

the discharge. This was determined by directing a He-Ne laser at a mirror mounted

on the tubulation which reflected the beam toward the ceiling. The deflection of

the tubulation was found by observing the deflection of the He-Ne laser spot on the

ceiling and taking into account the length of the tubulation and the distance from

the mirror to the ceiling.1 How such deflections of the tubulations could affect the

polarization azimuth, however, was not understood. The only components that the

beam could interact with (other than the plasma) were the z-cut quartz vacuum

'The author is grateful for the effort of G.A. Wurden for making this crude, but informative,
measurement.
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windows and the metal diagnostic tabulations that comprise the diagnostic access

on ZT-40M.

Quartz Windows

Possible contributions from the z-cut quartz included stress-induced birefringence

and geometrical tilts of the z-axis during the tubulation vibration period. The

stress-induced birefringence effects could be caused by changing stresses in the

window due to mechanical vibrations, or by having stress gradients due to vac-

uum and clamping forces that change the birefringence seen by the beam as the

tubulation rocks during a vibration period. The vacuum stresses are compressive

in the half of the window that borders atmospheric pressure, and tensile in the

half of the window that borders the vacuum. Since the sign of the stress-induced

birefringence depends on the sign of the stress, the vacuum stresses should have

cancelling effects (to leading order). The clamping stresses may be significant, but

do not extend very far into the clear aperture. No measurements of stress-induced

birefringent characteristics at far-infrared wavelengths have been made, but theory

predicts the effects to decrease at longer wavelengths. Even at visible wavelengths,

very large stresses are required to induce measurable effects. Therefore, the pos-

sibility of stress-induced birefringence causing the observed polarization rotation

was considered to be unlikely.

Geometrical tilts of the quartz window as the tubulation rocks back and forth

change the relative orientation of the beam and the z-axis of the quartz. Because

crystalline quartz exhibits linear birefringence at beam orientations other than par-

allel to the z-axis, the observations on ZT-40M could be explained by the changing

orientation of the quartz windows as the tubulations vibrated. The equation that

governs the orientation dependent birefringence gives the effective phase velocity

of the wave in the quartz that has an extraordinary component [88]:

v*ff = vlcos2d-\ u2sin27?, (5.1)

where vo is the ordinary phi*-*-, velocity, and ve is the extraordinary phase velocity.

The effective index of refraction is, therefore, given by

1 cos2i? sin2?? , ,
— = ^ 7 - + ^ ^ - (5-2)ntff K n
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Using a small angle approximation (for a 1 mm displacement of the tubulation,

#=7 mrad), with cos21? ~ 1 - tf2 and sin21? c* tf2,

».„ - n0 [l - y (nl/n; - l)] . (5.3)

Using the Jones matrix formalism as was done in Section 3.3.2 the maximum phase

error caused by tilted quartz of thickness L in a heterodyne polarimeter is given

by [99] '

For A = 185 fj.m,n0 = 2.117, nc - 2.159, Lo = 3 mm,d = .007 rad, the maximum

phase error is

4> ~ 1 x 10~8 radians, (5.5)

well below the level of phase error observed on ZT-40M.

Metal Tabulations

Since quartz window effects could not explain the vibration-induced anomaly on

ZT-40M, it was concluded that interaction with the metal tubulations was prob-

ably the cause of the polarimetric sensitivity problems. In the following sections,

calculations and measurements that revealed the effect and led to the solution will

be presented.

5.2 Studies of Beam Propagation for the Geom-
etry of ZT-40M

It was first considered that intersection with the vibrating tubulations could be

avoided completely if the beam was focused well through the machine. The vibrat-

ing tubulations could have no affect on the beam if the beam size is much smaller
than the tubulation diameter.

Gaussian beam propagation theory (e.g., [I00][l0l]) was used to calculate the

propagation of a 185 fim beam through the geometry of ZT-40M. The important
parameter for this particular problem is the Rayleigh range. The phyE.'cal signif-

icance of the Rayleigh range is that it is the maximum distance within which a
beam of a given size can be focused down and allowed to diverge to its original
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size. If the beam is focused more strongly, the beam waist size is smaller and the

beam expands to its original size in a shorter distance. If the beam is focused

more weakly, the divergence of the beam results in a relatively large waist size at

a shorter distance, and the beam expands to its original size in a distance that is

shorter than the Rayleigh range. Using the notation of Siegman [100], the equation

for the Rayleigh range is

ZR = ^ , (5.6)

whc.e A is the wavelength of the beam and w is the spot size (the 1/e radius of

the field, or l/e2 radius of the intensity) of the initial beam. For the beam to be

focused through ZT-40M without interaction with the tubulations it is necessary

for ZR > L, where L is the separation between the entrance and exit vacuum

windows, for a value of w that is much less than the radius of the tubulation.

The other way of approaching the problem is to calculate the value of w by

setting ZR ~ L. This determines the smallest allowable spot size at the vacuum

windows. For ZT-40M, L ^ 63 cm. The corresponding value of w is 6.09 mm. This

value does not satisfy the condition that w << rt,where rt is the 8.73 mm radius of

the tubulation. Therefore, consideration of the maximum allowable spot size that

can propagate through an aperture unchanged became of primary importance.

A rule of thumb is presented by Siegman [100] for the spot size limit for negli-

gible distortion of the transmitted profile, which is given by

*> < X ' <5-7)
where rt is the aperture radius. For the apertures and window spacing on ZT-40M,

this condition is slightly violated, with w = 0.70rt. If the spot size were made

smaller, in order to satisfy the condition of Equation 5.7, then the Rayleigh range

is ZR = 57.1 cm, slightly less than the window separation on ZT-40M.

Some added uncertainty was introduced when it was discovered that there is

some disagreement in the literature concerning the maximum allowable spot size

that can be propagated through an aperture with no profile distortion. The rule

of thumb given by Gaskill [101] is

w < -^=. (5.8)

It is not clear how much analysis went into either condition — they were both

justified by statements that if 99% (or 99.8%) of the beam is not clipped by the
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aperture, the effects must be small. However, the condition of Siegman predicts

only slight problems with the geometry of ZT-40M, while the condition of Gaskill

predicts much more severe problems. The Rayleigh range if the Gaskill condition

is satisfied is only ZR = 40.8 cm, which is much less than the window spacing on

ZT-40M.

5.2.1 Computer Calculations

Because of these uncertainties, testing was warranted to determine the extent of

the problems in focusing the beam through ZT-40M without interacting with the

tubulations. First, calculations were performed to determine the profile effects of

propagating a Gaussian beam through apertures that correspond to the vacuum

windows on ZT-40M. A computer code developed at Los Alamos for beam propa-

gation studies for laser isotope separation [102] was used. The results of this study

are shown in Figure 5.2. A beam with w = 6.09 mm is initiated with the radius

of curvature for the beam to focus and re-expand (in the absence of apertures) in

a. distance corresponding to the Rayleigh range. That beam is then clipped by an

aperture corresponding to the entrance window on ZT-40M. The beam is propa-

gated to the exit aperture, where it is again clipped. Figure 5.2a shows the beam

after it is clipped by the entrance aperture. The clipping is seen to have only slight

effects on the tails of the Gaussian distribution, and 98% of the beam is transmitted

through the aperture. Figure 5.2b shows the beam profile at the theoretical waist

position, at a distance corresponding to the mid-plane of ZT-40M. Figure 5.2c

shows the beam after being clipped slightly by the exit aperture, and that 96%

of the original beam intensity is transmitted through the machine. Although the

profile effects are very slight, propagation through an additional 30 cm pathlength

shows Fresnel diffraction effects. These result from the interference between the

main bea,m and the portion of the beam that diffracts off the edges of the aperture.

5.2.2 Experimental Measurements of Beam Propagation

Even though the computer calculations indicated only minor profile effects due to

the apertures of ZT-40M for this idealized case, the focusing of a non-Gaussian

profile would not be as efficient. In addition, the vibrating tubulations move as

much as 1 mm during a discharge, which causes the effective apertures of the
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windows to be smaller. To determine the effects of these additional factors, an

experimental test set-up was assembled to measure the beam propagation on ZT-

40M under realistic conditions.

A schematic of the experimental set-up appears in Figure 5.3. The laser beam

was propagated through a 1.5 meter length of hollow dielectric waveguide. This

provided a mode-filtering function, and simulated the conditions that were probably

more representative of those on the real ZT-40M system, where a waveguide was

used to propagate the beam to the machine. The beam was then allowed to expand

to the proper spot-size, and a lens was used to give the beam the appropriate

radius of curvature according to Gaussian beam propagation theory. The beam was

propagated through a distance corresponding to the separation between vacuum

windows on ZT-40M, and a comparison was made of the profiles with and without

the tubulations inserted in the beam. The measured intensity profiles appear in

Figure 5.4. The traces on the left side of the figure represent the profile at the

machine center position and at the exit position, with no tubulations in the beam.

The traces on the right show the profile measurements at the same positions, when

the tubulations were in place. The first thing to notice is that the peak intensity

at the machine center position was increased by introducing the tubulations. This

is a result of constructive interference between the main beam and the portion of

the beam that has diffracted off the edges of the aperture. This effect is known as
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Fresnel focusing. This is sometimes exploited in applications where it is necessary

to maximize the peak intensity of the beam over what is possible with Gaussian

propagation, when the resultant loss of integrated intensity is not important. For

focusing in ZT-40M, however, the Fresnel focusing causes more severe problems

downstream. The spot size is smaller at machine center, which means that the beam

expands more before the exit aperture is reached. This is why the severe clipping is

observed at the exit position when the tubulations are in place. The implication of

the Fresnel focusing and the more severe clipping was that the interaction between

the beam and the vibrating tubulations on ZT-40M was unavoidable for realistic

conditions.

5.3 Measurement of Tubulation Birefringence

Since optimal focusing of the beam through the machine could not be expected to

eliminate the interaction between the beam and the vibrating tubulations, efforts

turned to determining methods of eliminating the effects of the interaction.

A test set-up was assembled to measure the tubulation birefringence and try to

determine the cause of the birefringence. A schematic of the test set-up appears

in Figure 5.5. The sample tubulation was placed between crossed polarizers, with

adjustable mounts to allow variability of the tubulation orientation. A Schottky
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diode was used as a detector, and a rotating grating was employed to allow the

measurements to be made at a high frequency, which reduced the 1 / / noise of the

detector. A lock-in amplifier was used to improve the sensitivity of the measure-

ments.

The orientation of the tubulation was varied to simulate the positions the tubu-

lations on ZT-40M might take on during a vibration period. Any signal that was

detected beyond the crossed polarizers had to be caused by polarization changes

generated by the sample tubulation. The effects that would result in signal on the

detector are depolarization, elliptization, and azimuth rotation. Depolarization

and elliptization were not of primary interest because the heterodyne phase shift

method employed on ZT-40M is insensitive to these effects. Azimuth effects were

isolated by determining if there was a new orientation of the second polarizer that

produced a minimum transmitted signal.

The azimuth rotation generated by the tubulation was measured as a function of

tubulation orientation. Significant rotation was indeed observed with a tubulation

similar to those that comprise the diagnostic access on ZT-40M. It was surmised

that the effect could be altered if the reflections off the tubulation were eliminated.

This was easily accomplished by machining internal threads on the tubulation walls.

The threaded tubulation was then tested between the crossed polarisers. A quartz

tubulation was also tested to see if different optical properties of the tubulation

walls would alter the effect.

The results of the testing are shown in Figure 5.6. The graph shows the polar-

ization azimuth rotation observed as the exit end of the tubulation was translated

and the entrance end remained fixed, which generated a tilt angle between the

beam and the tubulation. The bare metal tubulation exhibited strong azimuth ro-

tation as a function of orientation — consistent with the level of anomaly observed

on ZT-40M — while the quartz and threaded tubulations suppressed the rotation

by an order of magnitude.

5.4 Explanation of Tubulation Birefringence

It was thus shewn that the variable tubulation birefringence originates in the

physics of metallic reflection. It can be explained as follows: a beam incident

on a metal surface will experience different reflectivities and different phase shifts
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for the s and p components of the electric field (s polarization is perpendicular to

the plane of incidence and p polarization is parallel to the plane of incidence). This

causes the reflected beam to be elliptical in polarization, and the major axis of the

ellipse to be rotated. Calculations were performed to determine if the metallic re-

flection effect could explain the level of birefringence observed when the tubulation

is at a slight angle to the laser beam. A quick calculation indicated that a large

enough fraction of the beam is intercepted by the exposed wall of the tubulation to

alter the final polarization if severe polarization changes take place upon reflection.

A more detailed calculation was required to take into account the complicated

geometry of the tilted tubulation. Using the formalism set forth by Born & Wolf[88),

the index of refraction of Inconel was calculated to be 65+1'65 for 185 nm radiation.

The index of refraction being complex causes the angle of reflection to be complex,

which is an indication that phase changes occur upon reflection. The resulting

reflectivities of the s and p components and the phase difference between the re-

flected components are plotted against incident angle in Figure 5.7. The ratio of

the reflectivities and the phase difference between the two components are strong

functions of incident angle for grazing incidence. Both if these effects contribute

to the alteration of the polarization upon reflection.

A computer program was written to calculate the effects on the final polarization

from these metallic reflections. The model assumes a plane wave is incident on the

entrance aperture of the tubulation, and that all of the energy appears at a detector

beyond the tubulation exit. No divergence or diffraction effects are considered,

that is, geometric optics are assumed throughout. The incident beam is linearly

polarized at a given azimuthal angle, and is resolved into x and y components. The

beam is segmented into elements, and the elements that are not intercepted by the

tubulation wall are propagated through unchanged. The elements that do suffer

reflection are transformed into the s-p coordinate system, where the Inconel optical

constants can be applied. After reflection, an elliptical polarization is approximated

as a linear polarization that is aligned with the major axis of the ellipse. The a and

p components are then transformed back to the x-y coordinate system and added

to their respective components of the final beam. The azimuth of the final beam is

then compared to that of the original beam. Of interest is the difference between

the initial and final polarization azimuths, which represents the birefringent effect

of the tubulation.
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The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 5.8. The difference between

the initial and final azimuth is plotted as a function of initial azimuth for several

values of exit aperture displacement. Inspection of Figure 5.8 reveals that the

theory predicts that the azimuth rotation changes sign as the tubulation angle is

changed, as was observed in Figure 5.6 (the measurements were taken with an in-

cident azimuth of 45°). It is not clear how much confidence should be placed in a

detailed comparison, given the simplified nature of the theoretical model. The lev-

els of rotation predicted by the calculations do, however, agree very well with the

crossed polarizer measurements and observations on ZT-40M when it is remem-

bered that the basic method for measurements involves the use of a constantly

changing incident polarization azimuth. Because the heterodyne technique aver-

ages over incident azimuth, the observations on ZT-40M could only be explained if

the tubulations were moving. (For amplitude polarimetry methods, errors would

result even if the tubulations were stationary, because the Faraday rotation induced

by the plasma changes the polarization azimuth incident on the exit tubulation.

As a result, the amount of tubulation-induced rotation changes as the amount of

Faraday rotation changes, and the determing the actual Faraday rotation level is

difficult.)

The bare tubulation exhibited orientation-dependent birefringence because the

optical properties were strong functions of angle at grazing incidence. The threaded

sample suppressed the birefringence by baffling against metallic reflections. The

reason that the quartz sample did not exhibit orientation-dependent birefringence

is because of the dielectric properties of quartz. The index of refraction is only ~ 2

rather than ~ 60, and the optical properties of the quartz are not a strong function

of angle at grazing incidence.

5.5 Modifications to ZT-40M to Reduce Sensi-
tivity to Vibrations

Using the results of the measurements that indicated that metal reflections were

causing the vibration-induced anomaly, it was decided that modifications to the

tubulation walls would reduce the polarimetric sensitivity to vibrations. Both

the quartz and threaded sample tubulations suppressed the orientation-dependent
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birefringence. Therefore, inserting either quartz or threaded walls within the tubu-

lations should eliminate the polarimetric sensitivity problems.

5.5.1 Quartz Inserts on ZT-40M

Quartz inserts were installed within the existing tubulations on ZT-40M. The

threaded inserts suppressed the birefringent effects by baffling against reflections,

and the radiation that was incident on the tubulation walls was effectively lost.

On the other hand, the quartz inserts suppressed the birefringent effects by having

dielectric properties that were not strong functions of angle at grazing incidence.

Therefore, with the quartz inserts, the radiation that was incident on the tubula-

tion walls was not necessarily lost. The only possible advantage of the quartz over

the threaded inserts was that the quartz may not have attenuated the beam as

much.

The quartz insert diameter was chosen to allow sufficient clearance between the

quartz and the existing tubulations. The inserts were mounted by bonding (Torr-

Seal® ) a metal ring around the outer diameter of the quartz at the window end

of the insert, and modifying the vacuum window mount to hold the ring. The end

of the quartz insert that faced the plasma was free-standing. Inserts were installed

on the top and bottom tubulations of the central chord, and the top and bottom

of the edge chord at R = Ro + 12.4 cm.

The effect of the quartz inserts on the polarhnetric sensitivity was disappointing.

The anomalous azimuth rotation was reduced, but only by a factor of ~ 2. Some

weeks later, during a very high current, short pulselength run on ZT-40M, one

of the top quartz inserts broke. This was probably a result of the impulses of

the discharges causing larger deflections than were allowed for. (Incidentally, the

quartz sleeve was not the only casualty of the high current run. One of the graphite

shields that protect large tubulation welds had inched its way into the plasma, and

the Thomson scattering viewing dump was dislodged and lying in the bottom of

the vacuum chamber.) Fortunately, the quartz insert that broke remained in one

piece, which made the retrieval relatively simple.

The other quartz sleeves were also removed. They appear in Figure 5.9, pho-

tographed after their removal. Upon inspection, the reason for the disappointing

results were obvious. The quartz sleeves had been extensively coated with metal

deposits, even though they had only been in the machine for ~ 1000 shots. Con-
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Figure 5.9: Quartz Inserts after Removal from ZT-40M
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siderable coating may have taken place during the pulsed discharge cleaning used

routinely on ZT-40M after vacuum openings. Therefore, even before a plasma mea-

surement could be made, the metallic deposits may have destroyed the dielectric

properties of the surface exposed to the FIR laser beam.

A sample of the coating was analyzed at Sandia Livermore [103], and was found

to consist of 13% Ni,3% Cr (the same ratio as Inconel), 52% C, and 17% O. Mea-

surements were made of the deposition profile along the length of the quartz tube.

This was done by measuring the attenuation of a visible light source through the

side of the quartz tubes. The results are shown in Figure 5.10. The attenua-

tion does not decay to zero because the quartz tube acts as a cylindrical lens when

viewed from the side. The measurements indicate that the deposits cause an atten-

uation of Neutral-Density ~ 3 (corresponding to 10~3 of the incident signal being

transmitted). Measurable deposition is seen several diameters (d ~ 15 mm) along

the tubulation, even though the quartz was only in the machine a short time. One

of the side benefits of the quartz insert installation was a measurement of metallic

deposition, which is relevant to estimating the lifetime of a vacuum window on

ZT-40M before attenuation could cause errors in various diagnostic systems. The

quartz inserts did not, however, eliminate the polarimetric sensitivity problem.
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5.5.2 Threaded Inserts on ZT-40M

It was realized that threaded inserts would not be aifected by metallic deposition

because they are a geometrical rather than material solution to the vibration sen-

sitivity. Threaded inserts were installed on the central chord tubulations and the

R — Ro + 8.3 cm chord tubulations. (The edge chord position was changed because

new limiters had been installed in ZT-40M that occluded the R = Ro + 12.4 cm

chord.) The effect of the threaded inserts is shown in Figure 5.11. The first two

traces appeared earlier (see Figure 5.1). The third trace shows the polarimetric

phase with the beam propagated through the torus with threaded inserts during a

plasma shot. The plasma is considerably different from the earlier case in the first

trace, having a 1 msec pulselength rather than a 10 msec duration. Also, the FIR

laser power was lower (and the threaded inserts attenuated the beam somewhat),

which caused the higher level of noise after the plasma termination. The anomalous

azimuth rotation observed on the first trace, however, is drastically reduced. This

allowed useful measurements of Faraday rotation on ZT-40M, as will be described

in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Measurements on ZT-40M

The development described in Chapter 4 resulted in sufficient interferometric sen-

sitivity, allowing density measurements to be made relatively early in the overall

diagnostic development process. Although measurements were only taken on single

chords, some interesting information was obtained from the analysis of the mea-

surements in conjunction with other measurements on ZT-40M. The mechanical

structure that formed the Mach-Zehnder configuration around the machine could

be modified to allow the single-chord measurements to be made on different chords.

Therefore, some indications of profile effects were obtained, even though detailed

profile measurements could not be made because multi-chord measurements were

not available.

The far-infrared system operated as an interferometer while the polarimetric

development was in progress. Some of the contributions of the initial density

measurements are listed below:

• Comparison of the far-infrared interferometer edge-chord measurements with

the central chord measurements of another interferometer indicated a flat-

tening of the density profile at higher current operation of ZT-40M.

• Edge-chord density measurements contributed to the determination of the

inversion layer radius of sawtooth oscillations observed on ZT-40M.

• The far-infrared interferometer provided back-up measurements on ZT-40M

during important data runs, and provided the primary density measurements

when other interferometers were not operational.
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Information from the polarimetric measurements was obtained even before the

severe sensitivity problems (see Chapter 5) were solved. The initial sensitivity was

sufficient to resolve the Faraday rotation for a high-current, short-pulsed mode of

ZT-40M operation. These measurements showed that the level of Faraday rotation

observed was consistent with predictions from theoretical magnetic field profile es-

timates, coupled with density profile indications from other interferometers. After

the polarimetric sensitivity problems were solved, Faraday rotation measurements

indicated that the spatial profiles of the plasma were quite different for long-pulsed

ZT-40M operation, compared to the short-pulsed mode mentioned above. The

level of Faraday rotation observed was much lower than expected, indicating that

the actual density and/or current profiles were broader than theoretical profile es-

timates. Also, the profiles became even more broad (or even flat) as the plasma

current was increased. The contributions from the current and density profiles

could not be distinguished in detail, however, because multi-chord simultaneous

measurements of both Faraday rotation and density were not available.

Simultaneous measurements of Faraday rotation and density were made along

a single chord on ZT-40M. Although they were made before the polarimetric sen-

sitivity problems were solved, the measurements demonstrated that there was no

fundamental problem with the technique. The measurements indicated that the

current profile was altered during sawtooth oscillations, in addition to the density

profile changes that were indicated earlier. Again, simultaneous measurements on

several chords would be required to unfold the density and current profiles in de-

tail. The important extension of the diagnostic to multi-chord operation will be

discussed in Chapter 7.

6.1 Interferometric Measurements

Interferometric measurements were possible before all of the senaiLivity-related de-

velopment was completed. Much of the sensitivity work was motivated by the

initial polarimetric measurements that indicated some serious problems. Large

interferometric phase shifts were induced by ZT-40M plasmas, large enough that

most of the sensitivity work was not required for interferometric measurements.

The most important developmental step that resulted in sufficient interfero-

metric sensitivity was the elimination of the effects of vibrations and frequency
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drifts of the rotating grating. This was done by installing a reference detector that

monitored the signal generated by the grating, and allowed the subtraction of the

vibration and frequency drift structure from the interferometric phase. This two-

signal technique (discussed in Section 4.2.4), eliminated the problem illustrated in

Figure 4.9, and allowed useful density measurements to be made.

There were other interferometers on ZT-40M, and the role of the FIR inter-

ferometer was to provide back-up intensity measurements during down-time on

other interferometers and provide supplemental information by measuring edge-

chord densities when profile information was of interest. The main interferometer

on ZT-40M was a two-color CO2 interferometer (see Section 3.3) that measured

the central-chord density[lO4). The He-Ne laser monitored the vibrations in a

Michelson configuration, and a servo mechanism used the vibrational information

to maintain a constant cavity length of the interferometer. This allowed the density

information to be analyzed quickly. It was the only interferometer that did not

require numerical analysis, which could delay results by several minutes because of

burdens on the ZT-40M computer system. The other interferometer was an eight-

chord, single-color COi interferometer. This was the only interferometer that could

provide profile information; however, mechanical vibrations severely hampered the

performance of the interferometer after a few milliseconds. It was useful for studies

of plasma formation and measurement of density profiles for very short discharges,

but was only useful for fluctuation studies at later times during standard ZT-40M

discharges. The role of the FIR interferometer as a back-up density measurement

allowed some contributions to be made while the primary task of developing a

magnetic field diagnostic was in progress.

6.1.1 Observation of Refractive-Bending Effects

An example of the density measurements that were made with the two-signal tech-

nique is shown in Figure 6.1. The measurement was made with the configuration

of Figure 4.13. The top trace shows the toroidal current measured by a Rogowski

coil. This can be considered to be the toroidal plasma current for the purpose at

hand; however, there is a small contribution to the Rogowski coil measurements

from currents flowing in the vacuum liner. The second trace shows the carrier

signal from the interferometer, and the third trace shows the carrier signal from
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Figure 6.1: Interferometric Measurement with Two-Signal Technique
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the reference detector, measured during the plasma discharge. The carrier signals

actually have a frequency of ~ 40 kHz. The apparent slow frequency of the car-

rier signals is a plotting artifact generated when only a small fraction of the time

points are plotted. This "aliasing" occurs when the time interval between plotted

points approaches an integral number of periods of the 40 kHz signal. (If the time

period between plotted points was chosen carefully, this trace could be made to be

a straight line.) Note also that the carrier signals appear in an envelope covering

~ 22 msec. This is the result of the segmented nature of the rotating grating (see

Section 4.2.4). The bottom trace shows the calculated phase difference between

the two carrier signals, generated by the plasma refractive index. The zero of the

phase difference is denned to be zero in the 2 milliseconds after termination. There

is no reason, in principle, that this could not be done before the plasma, except

that fringe skipping is often observed due to the fast density changes and electrical

noise during plasma formation. Fringe skipping refers to the missing of complete

cycles of phase shifts (see Section 3.3.1). Fringe skipping is rarely observed at ter-

mination, therefore the zero definition after the plasma termination ensures that

the phase plot will fall within the expected plotting limits. Even if fringe skipping

occurs, there is no lost information. The phase shift is only superimposed on a

phase of 2mr. Since there is only ~ 1 fringe of density to measure, there is never

any ambiguity of the real phase determination.

Amplitude changes caused by refractive bending can be clearly seen on the

carrier signal. The amplitude is slowly decreased to ~ 60% of the original level

during the plasma formation periods (from 1 to 2 msec), and is abruptly increased

to the original level upon termination of the plasma. This reduction in amplitude

may have been caused by attenuation of the scene beam due to increased vignetting

of the beam at the exit aperture caused by refractive bending. Alternatively, the

reduced carrier signal amplitude could be caused by a reduced overlap of the scene

and reference beams of the interferometer, again caused by refractive bending.

Both possible causes may have contributed to the effects seen in Figure 6.1. In

any case, this is a clear demonstration of the virtues of heterodyne interferometry,

where the reduced amplitude of the carrier signal caused by refractive effects (or

any other effects) do not directly cause uncertainty in the measurement accuracy.

It was at this point that it was discovered that the main waveguide (which was

used to propagate the beam through the 17 meter distance between the laser screen
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room and ZT-40M) elliptized the linear polarizations. This caused extinction ratio

errors (see Equation 4.8) that might have caused as much as a 10% uncertainty

in density measurements such as that shown in Figure 6,1. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 4.3, the linear polarizations could be restored by introducing a A/4 plate at the

waveguide exit. The simultaneous configuration requires an additional A/4 plate to

convert the linear polarizations to circular. An equivalent function can be obtained

by a single A/4 plate, however, by orienting it such that the elliptical polarizations

exiting the waveguide are converted directly to circular polarizations. Therefore,

it was decided to solve the polarization problem and set up the interferometer in

the configuration that was required for simultaneous measurement at the same

time (see Figure 4.14). In addition to solving the extinction ratio problems, an

important intermediate step in the development of the simultaneous measurement

could be taken. Since interferometric measurements were being made alone, the

beamsplitter that allows some signal to go to the polarimeter detector was replaced

by a mirror.

It was then that another extinction ratio problem was discovered, this time

attributed to the GaAs photoconductive detectors not behaving as ideal square-

law detectors. As discussed in Section 4.4.3, this problem was solved by filtering

the spurious polarization before it was incident on the interferometric detector of

the simultaneous configuration. Once this was done, accurate density information

was taken rather routinely.

6.1.2 Time Evolution of Plasma Density on ZT-40M

An example of interferometric measurements during standard ZT-40M operation

is shown in Figure 6.2. By this point in time, the polarimetric sensitivity work

had led to the use of a four-signal phase-subtraction technique (see Section 4.2.4),

which was also employed for interferometric measurements, even though sensitivity

was not a concern for the interferometer. The top trace of Figure 6.2 shows the

chord averaged density in units of 1013 cm~3. The second trace shows the toroidal

current, and the remaining traces show the four carrier signals required to extract

the plasma refractive index from other effects that can cause spurious phase shifts.

The first carrier signal is from the reference detector during the plasma discharge,

and the second is from the interferometer detector during the same time-period

(note that refractive bending effects are even more severe). The third and fourth
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signals are from the reference and interferometer detectors, respectively, taken one

grating wheel revolution before the plasma discharge. The top trace, showing

the inferred plasma density, illustrates the commonly observed phenomenon of

fringe skipping (see Section 3,3.1). There should be a zero density level before

the current rise time (0.75 msec), however transients have caused the missing of

complete cycles of phase shift. This happened during the formation phase of the

discharge, and explains why the zero phase is determined after termination, where

fringe skipping rarely occurs. Interferometers that measure the density of tokamak

plasmas frequently have similar problems during disruptions, where density changes

take place on a fast timescale. By increasing the heterodyne frequency, these fringe

skipping problems can be avoided.

For standard operation of ZT-40M, the density time evolution follows a well

established and reproducible path. The initial density is quite high, corresponding

to a fairly complete (> 80%) ionization of the fill gas. A decay of the density

follows (known as density pump-out); the time constant of the decay depends

greatly on the conditioning of the vacuum wall, which can be an important source

of impurities and reservoir of neutral deuterium. The density reaches an asymptotic

level, determined by the balance between particles lost by the plasma and an influx

of recycled deuterium. For this particular discharge, the power crow-bar of the

toroidal current was turned off at ~ 10 msec, and the plasma "coasted" to ~

12.5 msec, when termination took place.

6.1.3 Particular Measurements by the Far-Infrared Inter-
ferometer

The far-infrared interferometer provided density measurements routinely on ZT-

40M, but there were certain data runs where particular contributions were made.

During a data run for investigating the effects of gas puffing and determining the

scaling of confinement parameters as a function of current, the far-infrared inter-

ferometer indicated that density profiles changed with the plasma current level.

Figure 6.3 shows the chord-averaged density from the central chord (measured by

the two-color CO2 interferometer) compared to the R = Ra + 12.4 cm chord (mea-

sured by the FIR interferometer). Figure 6.3a shows the comparison for 120 kA

plasma current, and Figure 6.3b shows the comparison for 240 kA discharges. At

the lower current, the edge-chord density is lower than the central-chord density,
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indicating a peaked profile, while in the higher current shots, the edge-chord den-

sity is roughly the same as the central-chord density, which would indicate a flat

profile. The confinement scaling was found to degrade at the higher current levels,

although it is not clear whether the profile changes were a symptom or a cause.

The introduction of gas puffing caused the profile at 120 kA to become flat and

the 240 kA profile to become slightly hollow.

During a data run when the understanding of sawtooth oscillations was being

pursued, the far-infrared interferometer helped in the determination of the inver-

sion radius of sawtooth oscillations. Sawtooth oscihations are characterized by

a peaking of the density and temperature profiles followed by a sudden internal

"crash" of these profiles that causes them to flatten. This process repeats on mil-

lisecond timescales. One would expect the central measurements of temperature

and density to increase during the profile peaking phase, and fall sharply as the

profiles flatten. Edge diagnostics should see an inverted sawtooth, where the den-

sity or temperature slowly decrease as the profiles peak and suddenly rise when the

central density and temperature "crash". An important parameter in the study of

sawteeth is the "inversion" radius — the transition between the central and edge

sawtooth signatures.

Sawteeth are usually most clearly observed in soft x-ray diagnostics which are

sei-dtive to density and temperature (by detecting bremsstrahlung radiation, which

is oc (z2v2/y/T)e~kl//T) as well as impurity line radiation (which can confuse the

sawtooth measurement). The x-ray measurements are centrally weighted, where

the density and temperature values are highest. An interferometric density mea-

surement is uniformly weighted, and not confused by impurity line radiation, and

hence can help resolve the inversion radius. Figure 6.4a shows the sawtooth os-

cillations on the density that are right-side-up, indicating that the inversion layer

is beyond the 12.4 cm chordal position. Figure 6.4b shows the oscillations for

another shot, where the sawteeth are no longer well defined, indicating that the

chordal path through the plasma is sampling portions outside the inversion radius

as well as within the inversion radius. If the sampled portions are assumed to be of

equal lenght along the chord, the inversion "adius is determined to be at r = 15 cm.

The far-infrared interferometer often functioned to back up other interferome-
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ters. This was of particular importance during a current ramping run, where the

plasma was formed at a relatively low plasma current(7^ = 70 kA) and the power

crow-bar was used to drive the current level higher (1$ — 170 kA) [105]. (Fig-

ure 6.1 is an example of such a discharge.) This procedure has important impacts

on start-up voltage and power requirements for the next generation RFP devices

as well as RFP reactors.

The central-chord density, measured by the FIR interferometer during a ramped

discharge, is plotted in Figure 6.5 along with density measured by the two-color

interferometer during a standard ZT-40M discharge. The standard discharge had

a plasma current level corresponding to the final current of the ramped discharge.

The final density of the ramped discharge actually exceeded the density correspond-

ing to the same current lovel of the standard discharge. This would suggest that

the plasma density depends not only on the current level, but the time history of

the plasma formation and evolution. The higher chord-averaged density could also

result from profiles being more peaked in the ramped discharge. It could be that
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Figure 6.6: Carrier Signal Measured by the Polarimeter

the nominal low-current profiles (known to be more peaked) are retained in the

ramped discharge up to higher currents. Clearly, the detailed distinction of contri-

butions from profile effects requires multi-chord density measurements in order to

be able to invert the spatial profiles.

The role of the far-infrared interferometer as a back-up or supplemental in-

terferometer allowed contributions to the understanding of confinement physics

to be made while the primary task of developing polarimetric measurements was

being pursued. The measurement of Faraday rotation by the polarimeter will be

presented in the following section.

6.2 Polarimetric Measurements

The first polarimetric measurement that should be shown is simply a trace of

the carrier signal measured by the polarimeter detector in the configuration of

Figure 4.12. The carrier signal appears in Figure 6.6, and very strong amplitude

variations can be seen. The vibrating diagnostic tubulations may contribute to

the amplitude changes; however, the important observation is that such amplitude
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changes preclude the use of amplitude polarimetry on ZT-40M. To measure Faraday

rotation, heterodyne polaximetry must be employed.

There were more serious problems in obtaining sufficient sensitivity of the pol-

arimeter, and although the development that was required for the interferometer

also improved the polarimetric sensitivity, further developments described in Chap-

ter 5 were required to allow Faraday rotation measurements on general ZT-40M

discharges. There was a special class of ZT-40M discharges, however, that were

not prone to the tubulation vibration effects and allowed Faraday rotation mea-

surements before the developments of Chapter 5 were implemented.

This special mode of operation was motivated by wall damage problems that

were observed in moderately high-current, sustained discharges. Vacuum leaks

in the inconel bellows were generated by excessive heating and stresses caused by

plasma-wall interaction. This limited the plasma current levels that could be safely

obtained with the standard discharges in ZT-40M. Higher current data was of pri-

mary interest, however, because a determination of how confinement parameters

scale with current is very important in the prediction of the performance of next

generation machines, and the ultimate performance of RFP reactors. The cur-

rent levels safely obtained in standard ZT-40M discharges did not cover enough

range to make confident predictions of the scaling. By shortening the discharge

time from 10 — 20 msec to 1 - 2 msec, higher current levels could be obtained

without a much higher vacuum liner heating than that produced in lower-current

sustained discharges, because the short duration reduced the total energy incident

on the vacuum liner. The mode of operation was called "design-mode" because the

timescale, ironically, was similar to the original design specifications of ZT-40 (see

Section 4.1).

An example of the Faraday rotation measured during a design-mode discharge

is shown in Figure 6.7. The top trace shows the toroidal current. Density mea-

sured by the eight-chord CO2 interferometer indicated that the plasma terminated

at ~ 2.4 msec, which would suggest that the toroidal current beyond the kink in

the current waveform (at ~ 2.4 msec) was actually flowing in the vacuum liner.

The second trace shows the Faraday rotation at the R = RB + 12.4 cm chord. The

reason that the Faraday rotation stands out above the vibration-induced struc-

ture discussed in Chapter 5 was because tlie anomalous structure occurred after

termination of these short d: charges.
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The expected Faraday rotation for this discharge, assuming a parabolic density

profile (which was indicated by measurements of the eight-chord C02 interferom-

eter) and using

is ~ 100 mrad at peak current. This is in good agreement with the peak Faraday

rotation observed, and therefore the measurement was consistent with a first-order

Bessel function poloidal field profile, although by no means uniquely specifying

that profile.

There is also an apparent lag between the current rise and Faraday rotation

evohit on. This is consistent with the plasma forming as an annular sheath at a

large minor radius and diffusing inward in a time scale of hundreds of microseconds.

It was also observed on various classes of discharges that for a low fill pressure,

there was a negative Faraday rotation during the formation phase of the discharge

that was not observed on high fill pressure discharges (the discharge of Figure 6.7

had a fill pressure of 3.61 mtorr, which was relatively high). This seems to indicate

that the breakdown position was changing as a function of fill pressure.

Once the polarimetric sensitivity problems were solved, Faraday rotation mea-

surements were made on more general classes of ZT-40M discharges. An example

of Faraday rotation measurement appears in Figure 6.8. Each trace in the figure

shows the average (solid lines) ± the standard deviation (dashed lines) for 10 dis-

charges at 300 kA. The density was measured by the two-color interferometer. The

vibrations were severe enough that the compensation ran out of dynamic range,

which caused problems in the density measurement beyond 6 msec.

Had the simultaneous FIR polarimetry/interferometry measurement been made

on these discharges, the two-color density would not have been required. The FIR

density measurements also would not be prone to the vibration problems, because

the longer wavelength operation of the FIR interferometer makes it less sensitive to

vibrations by the square of the respective wavelengths ratio, a factor of ~ 300. Note

that much of the variation in Faraday rotation level resulted from variations in the

plasma density, even though attempts were made to produce nominally identical

discharges.

Again, the Faraday rotation level increased more slowly than the toroidal cur-

rent, indicating annular formation and inward diffusion of the current. In stark
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contrast to the Faraday rotation measured during design-mode discharge, however,

the level of Faraday rotation for these discharges is much lower than predictions

from theoretical profiles. The same calculat'ons described for the predictions of

design-mode Faraday rotation indicated that the expected Faraday rotation for

these standard discharges is ~ 60 mrad, nearly twice the observed rotation level.

This indicates that the density and/or current profiles are much broader than pre-

dicted.

Similar measurements at lower currents indicate that the profiles are not as

broad at lower current. Figure 6.9 shows the average Faraday rotation for the

300 kA shots, compared to the 250 kA shots. The Faraday n a t i o n is normalized by

the toroidal plasma current and the central-chord-averaged density. Any variation

in this normalized rotation can only be attributed to profile changes. It is clear

that the 300 kA normalized rotation is lower than the 250 kA normalized rotation,

indicating that the profiles are indeed broadening at higher currents. Although the

error bars are larger for lower current data, the trend appears to extend down to

the lower currents. With multichord simultaneous measurements of density and
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Faraday rotation, these profile effects could be documented in detail.

Profile effects are an important factor in understanding the scaling properties

on ZT-40M. The design-mode discharges exhibited favorable scaling with plasma

current, with < nc > Tc0 oc P for 120 kA < 1+ < 440 kA, thus indicating that the

plasma /3 was independent of current. For sustained ZT-40M discharges, it was also

observed that /3 was approximately constant for 60 kA < 1$ < 120 kA. At higher

plasma currents (up to 240 kA), this favorable scaling of density and tempera-

ture deteriorated. It was postulated that this deterioration results from increased

plasma wall interactions at the higher currents due to uncorrected magnetic field

errors at ports and gaps in the conducting shell[8].

The Faraday rotation measurements have indicated that the profiles flatten

for the high-current sustained discharges, whereas the profiles for the high-current

design-mode conditions did not become flat. It is not clear if there is a causal

relationship between the flatter profiles and the scaling results for sustained dis-

charges. There is an indication that the current scaling is not easily determined,

because the current level cannot be simply increased without some other changes

taking place.

6.3 Simultaneous Polarimetry and Interferome-
try

The ability to measure the Faraday rotation and density simultaneously is of pri-

mary interest for internal field measurements. To infer the magnetic field profile

in detail requires an independent knowledge of the density profile. Although it is

possible to have a multichord polarimeter that uses data from a multichord inter-

ferometer at a different location to unfold the profiles, uncertainties can result if

there are toroidal variations in the plasma (more likely for an RFP plasma than a

tokamak plasma). Also, some of the interesting information that may be obtained

from Faraday rotation measurements will come from fluctuation analysis, when

correlations between interferometric and polarimetric fluctuations are studied to

provide information on magnetic fluctuations. In this case, it is very important

that the measurements be made at the same location, because of confusion that

would be caused by amplitude evolutions and time shifts as the fluctuations prop-

agate between toroidal locations. There is also a space problem when there are
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more diagnostics than access ports, and the consolidation of the interferometry and

polarimetry to one location would free up ports for other measurements.

The demonstration of a simultaneous polarimeter/interferometer was actively

pursued before the polarimetric sensitivity problems were completely understood.

Even without acceptable polarimetric sensitivity, the simultaneous configuration

could be implemented to determine if there were fundamental or unforeseen prob-

lems in the diagnostic technique. The first step in the demonstration of the simul-

taneous configuration was measuring density in the simultaneous configuration. As

described earlier, it was found that the detectors did not behave as ideal square-

law detectors. The intermediate step of making density measurements with the

simultaneous configuration revealed that modifications to the optical configuration

were required to filter out the unwanted polarization.

The next step involved installing the non-polarizing beam splitter, which was

required to allow the polarimetric measurements to also be made. Although lack

of enough detectors prevented a true simultaneous measurement, the configuration

was assembled to allow both interferometric and polarimetric measurements to be

made on successive shots by moving the detector, with no additional change in op-

tics. It was then that problems with the non-polarizing beam splitters were found.

It had been surmised that there might be no such thing as an ideal non-polarizi. T

beam splitter, because some polarization effects can be caused by slight differences

in the s and p reflectivities at an incident angle of 45°. This effect is discussed in

detail in Appendix C, where the non-polarizing beam splitters that were used are

described, and techniques to minimize the polarizing effects are discussed. Slightly

polarizing beam splitters can cause extinction-ratio problems, resulting in errors

in the interferometric measurements (see Equation 4.8). With the polarization

effects of the "non-polarizing" beam splitter minimized, the degradation of the

extinction-ratios was virtually eliminated.

Subsequently, another GaAs detector was mounted in the cryostat, which al-

lowed a true simultaneous measurement to be made. An example of a simulta-

neous measurement appears in Figure 6.10. The measurement was made on the

R = Ro + 12.4 cm chord, at a plasma current of 120 kA. The top trace shows the

polarimetric phase (calculated with the four-signal phase-subtraction technique),

and the bottom trace shows the interferometric phase (also calculated with the

four-signal technique). Recall that the polarimetric sensitivity problems were not
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Current Profile
Flat
Flat

Equilibrium
Equilibrium

Peaked
Peaked

Density Profile
Flat

Parabolic

Flat
Parabolic

Flat
Parabolic

Rotation {R = Ro + 12.4 cm)
4.2 mrad
3.4 mrad

8.9 mrad
8.2 mrad

15.6 mrad
14.2 mrad

Table 6.1: Calculated Faraday Rotation Levels for Various Profiles

yet solved when this measurement was made, which explains the unphysical struc-

ture on the polarirnetric phase.

This particular shot is presented because the sawtooth oscillations observed

clearly on the interferometric phase also appear on the polarimetric phase. There-

fore, even though the sensitivity problems mask the Faraday rotation measurement

required to make profile inferences, the sawtooth oscillations allow some analysis

of current profile changes from the polarimetric data. The large density drop at

5 msec appears also on the polarimetric phase, and some density sawteeth between

8 and 9 msec are (barely) visible on the polarimetric phase. Although the polari-

metric phase trace is quite noisy, all of these features are characterized by phase

changes that are larger than can be explained by the density changes alone. The

sawtooth amplitude can only be explained if the current density peaks significantly

during the sawtooth rise and flattens during the sawtooth crash.

The expected Faraday rotation for the R = Ro + 12.4 cm chord, assuming

ne = neo(l - r2/a2) and Bp(r) a Ji(ar) , is only - 8 mrad, yet the sawtooth

oscillations have ~ 15 mrad amplitudes. Table 6.1 shows the calculated Faraday

rotation level at the measurement position, assuming either a parabolic or flat

density profile for each of three current density profile cases. The "equilibrium" case

was calculated by assuming Bp(r) a J i(ar) , which is roughly what is anticipated for

an equilibrium RFP plasma. The "peaked" case was calculated by assuming that

all of the toroidal current was located within the 12.4 cm measurement location.

The "flat" case represents a fiat current density profile. Note that density profile

changes have very little effect on the Faraday rotation level, particularly at 12.4 cm.

Note also that significant peaking of the current density is required to explain the

evolution of the Faraday rotation during the sawtooth oscillation. This implies that
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the current channel contracts dramatically during the sawtooth rise and broadens

during the sawtooth crash.

The current peaking during the sawtooth rise can be explained by the evolution

of the temperature profile during the sawtooth oscillation. During the sawtooth

rise, the temperature profile is known to become more peaked[lO6]. Since this low-

ers the resistivity on axis, the current density profile will also become more peaked,

causing a large increase in the Faraday rotation level. When the temperature pro-

file flattens during the sawtooth crash, the resistivity on axis increases, causing the

current density profile to flatten as well.

Although measurements were made on only one chord, the sawtooth effects

were strong enough that statements about the current density profile can be made.

These observations of sawteeth en the polarimeter, and the implications on the

current density profile agree with a theoretical sawtooth study reported by Werley,

et aZ.[lO7], where calculations predicted that the current density should become

peaked to a point where most of the current is within the 12.4 cm measurement

location.

Figure 6.10 also illustrates another very important point. Aside from the tubu-

lation birefringence effects on the polarimetric phase, there is a higher level of

"baseline" noise on the trace over that observed in the polarimetric measurements

alone. This was caused by the lower level of signal available for the polarimetric

detector when the density was measured simultaneously. This baseline noise is

caused by noise on the carrier signal. As less laser power is incident on the de-

tector, the signal to noise of the carrier becomes lower, causing a higher level of

baseline noise on the phase. Clearly, for a multichord simultaneous measurement of

Faraday rotation and density, very significant improvements in laser power at the

machine are required. For this reason, a simultaneous measurement -/ter the po-

larimetric sensitivity problems were solved was not repeated, because laser power

improvements were considered to be much more important, and efforts turned to

implementing such improvements. Techniques for improving the laser power at the

machine will be a major topic of the following chapter.
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Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions, and

Recommended Future Work

7.1 Summary

The development of an accurate and routine internal magnetic field diagnostic is

perhaps one of the final frontiers in plasma diagnostics for fusion applications.

There is little question that information obtained by such measurements would be

very useful in advancing the understanding of confinement issues. The interest in

magnetic field measurement in tokamak plasmas is motivated by a lack of knowl-

edge of the toroidal current distribution, which plays an important role in tokamak

stability. In a reversed-field pinch, there is as much uncertainty in the toroidal

magnetic field profile as in the poloidal magnetic field profile, and both profiles are

intertwined in RFP equilibrium and stability. The real interest in the RFP is a

measurement of both field profiles.

xi.n ideal magnetic field diagnostic would have the following characteristics:

• the ability to provide accurate and unambiguous single-shot magnetic field

profiles,

• applicability to general plasma configurations, both present laboratory plas-

mas and reactor-grade plasmas of the future,

• the ability to make measurement'! with diagnostic access that is available on

most machines, or at least not requiring access that may violate the integrity

or hamper the performance of the machine, and
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• simple enough that the magnetic field measurements are reliable and routine.

An analysis of the various proposed measurement techniques reveals that there

is no measurement method that has all of these characteristics. All of the possible

techniques fall short in one or more of these areas. Many of the techniques have

fundamental problems in some of these areas, making it unlikely that they will be

developed further.

Measurement of the internal magnetic field by Faraday rotation is one of the

few options that does not have a fundamental problem in meeting the above re-

quirements. It does have some disadvantage in complexity and uncertainties in the

profile determination because of the requirement for inversion of chord-averaged

data. It is, however, applicable to any confinement scheme (with the appropriate

choice of wavelength). Although there is some difficulty in measuring present-

day laboratory plasmas (due to the small amount of Faraday rotation at a wave-

length that is appropriate), Faraday rotation measurements will become easier as

reactor conditions are approached. Faraday rotation measurements for poloidal

magnetic field determination uses diagnostic access that is routinely available for

multichord diagnostics, and is closely related to interferometric techniques that are

well-established and almost universally employed. In all, there is clear motivation

for the development of Faraday rotation measurements as an internal magnetic

field diagnostic.

Considerable effort has been devoted to the development of the capability of

making Faraday rotation measurements. The most impressive system to date is the

polarimeter/interferometer that has been implemented on the TEXTOR tokamak

[40]. The system has provided information on the current density profile, and is

used as a plasma position monitor [44]. Other polarimeter/interferometers have

been assembled and demonstrated on ISX-B [43] and TEXT [47]. These systems

have made multichord Faraday rotation and density measurements, although they

have not produced data as routinely as the system on TEXTOR.. The multichannel

interferometer on TFTR is being extended to make Faraday rotation measurements

with a technique that is very similar to that of the TEXTOR system [45].

One of the major drawbacks of the polarimetric techniques that are used in

these systems is sensitivity to spurious changes in signal amplitude. Each of these

methods (see Figures 3.4 and 3.5) measures the Faraday rotation by sensing the
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amplitude of the component of the final polarization that is orthogonal to the input

polarization. As a result, amplitude changes that are not due to the Faraday rota-

tion (such as refractive bending in the plasma) cause direct errors in the Faraday

rotation measurement.

This fundamental problem can be avoided by the use of heterodyne polarimetry

techniques, in which the Faraday rotation produces changes in the time signature

of the detected signal. Heterodyne polarimetry involves the use of a probe beam

that has a rotating linear polarization. With no plasma, the signal transmitted

through a polarization analyzer is sinusoidal (the polarization orientation varies

relative to the analyzer). The plasma-induced Faraday rotation will generate a

phase-shift of the sinusoidal signal. The data reduction is identical to the analysis

required for heterodyne interfeiometry, in which the plasma refractive index causes

phase shifts in a carrier signal. The time resolution that can be obtained with

heterodyne polarimetry is comparable to that of heterodyne interferometry, which

is an additional advantage over amplitude polariraetry

This technique was first proposed by Dodfel and Kunz [48] and independently

by the diagnostic development group at Los Alamos [49]. The first experimental

demonstration was published by Fulcuda, ct al. [50], who reported the imple-

mentation of heterodyne polarimetry on a field-reversed configuration at Osaka

University. Young [51] attempted to implement a simultaneous measurement of

Faraday rotation and density using heterodyne techniques on Microtor at UCLA.

Sensitivity problems were observed (at Faraday rotation levels well below the reso-

lution obtained at Osaka University) that were not well understood. The Faraday

rotation observed on adjacent chords had inconsistencies that prohibited the in-

ferenc'. of a current density profile. Gomez and Wolfe [52] proposed a heterodyne

tech'.i.que that was tested on ALCATOR C. Work was not continued beyond the

initial tests because of sensitivity problems that were observed.

This thesis research was done in parallel with these other efforts, with the objec-

tive of developing a heterodyne polarimeter/interferometer for poloidal magnetic

field measurement on ZT-40M, a reversed-field pinch at Los Alamos National Lab-

oratory. Some of the equipment development and assembly was done before this

thesis research was initiated [49]. Without this effort, the final diagnostic develop-

ment would not have been possible in the scope of a thesis. Farther development

was required in order to ullow interferometric and polarimetric measurements to be
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made. The primary development involved the installation of a reference detector

and the implementation of a four-signal data analysis technique (see Section 4.2.4)

in order to eliminate the effects of imperfections of the rotating grating.

Significant sensitivity problems were observed with the polarimeter that were

ultimately found to be caused by interaction between the probing laser beam and

the tubulations that comprise the diagnostic access on ZT-40M. Reflections off the

internal metal walls of the tubulations caused polarization changes. Had the tubu-

lations been stationary, this interaction would not have caused problems in the

heterodyne polarimeter. However, because the tubulations vibrated when the ma-

chine fired, they introduced a time-varying birefringence, and induced "anomalous

Faraday rotation." Installation of internally threaded inserts within the existing

tubulations (to baffle the metallic reflections) suppressed the anomaly and allowed

useful measurements to be made.

This effect may have caused the problems observed in the initial testing of

the polarimeter on ALCATOR C, where the diagnostic access has exposed metal

surfaces that vibrate when the machine fires. If even minute fractions of the beam

are incident on metallic surfaces, significant polarization changes can take place.

While the primary task of developing a magnetic field diagnostic was in progress,

preliminary measurements made with the FIR r.ystem contributed to the under-

standing of ZT-40M confinement physics. ?ome of the contributions of the initial

density measurements include the following:

• Off-axis density measured with the FIR system, when compared with the

central chord measurements made by the two-color interferometer, indicated

that the density profile was becoming flatter as the plasma current was in-

creased.

• Edge-chord density measurements contributed to the determination of the

inversion layer radius ct sawtooth oscillations observed on ZT-40M.

• The FIR interferometer provided back-up measurements on ZT-40M during

important data runs, and provided the primary density measurements when

other interferometers were not operational.

Some of the interesting observations from the preliminary Faraday rotation

measurements are listed below.
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• Observation of the amplitude changes of the carrier signal demonstrated that

heterodyne polarimetry was essential for Faraday rotation measurements on

ZT-40M.

• Faraday rotation enhancement was experimentally verified. Intentional mis-

alignment of optical components resulted in ~ 1 order of magnitude increase

in the phase shift induced by the Faraday rotation on the carrier signal.

• The evolution of the Faraday rotation during plasma formation indicated that

the initial breakdown position of tho discharge changed with fill pressure,

and that the current formed as an annular sheath that diffused inward on a

~ 100 //sec timescale.

• The Faraday rotation levels measured during high-current design-mode (or

round-top) discharges agreed with expected levels based on independent den-

sity measurements and theoretical current profiles.

• The Faraday rotation level measured during high-current sustained (or flat-

top) discharges was much less than expected from theoretical profiles, indi-

cating that the density and/or current profiles were broader than one would

predict. The profiles became broader (or even flat) as the plasma current was

increased, in stark contrast to the observations at the same plasma current

levels for design-mode discharges This suggests that the current scaling re-

sults obtained from the design-mode discharges (which were implemented to

extend the scaling data to high current) are not representative of what can

be achieved with sustained discharges.

• Fluctuations of the Faraday rotation caused by sawtooth oscillations, when

compared with density measurements (made simultaneously), indicate that

the current density profile peaks significantly during the sawtooth rise and

flattens during the sawtooth crash. These observations agree with theoreti-

cal predictions [107] of the current density profile evolution during sawtooth

oscillations.

Most of these observations require multichord measurements for the specific effects

to be documented in detail.
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7.2 Conclusions and Recommendations

As a result of this thesis research, the ability to measure Faraday rotation on a

reversed-field pinch has been demonstrated. The problems that were encountered

in the implementation of Faraday rotation measurements^ on ZT-40M may be char-

acteristic of any machine that has constrained diagnostic access, and may explain

why the initial tests of Faraday rotation on ALCATCR C were unsuccessful. In

any case, if Faraday rotation measurements are to be implemented on a machine

that has constrained access, steps to eliminate reflection off metal surfaces must be

taken. For machines that are yet to be built, and have plans for implementing far-

infrared Faraday rotation measurements, specifications for the access requirements

can be made before the machine is designed.

The capability of making polarimetric and interferometric measurements simul-

taneously with heterodyne phase-shift methods has also been demonstrated. As

a result, the ability to make internal magnetic field measurements with a hetero-

dyne polarimeter/interferometer is no longer in question. Multichord measure-

ments could be made with an extension of this work, with a rather predictable

commitment of manpower and funds.

Given the potential information that could be obtained from internal magnetic

field measurements, it is recommended that the extension to multichord operation

proceed. The following paragraphs will outline briefly what needs to be done to

achieve this capability.

With the development required to make Faraday rotation measurements on ZT-

40M completed, the polarirnetric sensitivity is now limited by laser power at the

machine. The system that was used for single-chord measurements did not provide

enough power to support multichord operation. The development that remains,

before simultaneous density and magnetic field profiles can be measured on ZT-

40M, is the improvement of laser power at the machine. Work can then proceed

with the design and assembly of the multichord hardware on ZT-40M.

This improvement can come from a direct increase in FIR laser power or by

improving the efficiency of the components used to propagate the beam to and

around the machine. Methods of improving the system to the point that multichord

measurements are possible are itemized below. Some of the improvements are

already in progress.
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Far-Infrared Laser The present laser produces < 100 mW at 185 fim. Recent

developments in FIR lasers have resulted in the capability of producing ~ 400 mW

at 185 iim [108]. The primary improvement comes from increased COj power. Use

of a two-laser system for heterodyning, rather than a rotating grating, could double

the effective laser power at the machine, since a single laser beam would not have

to be used to produce the two frequencies.

Waveguide Improvements in the waveguide would improve the laser power at

the machine. A new waveguide has already been assembled on ZT-40M. It has a

shorter pathlength (11 meters rather than 17), fewer 90% bends (3 rather than 7),

and is made of less attenuating waveguide (1.5" precision-bore glass rather than

1" non-precision-bore plastic). These changes have improved the efficiency of the

waveguide transmission from 5 - 10% to ~ 50%.

Polarizing Beam Splitters The 500 Ipi gold on mylar polarizing beam splitters

are only ~ 60% efficient in transmission. The polarizing beam splitters at the ma-

chine also need to be backed with TPX flats to suppress membrane-like vibrations,

causing further losses (see Appendix C). The heterodyne configuration (with the

rotating grating) is only ~ 25% efficient. The attenuation of the polarizing beam

splitters accounts for most of the losses. If gold lines are coated directly on the

TPX fiats, and if a free-standing wire polarizer is used for the rotating grating

configuration, large increases in effective laser power would result. A factor of ~ 3

could be gained at the rotating grating alone.

Miscellaneous Other improvements would contribute to the system performance

in other ways. Schottky diode detectors have been installed on ZT-40M to avoid the

high operating cost and degraded reliability of cryogenic detectors. The Schottky

diodes are not quite as sensitive as the GaAs photoconductors at 40 kHz; however

the improvements attained above should help offset the reduced sensitivity. The

Schottky diode sensitivity could be improved if a higher frequency were employed.

This would also improve the time response of the measurements which presently

are not able to track the fast density rise at plasma formation.

A new rotating grating, ruled completely around the circumference, was in-

stalled on the ZT-40M system. This should have eliminated the limit on the het-
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erodyne frequency imposed by the segmented grating (see Section 4.2.4). It was

found that the new grating pattern was not as sharp as the old grating pattern,

causing a decrease in reflectivity. In addition, mistakes in machining the grating

cause segments of the wheel to be useless. As a result, the heterodyne frequency

could only be increased to ~ 100 kHz — still not fast, enough to track the density

rise or take advantage of the frequency response of the Schottky diode detectors.

Either a new grating wheel (fabricated with improved techniques [109]) or a two-

laser heterodyning system should be considered.

The extension of the present work requires a significant investment of time

and money. A new FIR laser may easily cost ~ §100,000 (a new grating with

improved efficiency may only cost ~ $10,000). The multichord optical components

could easily cost ~ $25,000. The system assembly and testing will take 3-5+ man-

years (also a significant amount of money). The importance of the information that

could be obtained, however, warrants the commitment of manpower and funds.
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Appendix A

Definitions in Toroidal

Coordinates

Although magnetic field measurements are of interest in all shapes of plasmas, most

of the development and published measurements have been performed on toroidal

plasmas. Therefore, toroidal coordinates are used throughout this work. The

techniques described for making internal field measurements can also be applied

to other plasmas; however, there is no generic or common coordinate system or

notation, so confusion is generated unless one geometry is adhered to. The basic

coordinate system for toroidal geometry is shown in Figure A.I. The unit vectors

f, 6 and 4> form a left-handed system, where f is the minor radial component, 0 is the

poloidal component, and <f> is a toroidal component. For problems where toroidal

effects are unimportant, and the plasma can be approximated as cylindrical, the

angle 0 becomes the cylindrical azimuth.

Another coordinate system often used is formed by the R, 4>, and z unit vec-

tors, where these represent the major radial, toroidal, and vertical components,

respectively. Often toroidal components are subscripted as B? rather than B^ and

Bp rather than B9, although this work attempts to consistently use the <j> and 6

subscripts. Variations of this notation are sometimes found in the literature, but

definitions are usually explicitly presented or the implications are obvious from

context. Some of the terms encountered in descriptions of toroidal systems are

defined below.

A fundamental quantity in toroidal magnetic fields describes the field line tra-

jectory, relating the rate of change of the toroidal coordinate compared to the
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Figure A.I: Coordinate System for Toroidal Geometry
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poloidal component;
dA = i M l = g(r). (A.I)
d9 RB,{r) H{ } K '

This ratio is commonly known as the "safety factor" because q = 1 is found to

be a stability threshold in tofcamaks. Another quantity frequently found is the

rotational transform,

which relates the change in poloidal angle a field line makes in a complete cycle in

the toroidal direction.

The pitch of a field line is often referred to, and is given by:

4=f, JA.3)

and the pitch, length, the orthogonal analogue of the rotational transform, is:

(A.4)

which represents the toroidal distance required to make a complete poloidal cycle

of the field line.

Another parameter that enters into stability criteria is the magnetic shear:

a=±(*i\ = ±n.\ (A.5*

which is related to the radial rate of change of the field line pitch as a function of

minor radius.

Sometimes, knowledge of the toroidal current density profile is of interest. The

current density is related to the poloidal field by Ampere's law:

(A.6)

Therefore, measurement of the poloidal field is equivalent to the measurement of

the toroidal current density. Similar expressions can relate other currents and

fields.
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Appendix B

Mathematical Methods for
Calculating Polarization Effects
on EM Waves

B.I The Crystal Optic Analogy of a Magnetized
Plasma

The formalism for describing the effects of propagation through a magnetized

plasma is taken from crystal optic theory. This choice is motivated by realizing that

the plasma causes effects on the EM wave that are more commonly seen in work

with crystal optics. Many mathematical techniques that were developed for the

study of crystals can be applied directly to the case of a magnetized plasma. A very

extensive and useful review of crystal optic theory is presented by Ramachandran

and Ramaseshan [110].

Crystals of interest are often anisotropic. As a res>ult, the effects imposed on

the EM wave depend on the relative orientation of the wave propagation vector

and the crystalline axes. For any orientation, there is a set of two orthogonal wave

polarizations that have a unique property in the crystal. Their state of polarization

is independent of position along the pathlength, and therefore the waves propagate

through the crystal with no change in polarization. These waves are called char-

acteristic waves, because they are the characteristic vectors of Equation 2.14. A

general polarization can be resolved into characteristic components as it propagates

in the crystal, and the final polarization is found when the characteristic waves,

which may propagate at different phase velocities, are recombined.
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To determine the characteristic polarizations, the characteristic value problem

needs to be solved. Brandstatter [54] discusses the solution of this problem. An

alternative approach is presented by Heald and Wharton [53] where one defines a

wave polarization coefficient Ex/Ev- If this ratio is real, the characteristic wave is

linearly polarized. If it is complex, the characteristic wave polarization is elliptical.

For the special case where Ex/Ev = ±i, the characteristic waves have left- and

right-hand cm.ular polarizations, respectively. For polarizations with an electro-

static component, a longitudinal polarizatior coefficient, EM/EX, can be used to

describe the state of polarization {EtjEv can also be used). Again, if this coeffi-

cient is real, the characteristic wave is linearly polarized; if it is imaginary, it is

elliptically polarized.

Polarization changes can only result if the medium exhibits birefringence or

dichroism. Birefringence refers to the case when the two characteristic waves travel

at different phase velocities in the medium. Polarization changes occur when the

final relative phase between characteristic polarizations differs from the initial rela-

tive phase. Dichroism refers to the selective attenuation of one wave over the other.

In this case, polarization changes take place because the ratio of amplitudes of the

final wave differs from the ratio of the initial waves. Birefringence and dichroism

are classified by the types of polarization that are characteristic. A medium with

characteristic waves that are circularly polarized it is termed circularly dichrois-

matic or circularly birefringent (often called optically active). For linearly polarized

characteristic waves the medium is said to exhibit linear birefringence or dichroism,

although the adjective "linear" is commonly dropped in this case. If a medium is

described as birefringent, it is assumed that it exhibits linear birefringence. The

general case is seen when the characteristic polarizations are elliptical, and the

medium is said to be elliptically birefringent or dichroismatic.

For a general problem in crystal optics (and magnetized plasmas), there is a

systematic treatment of polarization effects that requires that one:

1. determine the characteristic waves for the orientation of interest,

2. calculate the phase velocity (or related quantity) for these characteristic

waves, and

3. calculate the attenuation effects for these waves.
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Figure B.I: Polarization Defined in Terms of Ellipticity and Azimuth

Use of these elements allows the determination of the final polarization state once

the input polarization conditions are known.

Dichroism in a plasma is a result of collisional effects, which are negligible for

the conditions of interest. The plasma can be taken as lossless for the radiation

frequencies that are used for EM wave probing of most plasruas. Fcr highly col-

lisional plasmas or low radiation frequencies, dichroism can have effects en the

wave polarization. A threshold condition is defined and dichroismatic effects are

described by Vuolo and Galvao | l l l ] .

B.2 Polarization Description
The Poincare Sphere

and Evolution:

It is conventional to describe the polarisation of an EM wave in terms of its ellip-

ticity and azimuth (e.g., [88]). Figure B.I shows how these quantities are used to

define the state of polarization of an EM wave. The polarization refers to the locus

of points that correspond to the tip of the electric field vector for a wave period.

The eilipticity of the polarization is defined by the angle 7, where tan 7 = ±b/a

for b < a. Negative values denote the case when the vector rotates in a clockwise

sense when viewed by an observer looking towards the source. Positive values cor-
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Figure B.2: Description of Polarization on Poincare Sphere

respond to counter-clockwise vector rotation. The azimuth of the polarization is

defined to be the angle between the major axis of the ellipse and some reference.

In Figure B.I the reference is chosen to be the x-axis. The state of polarization is

uniquely defined when the azimuthal and elliptic angles are specified.

This state of polarization in terms of the angles and can conveniently be rep-

resented as a point on the surface of a unit sphere, called the Poincare sphere,

after H. Poincare [112], who first suggested this representation. An example of this

representation is shown in Figure B.2. The north pole of the sphere represents a

left-handed circular polarization and the south pole a right-handed circular polar-

ization. The equator of the sphere is where linear polarizations are represented. A

point on the sphere at longitude 2xjj and latitude 2~y represents a polarization with

azimuth */> and ellipticity 7. Therefore, the state of polarization is also uniquely

defined by a point on the surface of the Poincare sphere.

The real utility of the Poincare sphere is not in polarization representation,

but in the simple operation required to determine polarization changes that result

from propagation through an optical element. The characteristic polarizations of

an optical element are directly opposed on a Poincare sphere. The final polarization

of the EM wave is obtained from the initial polarization by rotating the sphere

through an angle about the axis defined by the characteristic polarizations, where
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a) Polarization Evolution in a Ciroularly Birafringant Medium

a) Polarization Evolution in a Linaarly Birafringant Madhim

Figure B.3: Operations Required to Determine Polarization Evolution
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Figure B.4: Graphical Determination of Axis of Rotation for Elliptical Birefrin-
gence

where 0 = (d&/dz)cj with Cf being a unit vector in the direction of the fast

characteristic polarization. In this way, the effect of linear, circular, or elliptical

birefringence and <..ie resultant phase difference A between the orthogonal charac-

teristic polarizations can be determined.

Sometimes use is made of Stokes parameters for descriptions of polarization

effects. The zeroth Stokes parameter, s0, represents the wave amplitude, and the

other three parameters, Sj — s3, are the cartesian coordinates of the point on the

surface of the Poincare sphere that represents the polarization. The relation be-

tween the Poincare representation and the Stokes representation is found in the

following expression:
f Si = cos 27 cos 2rj)

P = I s2 = cos 2-7 sin 20 (B.5)
( .sa - sin 27.

This notation facilitates the use of Eq. B.4 for studying polarization effects.

With the aid of the Poincare representation, some of the optical elements used in

many types of polarimeters can be better understood. Common optical elements,

used because of their linearly birefring-mt characteristics, are called retardation

plates. The two most frequently employed retardation plates are the A/4 plate and

A/2 plate. Although they can be oriented in any direction, their function can be

most clearly understood by placing them in a linearly polarized beam, with the
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sixes at ±45° to the polarization. On the Poincare sphere, the input polarization

is represented as a point on the equator, at a position equally spaced between the

points representing the characteristic polarizations, or the retardation plate axes.

A A/4 plate induces a phase difference of TT/2 between the characteristic polar-

izations; therefore, the function of a A/4 plate is seen by rotating the sphere by

7r/2 about the characteristic axis. Depending on which plate axis is the fast axis,

the output polarization will be either a right- or left-handed circular polarization.

At orientations other than ±45 r, a A/4 plate converts linear polarizations to ellip-

tical. However, the most common application of a A/4 plate is to convert linear

polarizations to circular, or circular polarizations to linear.

Similarly, the function of a A/2 plate is seen by rotating the sphere through an

angle 7r, which restores a linear polarization, with the polarization azimuth rotated

90°. However, unlike the A/4 plate, the A/2 plate also retains linear polarizations

at orientations other than ±45°, but the azimuthal rotation is changed. This

illustrates the most common application of a A/2 plate, where by adjusting the

orientation of the axes relative to the input polarization, the azimuth of linear

polarization can be rotated through any angle.

Although the Poincare sphere and Stokes parameter representations are useful

tools for visualizing and calculating the effects that a single optical element has on

EM wave polarization, for calculations of EM wave propagation in more compli-

cated systems these techniques are quite cumbersome. For such calculations, the

analysis techniques to be presented in the next section prove to be more useful.

B.3 Jones Matrix Calculus for EM Wave Prop-
agation

R.C. Jones developed a matrix calculus for describing the evolution of a transverse

monochromatic EM wave in an optical system (I13j,[ll4j,[ll5j. This method is

based on the idea that any elliptical vibration can be decomposed into two orthog-

onal linear vibrations with the appropriate amplitudes and phases. The general

vibrations can then be represented completely by the column vector:
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where Ax and A2 are the resolved components of the elliptical vibration, and are

generally complex numbers. The wave intensity is given by:

/ = AtA\ + A2A'2 (B.7)

and the ratio A^/A, describes the polarization state (see Section B.I). This treat-

ment assumes that the incident wave is completely polarized, and none of the

components within the system depolarize the wave. Analysis of depolarizing sys-

tems requires the use of the more complicated Mueller matrices [114]. Jones matrix

calculus allows the evolution of the electric field vector to be expressed as:

E =M -Eo (B.8)

whore Eo is the input electric field vector, E is the final electric field vector, and

M is a matrix which represents a single optical element, or can be derived by

multiplication of single element matrices to represent an entire optical system.

A useful representation of the more common matrices that apply to most optical

systems is found in Reference [116]. Some of the matrices are presented here. The

matrix for an element with linear birefringence 0 is:

/ cos#/2- l jcos20sin/?/2 isin20sin/?/2 \
" (B.8)

\ i sir. 20sin/?/2 cos/?/2 - z cos20sin/?/2 /

where 0 is the azimuth of the fast axis (relative to the z-axis). The matrix for an

element with circular birefringence 2F is given by:

( cosF ±sin.F A
(B.10)

=1- sin F cos F )

where the upper signs are chosen if the right circular polarization is the fast char-

acteristic polarization.

For an element with linear birefringence /? and circular birefringence 2F, Tabor

mid Chen [117] give the following matrix:

/ c o s A/2- »cos(2\)sin A/2 - sin(2\) sin A/2 \
(B.H)

V sin(2>)sin A/2 cos A/2 - i cos(2x) sin A/2 )

where, as before (see Eqs. B.2 and B.3), A F: (4F2 4- 0)l/2,2x = arctan(2F/^).

The matrix for a linear polarizer is:

i / cos2 a + e sin2 a (1 — e) sin a cos a \
(B.12)

! , , , , . 2 , I v '

V (1 - e) sin a cos a sin a + e cos a )
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where a is the azimuth of the direction of transmission, ajid e is the extinction

ratio of the polarizer. For arbitrary orientation of these components in a cartesian

coordinate system, pre- and post-multiplication by a general rotation matrix is

often useful. These matrices are applied as follows:

/ cosi? -sinfl \ / component \ ( =OS-R S™R \ ( Q u )

\ sin R cos R j \ matrix j ^ _ s i n R c o s R j

where R is the rotation angle.

The Poincare sphere and Jones matrix notations are equivalent for describing

EM wave propagation. As mentioned earlier, the Poincare sphere is very useful for

calculating and visualizing the polarization evolution of an EM wave as it propa-

gates through a single optical element. The Jones matrix representation is useful

for analyaiag the effects of propagation through a more complicated optical system

without the advantage of physical insight. With these mathematical tools in hand,

the limiting cases of Appleton's equation can be analyzed in detail to determine

what effects or plasma parameters can be measured by EM wave probing.
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Appendix C

Description of Far-Infrared

Optical Components

In this appendix, various optical components that have been used in the FIR pol-

arimeter/interferometer will be described. One of the disadvantages of working

in the far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum is the lack of refined,

commercially available optics. One reason for this problem is that FIR technology

is quite new compared to optical, infrared, and microwavo technology. Reason-

ably high-power radiation sources have only recently become reliable. Far-infrared

sources are still quite weak compared to infrared and microwave sources, so the

applications of FIR technology may still be limited in years to come. As a result,

there is not enough of a market for FIR components, and one is often forced to

work with home-made components.

Techniques that are used in the far-infrared are often extensions of optical

techniques to longer wavelengths or microwave techniques to shorter wavelengths.

Optical techniques need to be modified because of the large beam divergence for

FIR radiation. Microwave techniques are sometimes limited because the physical

scale of some components gets unpractically small.

A description of the more commonly used FIR components will follow. In

addition to a physical description of the components, some comments about the

important practical details in the component application and operation will be

given.

Retardation Plates The retardation plates are made of c-cut crystalline quartz.

The thicknesses of the plates are based on optical constants reported by Lowenstein,
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et a/.[72], which, for 185 nm radiation, are no = 2.117, nt = 2.159. Unavoidably,

there is also a differential absorption, with a0 = 0.1 cm~l,at = 0.5 cm'1. The

quarter wave plates are 1.5 inches in diameter and 0.0433 inches thick. The half

wave plates are 1.5 inches in diameter and 0.0866 inches thick.

Lenses Lenses used on the FIR system are made of TPX plastic [118]. TPX

has the advantage of low absorption at both FIR and visible wavelengths, which

facilitates alignment. They are available commercially from various sources, but

lenses designed for a specific application may be difficult to find. It was found that

machining techniques could be refined to the point that lenses could be home-made.

To make long focal-length lenses, machining the lens on a mill was preferable to a

lathe. By tilting the spindle of the mill, and using a fiy-cutter, the lens could be

cut by positioning the material so the fiy-cutter passed over the center, and the

surface was cut by rotating the lens. By tilting the spindle further, smaller radius

surfaces could be formed. The machining marks that result are radial rather than

circular, avoiding any Fresnel effects that might otherwise occur. The final finish

was applied by polishing with a mild abrasive.

Polarizing Beam Splitters The polarizing beam splitters that are used in the

system axe 500 line-per-inch gold wires deposited on a thin mylar sheet.1 They

are ~ 60% transmitting for the peak polarization. They are ~ 95% reflecting for

the orthogonal polarization. They are 30 : 1 polarizers in transmission, but only

6 : 1 in reflection. The poor polarization upon reflection is a result of reflection

off the mylar sheet (which contributes to transmissive losses). The beam splitters

are typically mounted by stretching the material over a frame and bonding them

to the frame with epoxy. For the beam splitters that were used in the Mach-

Zehnder configuration around the machine, these mounts were found to vibrate

when the machine fired, introducing errors in the interferometric measurements.

The vibrations were suppressed by backing the beam splitter with a TPX flat.

This increased the attenuation in transmission as well as the reflection of the wrong

polarization, but eliminated the vibration problem. For use in transmission, simple

pellicle mount vibrations do not adversely affect the beam.

'available from Buckbee-Mears, St. Paul, Minnesota
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Polarization analyzers are made of the same material as polarizing beam spHt-

ters, but are oriented differently for that application.

Non-polarizing Beam Splitters The non-polarizing beam splitters that were

used depended on the reflectivity required. The beam splitter used to reflect a

small portion of the beam to the reference detector just after the rotating grating

is ~ 10% reflecting mylar film. TPX could also be used as a weak beam splitter

when a more rigid optical component is required.

For applications where higher reflectivities are needed, inductive mesh beam

spl'tters 119| are used.2 A wide variety of wire spacing and material are available,

depending on the wavelength and reflectivity of interest. These meshes PIso have

vibration problems in simple pellicle mounts. Therefore, backing the mesh with a

TPX flat is required for these beam splitters as well.

It was found that both the dielectric and inductive mesh beam splitters were not

perfectly non-polarizing when mounted at a 45° angle of incidence. For dielectrics,

it is a result of differences between s and p reflectivity, and for the inductive grids,

it is because of a difference in the effective spacing seen by s and p components.

The only location where this effect could be important is within the Mach-Zehnder

configuration (see Section 6.3), where extinction-ratio errors could result. It was

found that, the polarizing effects of the inductive grids could be minimized by

orienting them properly. If the inductive grid (oriented at a 45° angle of incidence

to produce a 90° bend) is rotated within the mount, there will be positions where

the projection of the square pattern appears rectangular, and positions where the

projection of the pattern is diamond-shaped. It was found that the diamond-shaped

patterns exhibited much weaker polarizing effects than the rectangular. With the

diamond-shaped orientation, the polarization effects were acceptably weak.

2Also available from Buckbee-Mears, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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